
APPENDIX TO THE TRANSCENDENTAL
DIALECTIC

THE REGULATIVE EMPLOVMENT OF TilE IDEAS OF
PURE REASON I

Before we proceed to deal with this Ai/mdis it will be or
advantage to consider the section in the MtJltodolpD on tlu
Disdplt'ne 01 Purl Reason ,'n regard 10 Hypollusts.' That
section affords a very illuminating introduction to the
problems here discussed, and is extremely important for
understanding Kant's view of metaphysical science as yielding
either complete certainty or else nothing at all. This is a
doctrine which he from time to time suggests, to the con
siderable bewilderment of the modem reader.' tn discuss
ing it he starts from the obvious objection, that though
nothing can be known through Reason in its pure a priori
employment, metaphysics may yet be possible in an em
pirical form, as consisting of hypotheses, constructed in
conjectural explanation of the facts of ex~rience. Kant
replies by defining the conditions under which alone hypo.
theses can be entertained as such. There must always be
something completely certain, and not only invented or
merely II opined." namely, the /6,1110;/;11 of the object to
which the hypothesis appeals. Once that is proved, It is
allowable, on the basis of experience, to form opinions regard.
ing its reality. Then, and onl)" then, can such opinions be
entitled hypotheses. Otherwise we are not employing the
understanding to explain ; we are simply indulgmg the im
agination in its tendency to dream. Now since the categories
of the pure understanding do not enable us to invent ap,.;ori
the concept of a dynamical connection, but only to apprehend
it when presented in experience, we cannot by means o( these
categories invent a single object endowed with a new quality
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544 THE TRANSCENDENTAL DIALECTIC

not empirically given i and cannot, therefore, base an hypo
thesis upon any such conception.

..Thus it is not permissible to invent any new original powers,
as, for instance, an understanding capable of intuiting its objects
without the aid of senses j or a force of attraction without any contact;
or a new kind or substance existing in space and yet not im
penetrable. Nor is it legitimate to postulate any other form of
communion of substances than that revealed in experience, any
presence that is not spatial, any duration that is not temporal. In a
word our Reason can employ as conditions of the possibility of th ings
only the conditions or possible experience j it can never, as it were,
create concepts of things, independently of those conditions. Such
concepts, though not eelf-ccntradictcry, would be without an object. "I

This does not, however, mean that the concepts of pure
Reason can have no valid employment. They are, it is true,
Ideas merely, with no object corresponding to them in any
experience; but then it is also true that they are not hypo
theses, referring to imagined objects, supposed to be possibly
real. They are purely problematic. They are heuristic
fictions (luuristisdu FiJetitmen), the sole function of which is
to serve as principles regulative of the understanding in its
systematic emplorment. Used in any other- manner they
reduce to the leve of merely mental entities (Gldanlundinrl)
whose very possibility is indemonstrable, and which cannot
therefore be employed as hypotheses for the explanation of
appearances. Given appearances can be accounted for only
in terms of laws known to hold among appearances. To
explain natural phenomena by a transcendental hypothesis
mental processes by the assumption of the soul as a substantial,
simple, spiritual being, or order and design in nature by the
assumption of a Divine Author-is never admissible.

" , . . that would be to explain something, which in terms of
known empirical principles we do not understand sufficiently, by
something which we do not understand at all,"

And Kant adds that the wildest hypotheses, if only they
are physical, are more tolerable than a hyperphysical one.
They at least conform to the conditions under which alone
hypothetical explanation as such is allowable. If Outside this
field, to form opinions, is merely to play with thoughts....'"
A further condition, required to render an hypothesis

acceptable, is its adequacy for determining a priori all the
consequences which are actually given. If for that purpose
supplementary hypotheses have to be called in, the force of

1 A 170-1 a: 8 798-90 • A 172=8 800. • A 175=8 80].
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the main assumption is proportionately weakened. Thus we
can easily explain natural order and design, if we are allowed
to postulate a Divine Author who is absolutely perfect and
all- powerful. But that hypothesis lies open to all the
objections suggested by defects and evils In nature, and can
only be preserved through new hypotheses which modify the
main assumption. Similarty the hypothesis of the human
soul as an abiding and purely spiritual being, existing in
independence of the body, has to be modified to meet the
difficulties which arise from the phenomena of growth and
decay. But the new hypotheses, then constructed, derive
their whole authority from the main hypothesis which they
are themselves defending.
Such is Kant's criticism of metaphysics when its teaching

is based on the facts of experience hypothetlcally interpreted.
In regard to transcendent metaphysics, there are, in Kant's
view, only two alternatives.! Either its propositions must be
established independently oC all experience 10 purely a priori
fashion, and therefore as absolutely certain j or they must
consist in hypotheses empirically grounded. The fi~t

alternative has in the Analytic and Dt'alecl;e been shown to be
impossible j the second alternative he rejects for the above
reasons.
But this does not close Kant', treatment of metaphysical

hypotheses. He proceeds to develop a doctrine which, in its
fearless confidence in the truth of Critical teaching, is the
worthy outcome of his abiding belief in the value of a
"sceptical method,"! As Reason is by its very nature
dialectical, outside opponents are not those Cram whom we
have most to fear. Their objections are really derived from a
source which lies in ourselves, and until these have been traced
to their origin, and destroyed from the root u~wards. we can
expect no lasting peace. Our duty, therefore, IS to encourage
our doubts, until by the very luxuriance of their growth they
enable us to discover the hidden roots from which they derive
their perennial vitality•

•' External tran9uillity is a mere illusion. The germ of theee
objections, which lies in the nature of human Reason. must be
rooted out But how can we uproot it, unless we give it freedom,
nay, nourishment, to send out shoots so that it may discover itself to
our eyes. and that we may then destroy it together with its root?
Therefore think out objections which have never yet occurred to
any opponent j lend him. indeed, your weapons, or grant him the
most favourable position which he could possibly desire. You have

• ct. abote. pp. 48., SO"



546 THE TRANSCENDENTAL DIALECTIC

nothing to fear in all this, but much to hope for; you may gain (01
yourselves a pol5enion which can never again be contested." 1

In this campaign to eradicate doubt by following it out
to its furthermost limits, the hypotheses of pure Reason,
If leaden weapons though they be, slnce they are not steeled
by any law of experience," are an indispensable part of our
equipment. For though hypotheses are useless for the
establishment of metaphysical propositions, they are, Kant
teaches, both admirable and valuable [or their defence. That
is to say, their true metaphysical function is not dogmatic;
but polemical. They are weapons of war to which we may
legitimately resort {or the maintenance of beliefs otherwise
established. If, (or instance, we have been Jed to postulate
the immaterial, self-subsistent nature of the soul, and are met
by the difficulty that experience would seem to prove that
both the growth and the decay of our mental powers are due
to the body, we can weaken this objection by formulating
the hypothesis that the body is not the cause of our thinking,
but only a restrictive condition of it, peculiar to our present
state, and that, though it furthers our sensuous and animal
faculties, it acts as an impediment to our spiritual life.
Similarly, to meet the many objections against belief in the
eternal existence of a finite being whose birth depends upon
contingencies of aU kinds, such as the food supply, the whims
of government, or even vice, we can adduce the transcendental
hypothesis that life has neither beginning in birth nor ending
in death, the entire world of sense being but an image due to
our present mode of knowledge, an image which like a dream
has in itself no objective reality. Such hypotheses are not,
Indeed, even Ideas of Reason, but simply concepts invented
to show that the objections which are raised depend upon the
false assumption that the possibilities have been exhausted,
and that the laws of nature comprehend the whole field of
possible existences. These hypotheses at least suffice to reveal
the uncertain character of the doubts which assail us in our
practical beliefs.

"[Transcendental hypotheses] are nothing but private opinions.
Nevertheless, we cannot properly dispense with them as weapons
against the misgivings which are apt to occur; they are necessary
even to secure our inner tran9uiUity. We must preserve to them
this character, carduny guarding against the assumption of their
independent authority or absolute validity, since otherwise they
....ould drown Reason in fictions and delusions," ,
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We may now return to A 642-68 ... B 670-96. The teach
ing of this section is extremely self-contradictory, waver
ing between a subjective and an objective interpretation of
the Ideas of Reason. The probable explanation is that
Kant is here recasting older material, and leaves standing
more of his earlier solutions than is consistent with his final
conclusions. We can best approach the discussion by con
sidering Kant's statements in A 645'" B 673 and in A 650 «.
= B 6;8 ff. They expound, though unfortunately in the
briefest terms, a point of view which Idealism has since
adopted as fundamental. Kant himself, very strangely, never
develops its consequences at any great length.t The Idea,
which Reason follows in the exercise of its sole true function,
the systematising of the knowledge supplied by the under
standing, is that of a unity in which the thought of the whole
precedes the knowledge of its parts, and contains the con
ditions according to which the place of every part and its
relation to the other parts are determined a priori. This Idea
specialises itself in various forms, and in all of them directs
the understanding to a knowledge that will be that of no
mere aggregate but of a genuine system. Such concepts are
not derived from nature i we interrogate nature according to
tltem, and consider our knowledge defective so long as it fails
to embody them. In A 650'" B 678 Kant further points out
that this Idea of Reason does not merely direct the under
standing to search for such unity, but also claims for itself
objective reality. And he adds,

". • . it is difficult to understand how there can be a logical
principle by which Reason prescribes the unity of rules, unless we
also presuppose a tranecendenta! principle whereby such systematic
unity is a priori assumed to be necessarily inherent in the objects."

For how could we treat diversity in nature as only dis
guised unity, if we were also free to regard that unity as
contrary to the actual nature of the real?

.. Reason would then run counter to its own vocation, propoSing
as its aim an Idea quite inconsistent with the constitution of nature."-

Nor is our knowledge of the principle merely empirical
deduced from the unity which we find in contingent experience:
On the contrary, there is an inherent and necessary Jaw of
Reason compelling us, antecedently to all specific experience
to look for such unity. '

I Ct. above, pp. 97-8, 102, 390-1, 426 If., 447 ft
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II • without it we should h....e no Reason at all, and without
Reaecn no coherent employment of the understanding, and i,.
flu dst,," ~ t!lis "0 suflkien/ m/trion 01 emp;rnal 11'fI/A. In
order, therefore, to secure an empirical criterion we are absolutely
compelled to presuppose the systematic unity of nature as object.
ively valid and neceesery,"! .. It might be supposed that thiS is
merely an economical contrivance of Reason, seeking to aa.ve itself
all possible trouble. a hypothetical attempt. which, if it succeeds.
will, through the unit)' thus attained, impart probability to the
presumed principle of explanation. But such a selfish purpose can
very easily be distinguished from the Idea. For in the latter we
presuppose that this unity of Reason is in conformity with nature
Itself; and that, although we are indeed unable to determine the
limits of this anily, Reason does not here beg but command,"!

This last alternative, that Reason is here propounding a
tentative hypothesis, in order by trial to discover how far it
can be empirically verified-an alternative which Kant in the
above passage rejects as unduly subjective, and as conse
quently failing to recognise the objective claims and a priorI'
authority of the Ideas of Reason,-is yet a view which be
himself adopts and indeed develops at considerable length in
this same section. This, as already stated, affords evidence
of the composite character and varying origins of the material
here presented.
The Dissertation of 1770 gives a purely subjectivist inter

pretation of the regulative principles, among which, from its
pre-Critical standpoint, it classes the principle of causality
and the principle of the conservation of matter.
.. [We adopt principles] which delude the intellect into mistaking

them for arguments derived from the object, whereas they are com
mended to us only by the peculiar nature of the intellect, owing to
their convenience for its free and ample employment. They there
fore .. . rest on su/J/uh've grounds ... namely, on the conditions
under which it seems easy and expeditious for the intellect to make
use of its insight. • • . These rules of judging, to which we freely
submit and to which we adhere as if they were axioms, solely for
the reason that fVert we to depart frqm flu", almost no /udpnent
regartllnl a given o/I}ut WfJIIId be ~,.",issi/JII fo our intelluf, I entitle
pn"neiplts of eonfJtniena. • ., [One of these is] the popularly
received canon, jJrindpia non esse mullijJlieantfa jJrae/er summa",
n"euifafem, to which we yield our adhesion, not because we have
insight into causal unity ill the world either by reason or by ex
perience, but because we seek it by an impulse of the intellect, which
seems to itself to have advanced in the explanation of phenomena
only in the degree in which it is granted to it to descend from a
single principle to the greatest number of consequences...•

I Ut. (it. Italics not In text. I A 653= B 681. • Dilurlali'''.1 JOo
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This, in essentials, is the view which we find developed in
A 646-9::: B 674-8. Reason is the faculty of deducing the
particular from the general. When the general is admitted
only as problematical, as a mere idea, while the particular is
certain, we determine the universality of the rule by applying
it to the particulars, and then upon confirmation of its validity
proceed to draw conclusions regarding cases not actually given.
This Kant entitles the hypo/helical use of Reason. Reason
must never be employed constitutively. It serves only for
the introduction. as far as may be found possible, of unity
into the particulars of knowledge. It seeks to make the rule
approximatt to universality,' The unity which it demands

tl • • • is a prOJ"eded unity, to be regarded not as given in itself, but
as a problem only. This unity aids us in discovering a principle
for the manifold and special employment of the understanding,
drawing its attention to cases which are not given, and thus render
ing it more coherent ,"

The unity is merely logical, or rather methodological.' To
postulate, in consequence of its serviceableness, real unity in
the objects themselves would be to transform it into a tran
scendental principle of Reason, and to render

". . . the systematic unity necessary, not only subjectively and
logically, as method, but objectively also... •

The above paragraphs are intercalated between A 645 ""
B 673 and A 650-63=B 678-91, in which, as we have
already seen, the directly opposite view is propounded,
namely, that such princirles are not merely hypothetical,
nor merely logical. In al cases they claim reality, and rest
upon transcendental principles; they condition the very
possibility of experience; and may therefore be asserted to
be a priori necessary and to be objectively valid. To quote
two additional passages:

It. • • we can conclude from the universal to the particular, only
if universal qualities are ascribed to things as the foundation Upon
which the particular qualities rest." , "The foundation of these
laws[cr. below, pp. SSO-I] is not due to any secret design of making
an experiment by putting them forward as merely tentative sugges
tions. • _ . It is easily seen that they contemplate the parsimony of

1 The extremely un.Critical rea500whichKant here (A 647-B 675) civHfor it.
neee"arily remaininJl: hypothetical is the" impol$ibilitl of knowing all possibltl
consequ"RCe$." ThIS use of the term hypotheliC'lI i. also confusing In view of
Kant'. criticism of the hypothetical employment of Reason in A 769fr. '" B197 ff.

• A 647 ",H 675. • 1.«_(il. and A 649= D617•
• A 64S::B 676. • A 653:B680.
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fundamental causes, the manifoklness of· effects, and the conse
quent affinity of the parts of nature, as being in themselves both
rational and natural. Hence these principles carry their recom
mendation directly in themselves, and not merely as methodological
devices." I

Thus, in direct opposition to the preceding view of Reason's
function as hypothetical, Kant is now prepared to maintain
that the maxims of Reason are without meaning and without
application save in so far as they can be grounded in a tran
scendental principle.'
Let us follow Kant's detailed exposition of this last thesis.

The logical maxim, to seek for systematic unity, rests upon
the transcendental principle that the apparently infinite
variety of nature does not exclude identity of species, that
the various species are varieties of a few genera, and these
again of still higher genera. This is the scholastic maxim:
entia prader ntcessita/elll non use fflul/iplicanda. Upon this
principle rests the possibility of concepts, and therefore of the
understanding itself. It is balanced, however, by a second
principle, no less necessary, the transcendental law of
specification, namely, that there must be rnanifcldncss and
diversity in things, that every genus must specify itself in
divergent species, and these again in sub-species. Or as it
is expressed in its scholastic form: entiulll uarietates flon
tmltrt use fflinumdas . This principle is equally transcend.
ental. It expresses a condition no less necessary for the
possibility of the understanding, and therefore of experience.
As the understanding knows all that it knows by concepts
only. however far it may carry the division of genera, it can
never know by means of pure intuition, but always again by
lower concepts. If, therefore, there were no lower concepts,
there could be no higher concepts;' the gap existing between
individuals and genera could never be bridged i or rather,
since neither individuals nor universals could then be appre
hended, neither would exist for the mind. As the higher
concepts acquire all their content from the lower, they pre·
suppose them for their own existence.

U Every concept may be regarded as a point which, in so far as
it represents the standpoint of a spectator, has its own horizon. • . .
This horizon must be capable of containing an infinite number of
points, each of which again has its own narrower horizon; that is,
every species contains sub-species. according to the principle of
specification, and the logical horizon consists exclusively of smaller

\ A 66o-1=B688-9-
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horizons {sub-species), never of points which possess no extent
(individuals)."l

Combining these two principles, that. of IwmogeneiJ)' and
that of spedficaJion, we obtain a third, that of continu;t". The
logical law of the continuum formarum logicarum presupposes
the transcendental law, ler con/inu; in natura. It provides
that homogeneity be combined with the greatest possible
diversity by prescribing a continuous transition from every
species to every other, or in otber words by requiring that
between any two species or sub-species, however closely
related, intermediate species be always regarded as possible.
(The paragraph at the end of A 661 ...B 689. with its proviso
that we cannot make any definite empirical usc of this law,
is probably of later ori~in; it connects with the concluding
parts of the sectlon.) That this third law is also a pricm'
and transcendental, is shown by the fact that it is not derived
from the prior discovery of system in nature, but has itself
given rise to the systematised character of our knowledge"
The psychological, chemical. and astronomical examples

which Kant employs to illustrate these laws call for no special
comment. They were taken from contemporary science, and
in the advance of our knowledge have become more confus
ing than helpful. The citation in A 646 .... B 674 of the con
cepts of" pure earth, pure water. pure air It as being" concepts
of Reason II is, especially bewildering. They are, even in the
use which Kant himself ascribes to them, simply empirical
hypotheses, formulated for the purposes of purely physical
explanation j they are in no genuine sense universal, regulative
principles.
In passing to A 663-8 '" B 6g1-6 we find still another varia,

tion in the substance of Kant's teaching. He returns, though
with a greater maturity of statement. and with a very different
and much more satisfactory terminology, to the more sceptical
viewofA 646-9 '" B 674-7.' The interest of the above principles,
Kant continues to maintain, lies in their transcendentality.
Despite the fact that they are mere Ideas for the guidance
of understanding, and can only be approached asymptotically.
they are synthetic a priori judgments, and would seem to
have an objective, though indeterminate, validity. So far his
statements are in line with the preceding paragraphs. But
he proceeds to add that this objective validity consists exclu
sively in their heuristic function. They differ fundamentally

I A 658=8 686. • A 66o=B 688.
I The opening parlglll.phl of the seetlen, A 64: 5:: B 670-3. mllY lie of lhe
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from the dynamical, no less than from the mathematical,
principles of understanding, in that no schema of sensibility
can be assigned to them. In other words, their object can
never be exhibited in concreto; it transcends all possible
experience. For this reason they are incapable of a tran
scendental deduction.' They are among the conditions indis
pensably necessary to the possibility, not of each and every
experience, but only of experience as systematised in tlu
in/trest 0/ Reason. In place of a schema they can possess
only what may be called the ana/ugot' of a schema, that is,
they represent the Idea of a maximum, which the understand.
ing in the subjective interest of Reason-or, otherwise
expressed.s in the interest of a certain possible perfection of
our knowledge of objects-is called upon to realise as ",ucll
as possible. Thus they are at once J'ubjedive in the source
from which they arise, and also ;nt!tlenn;nate as to the
conditions under which, and the extent to which, they can
obtain empirical embodiment. The fact that in this capacity
they represent a maximum, does not justify any assertion
either as to the degree of unity which experience on detailed
investigation will ultimately be found to verify, or as to the
noumenal reality by which experience is conditioned.
In A 6#&50; B 672&3 Kant employs certain optical

analogies to illustrate the illusion which the Ideas, in the
absence of Critical teaching, inevitably generate. When
the understanding is regulated by the Idea of a maximum,
and seeks to view all the lines of experience as convere-ing
upon and pointing to it, it necessarily regards it, focus
;mag;na,.;us though it be, as actually existing. The illusion,
by which objects are seen behind the surface of a mirror, is
indispensably necessary if we are to be able to see what lies
behind our backs. The transcendental illusion, which confers
reality upon the Ideas of Reason, is similarly incidental to the
attempt to view experience in its greatest possible extension.

ON THE FINAL PURPOSE OF THE NATURAL DIALECTIC
OF HUMAN REASON'

This section is thoroughly 'unified and consistent in its
teaching. Its repetitious character is doubtless due to
Kant's personal difficulty either in definitively accepting or
in altogether rejecting the constructive, Idealist interpretation
of the function of Reason. He at least succeeds in formulat
ing a view which, while not asserting anything more than is

I ct. ~,.~,tJ A 66g-10=B 691-8. t A 666=B 694, t A 669= B 691.
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required in the scientific extension of experience, indicates
the many possibilities which such experience fails to exclude.
As the Ideas of Reason are not merely empty thought-entities
(entia rat;onis ra/iocinantis 1), but have a certain kind of
objective validity (i.e. arc entia ra/janis ra/io&ina/ae'). they
demand a transcendental deduction.' What this deduction
is, and how it differs from that of the categories, we must now
determine. Its discovery will, Kant claims, crown and com
plete our Critical labours.
Kant begins by drawing a distinction between represent

ing an object absolute/y, and representing an object in tlu Idea.

I'In the former case our concepts are employed to determine the
object, in the lauer case there is in truth only a schema for which
no object, not even a hypothetical one, is directly given, and which
only enables us to represent to ourselves indirectly other objects in
their systematic unity, by means of their relation to this Idea."4

An Idea is only a schema (Kant in terms of A 6SS= B 6gJ
ought rather to have said anaItJgon of a schema) whereby
we represent to ourselves, as for instance in the concept of
a Highest Intelligence, not an objective reality but only such
perfection of Reason as will tend to the greatest possible unity
in the empirical employment of understanding.
With this introduction, Kant ushers in his famous H ais

06 It doctrine. We must view the things of the world as if
they derived their existence from a Highest Intelligence.
That Idea is heuristic only, not expository. Its purpose is
not to enable us to comprehend such a Being, or even to
think its existence, but only to show us how we should seek
to determine the constitution and connection of the objects
of experience. The three transcendental Ideas do not
determine an object corresponding to them, but, under tlte
presupposition of suck an object i" tJu Idea, lead us to
systematic unity of unpin'cal knowledge. When they are
thus strictly interpreted as merely regulative of empirical
enquiry, they will always endorse experience and never run
counter to it. Reason, which seeks completeness of explana
tion, must therefore always act in accordance with them.
Only thereby can experience acquire its fullest possible
extension. This is the transcendental deduction of which
we are in search, 1t establishes the indispensableness of the
Ideas of Reason for the completion of experience, and their
legitimacy as regulative principles.
We may here interrupt Kant's exposition so far as to

I Cf. above, (>po 446'7•
• Cf, jn'(()nt,-a A 663-4=8 691-a,
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point out that this argument does not do justice to the full
force of his position. The true Critical contention-and only
if we interpret the passage in the light of this contention can
the proof be regarded as transcendental in the strict sense
is that the Ideas are necessary to the possibility of each and
every experience, involved together with the categories as
conditions of the very existence of consciousness. They are
not merely regulative, but are regulative of an experience
which they also help to make possible.' They express the
standards in whose light we condemn all knowledge which
does not fulfil them; and we have consequently no option
save to endeavour to conform to their demands. In
other words, they are not derivative concepts obtained by
merely omitting the restrictions essential to our empirical
consciousness, but represent a presupposition necessarily
involved in all consciousness. Some such restatement of the
argument is demanded by the position which Kant has
himself outlined in A 645" B 673 and in A 650 tr. ,. B 678 ff.
Unfortunately he docs not return to it. The more sceptical
view which he has meantime been developing remains domi
nant. The deduction is left in this semi-Critical form.
A 672-6 "'" B 700-4 give a fuller statement of the" ats olJ"

doctrine. In psychology we must proceed as if the mind
were a simple substance endowed with personal identity 1 (in
this life at least), not in order to derive explanation of its
changing states from the soul so conceived, but to derive
them from each other in accordance with the Idea. In
cosmology and theology (we may observe the straits to
which Kant is reduced in his attempt to distinguish them)
we ought to consider all phenomena both in their series and
in their totality as if they were due to a highest and all
sufficient unitary ground. In so doing we shall not derive
the order and system in the world from the object of the
Idea. but only extract from the Idea the rule whereby the
understanding attains the greatest possible satisfaction in the
connecting of natural causes and effects.

, 1 may here guard al:ainat misundenlD.ndin~. Though tbe Men of Reason
condition the eaperienee whkh lhey ugulate, this must not lie taken I~ nu1lif~'ing
Kant's (undamental dbitinction between tl\e regulAtiveInd the conslituli\"e. Even
when he is de\'e!oping his less sceptical view, he adopts, in metaphysics IlS in
ethics, a position whkh it ",dicaUy distinct from IhM of Hegel, Thuugh the
mOlal ideal repn~sents 'elllity of the highest order It Iranscend, all possible rcall$ll·
lion o( Itself in human lire. Though it conditiuns all our morality , it al the same
time condemns it. The Christian "irtue o( humilily defines the only attitude
pto~r to the human I0Il1. In an eltlctly similar ntanner,lhe fact thlt the Iden
of Reason have 10 be n·gardrd lit condiliuning the possiltilily cr seese-expeeleuee
need not p,evenl us from also rec:ognislng that thcy likewise make possible OUI
eon~toUUleu of ill !imilations. s cr. above, W · .73"7.
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In A 676-7 = B 704·5 Kant resorts to still another dis
tinction-between su/'positio relativa and suppositio aOso/u/a.
This distinction is suggested by the semi - objectivity of
principles that are merely regulative. Though we have to
recognise them as necessary, such necessity does not justify
the assertion of their independent validity. When we admit
a supreme ground as the source of the order and system
which the principles demand, we do so only in order to think
the universality of the principles with greater definiteness.
Such supposition is relative to the needs of Reason in its
em/irical employment : not absolute, as pointing to the
existence of such a being in itself.

•• This explains ",hy, in relation to what is given to the senses as
existing, we require the Idea of a primordial Being necessary in itself,
and yet can never form the slightest concept of it or of its absolute
necessity." I

This last statement leads to the further problem to which
Kant here gives his final solution, how if, as has been shown
in the Dialet:/i&. the concepts of absolute necessity and of
unconditionedness are without meaning, the Ideas of Reason
can be entertained at all, even mentally. What is their
actual content and how is it possible to conceive them '1
Kant's reply is developed in terms of the semi- Critical
subjectivist point of view which dominates this section. The
Ideas are mere Ideas. They yield not the slightest concept
either of the internal possibility or of the necessity of any
object corresponding to them. They only seem to do so,
owing to a transcendental illusion. On examination we find
that the concepts which we employ in thinking them as
independently real. arc one and all derived from experience.
That is to say. we judge of them after the analogy of reality,
substance, causality, and necessity in the sensible world.'

.. [They are consequently] ana/oea only of real things, not real
things in themselves. We remove from the object of the Idea the
conditions which limit the concept of the understanding, but which
at the same time alone make it possible for us to have a determ inate
concept of anything. What we then think is, therefore, a something
of wbicb, as it is in itself, we have no concept whatsoever, but which
we none the less represent to ourselves as standing in a relation to
the sum-total of appearances analogous to that in which appearances
stand to one another." •

11..679",°7°7. I A678=B706.
11..674=8702. Cr. A 6,S·9 ",H 706.,.
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They do not carry our knowledge beyond the objects
of possible experience, but only extend the empirical unity of
experience. They arc the schemata of regulative principles.
In them Reason is concerned with nothing but its own
inherent demands; and as their unity is the unity of a system
which Is to be sought only in experlence.t qualities derived
from the sensible world can quite legitimately be employed
in their specific determination. They arc not inherently
dialectical j their demands have the rationality which we
have a right to expect in the Ideals of Reason. When
Critically examined, they propound no problem which
Reason is not in itself entirely competent to solve) It is
to their misemployment that transcendental illusion is due.
In the form in which they arise from the natural disposition
of our Reason they are good and serviceable.'
To the question what is the most adequate form in which

the regulative schema can be represented,' Kant gives an
answer which shows how very far he is from regarding the
Leibnizian Ens rtalissimum as the true expression of the
Ideal of Reason. It is through the emflloyment of teleological
concepts that we can best attain the highest possible form of
systematic unity.

leThe highest formal unity ... is the jJUryoS;lII unity of things.
The sjJlt:Ulative [i.e. theoretical] interest of Reason makes it necessary
to regard all order in the world as if it had originated in the purpose
of a Supreme Reason. Such a principle opens out to our Reason,
as applied in the field of experience, altogether new views as to how
the things of the world may be connected according 10 leleological
laws, and so enables it to arrive al their greatest systematic unity.
The assumption of a Supreme Intelligence, as the one and only
cause of the universe, though in the Idea alone, can therefore
always benefit Reason and can never injure it."

For so long as this assumption is employed only as a
regulative principle, even error cannot be really harmful.
The worst that can happen is that where we expected a
teleological connection, a merely mechanical or physical one
is met with. If, on the other hand, we leave the solid
ground of experience, and use the assumption to explain
what we are unable to account for in empirical terms, we
sacrifice all real insight, and confound Reason by transforming
a concept, which is anthropomorphically determined for the

I A68o=B 708.
I AI above noted (pp. 499 If.I, when we find Kant thUI Inlilting upon

the comfldelY soluble character of all probleml of pure Reason, the sceptical,
lubje<:ti'f15! tendency is dominant.
, A 669'" B 697. I Cf. above, pp. 536-7, 5,,'-2. • A 686'7: B 7'4-150
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purposes of empirical orientation, into a means of explaining
order as non-natural and as imposed from without on the
material basis o! things.
This is a point of sufficient importance to caU for more

detailed statement. Hume in his Dialogues points out that
the main defect in the teleological proof of God's existence
is its assumption that order and design are foreign to the
inherent constitution of things, and must be of non-aatural
origin. The argument is therefore weakened by every advance
in the natural sciences. It also runs directly counter to the
verYlhenomena, those of animal life, upon which it is chiefly
base • since the main characteristic of the organic in its dis
tinction from the inorganic is its inner wealth of productive
and reproductive powers. With these criticisms Kant is in
entire agreement. From them, in the passage before us, he
derives an argument in support of a strictly regulative Inter
pretation of his "als o!J" doctrine. The avowed intention of the
teleological argument is to prove from nature the existence of
an intelligent supreme cause. If therefore its standpoint be
held to with more consistency than its own defenders have
hitherto shown, it will be found to rest upon the regulative
principle, that we must study nature as if an inJurent order
were naJive to it, and so seek to approach by degrees, in pro
portion as such natural unity is empirically discovered, the
absolute perfection which inspires our researches. But if
we transform our [deal into an instrument of explanation,
beginning with what ought properly to be only our goal,
we delude ourselves with the belief that what can only be
acquired through the slow and tentative labours of empirical
enquiry is already in our possession.

"If I begin with a supreme purposive Being as the ground or
all things, the unity of nature is really surrendered, as being quite
foreign and accidental to the nature of things, and as not to be
known from its own general laws. There thus arises a vicious
circle: we are assuming just that very point which is mainly in '
dispute."!

Such a method of argument is self-destructive, since if we
do not find order and perfection in the nature of things, and
tkerefore in tluir general and 1I«essary laws, we are not in a
position to infer such a Being as the source of all causality.
To the question whether we may not interpret natural

order, once it has been discovered by empirical investigation,
as due to the divine will, Kant replies that such procedure
is allowable only on the condition that it is the same to us

J A 693=B 121. Cf. above, p. 539-
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whether we say that God has wisely willed it or that nature
has wisely arranged it. We may admit the Idea of a Supreme
Being only in so far as it is required by Reason as the
regulative principle of all investigation of na/un ;

" . .. and we cannot. therefore, without contradicting ourselves,
ignore the general laws of nature in view of which the Idea was
a.dopted, and look upon the purposiveness of nature as contingent and
hyper-physical in its origin. For we were not justified in assuming
above nature a Being of those qualities. but only in adopting the Idea
of it in order to be able to view the appearances, according to the
analogy of a causa.} determination, as systematically connected with
one another." 1 IIThus pure Reason, which at first seemed to ~romise
nothing less than the extension of knowledge beyond all limits of
experience, contains, if properly undentood, nothing but regulative
principles...• " I

CONCLUDING COMMENT ON THE DIALECTIC

I may now summarise Kant's answer to the three main
questions of the Dialectic : (I) Whether, or in what degree,
the so-called Ideas or Reason are concepts due to a faculty
altogether distinct from the understanding, and how far, as
thus originating in pure Reason, they allow of definition j
(2) how far they are capable of a transcendental deduction j
(3) what kind of objective validity this deduction proves them
to possess.
These questions are closely interconnected i the solution

of anyone determines the kind of solution to be given to
all three. Kant, as we have round, develops his final position
through a series of very subtle distinctions by which he
contrives to justify and retain, though in a highly modified
form, the more crudely stated divisions between Ideas and
categories, between Reason and understanding, upon which
the initial argument of the Dialectic is based.
The answer amounts in essentials to the conclusion that

understanding, in directing itself by means of Ideals, exercises
a function so distinct (rom that whereby it conditions concrete
and specific experience, that it may well receive a separate
title j that the Ideas in terms of which it constructs these
Ideals, though schematic (i.I. sensuous and empirical in
content), are not themselves empirical, and so far from being
merely extended concepts of understanding, express tran
scendental conditions upon which all use of the understand
ing rests.

I A699·,00.... B 127'8. • A 1ol=B 7.
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Now if this position is to be justified, Kant ought to show
that the fundamental Idea of Reason, that of the unconditioned,
is altogether distinct from any concept of the understanding,
and in particular that it must not be identified with the
category of totality, nor be viewed as being merely the
concept of conditioned existence with its various empirical
limitations thought away. Needless to say, Kant does not fulfil
these requirements in any consistent manner. The Critipt
contains the material for a variety of different solutions; it does
not definitively commit itself to anyone of them.

If the argument of A 650 if....B 678 fr. were developed,
we should be in possession of what may be called the Idealist
solution. It would proceed somewhat &!I follows. Conscious
ness as such is always the awareness of a whole which pr~

cedes and conditions its parts. Such consciousness cannot be
accounted for on the assumption that we are first conscious
of the conditioned, and then proceed to remove limitations
and to form for ourselves, by means of the more positive
factors involved in this antecedent consciousness, an Idea of
the totality within which the given falls. The Idea of the un
conditioned, distinct from all concepts of understanding, is
one of the a priori conditions of possible experience, and is
capable of a transcendental deduction of equal validity with,
and of the same general nature as, that of the categories.
It is presupposed in the possibility of our contingently given
experience.
As this Idea conditions all subordinate concepts, it cannot

be defined in terms of them. That does not, however,
deprive it of all meaning; its significance is of a unique kind;
it finds expression in those Ideals which, while guiding the
mind in the construction of experience, also serve .., the
criteria through which experience is condemned at only
phenomenal.
But this, as we have found, is not a line of argument

which Kant has developed in any detail. The passages which
point to it occur chiefly in the introductory Frtions of the
Dialectic j in its later sections they arc both brief and scanty.
When he sets himself, as in the chapter on the Ideal of Pur,
Reas~n and in the subsequent Appendix, to define his con
clusions, it is a much more empirical, and indeed sceptical,
line that he almost invariably follows. There are, he then
declares, strictly no pure, a priori Ideas. The supposed
Ideas of unconditionedness and of absolute necessity are dis
covered on examination to be without the least significance for
the mind. The Ideas, properly defined, are merely schemata
of regulative principles, and their whole content reduces
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without remainder to such categories as totality, substance,
causality, necessity, transcendently applied. As Ideas, they
are then without real meaning; but they can be employed by
analogy to define an Ideal which serves an indispensable
function in the extension of experience. From this point of
view, the transcendental deduction of the Ideas is radically
distinct from that of the categories. The proof is not that
they are necessary for the possibility of experience, but only
that they are required for its perfect, or at least more complete,
development. And as Kant is unable to prove that such
completion is really possible, the objective validity of the
Ideas is left open to question. They should be taken only
as heuristic principles; the extent of their truth, even in the
empirical realm, cannot be determined by the a prior;method
that is alone proper to a Critique tif Pure Reason.
The first view is inspired by the fundamental teaching of

the Analytic, and is the only view which wiIJ justify Kant in
retaining his distinction between appearance and things in
themselves. All that is positive in the second view can be
combined with the first view; but, on the other hand, the
negative implications of the second view are at variance with
its own positive teaching. For when the Ideas are regarded
as empirical in origin no less than in function, their entire
authority is derived from experience, and cannot be regarded
as being transcendental in any valid sense of that term. In
alternating between these two interpretations of the function
of Reason, Kant is wavering between the Idealist and the
merely sceptical view of the scope and powers of pure
thought. On the Idealist interpretation Reason is a meta
physical faculty, revealing to us the phenomenal character of
experience, and outlining possibilities 'such as may perhaps be
established on moral grounds. From the sceptical standpoint,
on the other hand, Reason gives expression to what may be
only our subjective preference for unity and system in the
ordering of experience. According to the one, the criteria
of truth and reality are bound up with the Ideas; according
to the other, sense-experience is the standard by which the
validity even of the Ideas must ultimately be judged. From
the fact that Kant should have continued sympathetically to
develop two such opposite standpoints, we would seem to be
justified i,n concluding that he discerned, or at least desiderated,
some more complete reconciliation of their teaching than he
has himself thus far been able to achieve, and that no solution
which would either subordinate the Ideal demands of thought,
or ignore the gifts of experience, could ever. have been defini
tively accepted by him as sati sfactorily meeting the issues at
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stake. The Idealist solution is that to which his teaching as
a whole most decisively points j but he is as conscious of the
difficulties which lie in its path as .he is personally convinced
of its ultimate truth. His continuing .appreciation of the
value of sceptical teaching is a tacit admission that the
Idealist doctrines, in the form which he has so far been able
to give to them, arc not really adequate to the complexity
of the problems. As further confirmation of the tentative
character of Kant's conclusions in the Critique of Pure Reason,
we have his own later writings. In the Critique ofJudgment,
published nine years later, in teaching less sceptical and
more constructive, though still delicately balanced between
the competing possibilities, and always, therefore, leaving the
final decision to moral considerations, Kant ventures upon
a restatement of the problems of the Dialutic. To this
restatement both of the above tendencies contribute valuable
elements.





APPENDIX AI

TRANSCENDENTAL DOCTRINE OF METHODS

CHAPTER I

THE DISCIPLINE S OF PURE REASON

KANT is neither an intellectualist nor an anti-intellectualist.
Reason, the proper duty of which is to prescribe a discipline
to all other endeavours, itself requires discipline j and when
it is employed in the metaphysical sphere, independently of
experience, it demands not merely the correction of single
errors, but the eradication of their causes through" a separate
negative code." such as a Critical philosophy can alone supply.
In the Transctnd~nlal Doctrine of Elements this demand has
been met as regards the malenals or con/m/s of the Critical
system i we are now concerned only with its me/hods or formal
conditions.'
This distinction is highly artificial. As already indicated,

it is determined by the requirements of Kant's architectonic.
The entire teaching of the Methodology has already been
more or less exhaustively expounded in the earlier divisions
of the Critique.

SECTION I

THE DISCIPLINE OF PURE REASON IN ITS DOGMATIC
EMPLOYMENT

In dealing with the distinction between mathematical and
philosophical knowledge, Kant is here returning to one of the
1 Nearly .11 the Importanl point. nl.ed In the "f'IIuKM~n, and lever.1 of ib

chief IKtlon., I baYt commented upon in their connection WIth the earlier patti of
the Cniifw. AlIo, the MdlllHkhO is extremely ditrlde. }o~or these rea$Om I
han found it ,dYisabJe to aiYe .uch additional comment u teem, necCM:lry in
the form of this Appendix.
'On Kant'. usc of tbe term. 'dillCipline' and 'canon,' er. above, pP. 71-a,

170, 1740 .Us. • cr. above, p. ..38.
5"
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main points of his Introduction to the Critique.' His most
exhaustive treatment of it is, however, to be found in a
treatise which he wrote as early as 1;64, his Enquiry into lIlt
C/~a,.."us of the Principles of Na/ural Tllto/0f:)' and Morals .
The continuing influence of the teaching of that early work
is obvious throughout this section, and largely accounts for
the form in which certain of its tenets are propounded.

l< • • • one can say with Bishop Warburton that nothing has
been more injurious to philosophy than mathematics, that is. than
the imitation of its method in a sphere where it is impossible of
application. • • ." t

So far from being identical in general nature, mathematics
and philosophy are, Kant declares, fundamentally opposed
in all essential features. For it is in their methods, and not
merely in their subject-matter, that the essential difference
between them is to be found.' Philosophical knowledge can
be acquired only through ~(}ncejJ/.r, mathematical knowledge
is gained through the €onS/ru€/; on of concepts. fo The one is
discursive merely; the other is intuitive. Philosophy can
consider the particular only in the general; mathematics
studies the general in the particular.! Philosophical concepts,
such as those of substance and causality, are, indeed, capable
of application in transcendental synthesis, but in this employ
ment they yield only empirical knowledge of the sensuously
given ; and from empirical concepts the universal and neces
sary judgments required for the possibility of metaphysical
science can never be obtained.
The exactness of mathematics depends on definitions,

axioms, and demonstrations, none of which are obtainable in
philosophy. To take each in order.
1. De!nJ.tlona.-To define in the manner prescribed by

mathematics is to represent the €Omplete concept of a thing.
This is never possible in regard to empirical concepts. We
are more certain of their denotation than of their connotation i
and though they may be explaintd, they cannot be defined.
Since new observations add or remove predicates, an empirical
concept is always liable to modification .

..What useful purpose could be served by defining an empirical
N r.cept, such, for instance, as that of water? When we speak of

I A ,,-S=8 8-9-
• OnJ''I1~!IJ1''r: ZUllill Bdr(J(4tu1Ir. W . iL P. 28J.
• Kant here disavows the position o(the U"t,nw!lulfl: in which {E rsI, Bttnu!l_

IUIII:. I ..l he had asterted that mathematic. deals with quantity and philO!iophy
...ith qualities.

t For comment upon ,hi. distinction, cr, above, pp, 131-3,338'9
• Uttllnw:!Iullr: Ent. Bdl'tKUUllr.' 2.
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water and its properties, we do not stop short at what is thought in
the word water, but proceed to experiments. The word. with the few
marks which are attached to it, is more properly to be regarded as
merely a designation than as a conception. The so-called definition
is nothing more than a determining of the word" I

Exact: definition is equally impossible in regard to a priorI
forms, such as time or causality, Since they are not framed
by the mind, but arc given to it, the completeness of our
analysis of them can never be guaranteed. Though they are
known, they arc known only as problems.

.. As Augustine has said, 'I know well what time is, but if any
one asks me, ] cannot tell.' "S

Mathematical definitions makt concepts j philosophical
definitions only explain them.' Philosophy cannot, therefore,
imitate mathematics by beginning with definitions. In philo.
sophy the incomplete exposition must precede the complete j
definitions are the final outcome of our enquiry, and not as in
mathematics the only possible beginning of its proofs. Indeed,
the mathematical concept may be said to be given by the
very process in which it is constructively defined j and, as
thus originating in the process of definition, it can never be
erroneous.' Philosophy, on the other hand, swarms with
faulty definitions, which are none the less serviceable.

l< In mathematics definition belongs ad esse, in philosophy ad
mehils esse. It is desirable to attain it, but often very difficult.
Jurists are still without a definition of their concept of Right." (0

II. Axioms.-This paragraph is extremely misleading as a
statement of Kant's view regarding the nature of geometrical
axioms. In stating that they are self-evident,e he does not
really mean to assert what that phrase usually involves,
namely, absolute a pn't.wi validity. For Kant the geometrical
axioms are merely descriptions of certain de facto properties
of the given intuition of space. They have the merely hypo
thetical validity of all propositions that refer to the contmgently
I A 728",B 7S6.
• Um#"sudunr: Z1Wit.1J,IYfNAJunr, W. ii. p. 28~.
• lfnflrtW!unr" Ertl, BlIraeAJunr, • I, W. h. P. 276: "Matbematic.

proceed' to all itl definition. by a syniMtil procedure, pbilOlOpby by an analytic
procedure."
• In the Unf.,..sudulIl' Kant', . tatementl are more cautious, and abo

more adequate. Cf. Erf/. Befr(ll!UulIr, • 3, W. il, P. 279 I "In mathematiCli
there are only a few but In philosophy there are innumerable irresolvable
concept.... . "
'A 731 n.",B 759'"
• The rhUses which Kant employ. (A 732'3",B 760-1) are: ""'!mitt,l.

~rpwiss" "tvidllll," "lIupnsdllill!itA." cr. above, pp. uxv.vi, 36 ft, 53,
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given. For even as a pure intuition, space belongs to the
realm of the merely factual.' This un-Critical opposition of
the self-evidence of geometrical axioms to the synthetic char
acter of such II philosophical" truths a~ the J'rinciple of
causality is bound up with Kant's unreasone conviction
that space in order to be space at all, must be Euclidean.'
Kant's reference in this paragraph to the propositions of
arithmetic is equally open to criticism. For though he is
more consistent in recognising their synthetic character, he
still speaks as if they could be described as self-evident, i.t. as
immediately certain. The cause of this inconsistency is, of
course, to be found in his intuitional theory of mathematical
science. Mathematical propositions are obtained through
intuition; those of philosophy call for an elaborate and diffi
cult process of transcendental deduction. When modern
mathematical theory rejects this intuitional view, it is really
extending to mathematical concepts Kant's own interpreta
tion of the function of the categories. Concepts condition the
possibili/y of intuitional experience, and find in this condi
tioning power the ground of their objective validity.' Here,
as in the Ats/ltt/ie,' Kant fails adequately to distinguish
between the problems of pure and applied matbematlcs.
III. Demonst.r&t.ions.-Kant again introduces his very un

satisfactory doctrine of the ccnetructlon of concepts : 6 and he
even goes so far as to maintain, in complete violation of his
own doctrine of transcendental deduction, that where there is
no intuition, there can be no demonstration. Aoodictic pro
positions, he declares, are either dogmata or 1tUllllemala; and
the former are beyond the competence of the human mind.
But no sooner has he made these statements than he virtually
withdraws them by adding that, though apodictic propositions
cannot be established directly from concepts, they can be
indirectly proved by reference to something purely contingent,
namely, possible experience. Thus the principle of causality
can be apodictically proved 89 a condition of possible ex
perience. Though it may not be called a dOff1Ha, it can be
entitled a principle I In explanation of this distinction, which
betrays a lingering regard for the self-evident maxims of
rationalistic teaching, Kant adds that the principle of
causality, though a principle, has itself to be proved.

" . . . it has the peculiarity that it first makes possible its own
ground or proof, namely, expertence. • ••".

1 C£' ahoye, I'P' 118, 142, tSs·6.
• CC. above, pp. 38-42,9J·4. llS ·:zo. Ill-
• C£' nbovc, p. IJI ff.

• CC. above, II. 117 ft'.
• CC. ahoYt', pp. 111-12, 114-ISo
I A 737""B 76S.
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This, as we have noted,' is exactly what mathematical
axioms must also be able to do, if they are to establish their
objective validity.

SECTION II

TilE ntsCIPI.INE OF PURE REASON IN ITS POI.EMICAL
EMI'I.DYMENT

This section contains an admirable defence of the value or
scepticism.

" Even poisons have their use. They serve to counteract other
poisons generated in our system, and must have a place in every
complete pharmacopeia. The objections against the persuasions and
complacency of our purely speculative Reason arise from the very
nature of Reason itself, and must therefore have their own good use
and purpose, which ought not to be disdained. Why has Providence
placed many things which are closely bound up with our highest
interests so (ar beyond our reach, that we are only permitted to
apprehend them in a manner lacking in clearness and subject to
doubt, in such fashion that our enquiring gllt.C is more excited than
satisfied? It is at least doubtful whether it servesany useful purpose,
and whether it is not, indeed, perhaps even harmful to venture upon
bold interpretations of such uncertain appearances. But there can be no
manner of doubt that it is alwaysbest to grant Reason complete liberty.
both of enquiry and of criticism, so that it may be without hindrance
in attending to its own proper interests. " These interests are no less
furthered by the limitation than by the extension of its speculations;
and they will always sufferwhen outside influences intervene to divert
it from its natural path, and eoconstrain it by what is irrelevant to its
own proper ends.":t .. Whenever I hear that a writer of real ability
has demonstrated away tbe freedom of the human will, the hope of It
future life, and the existence of God, ] am eager to read the book,
for I expect him by his talents to increase my insight into these
matters.">

I Cf" .boye. pp. 36 H., 117 tr., u8 tr., s6~ .6. • A 743-4- B 771 -2.
, A 7$3:::U 781. In A 74S:; 8 773 Kant' mention of Jluloe un hardly refer

10 Hume' Dial4,,'Jtts (cC. above, pp- 539"40II.~ Kant probahly h", In IIllnd
SKtl.1lI XI. of the EIIIJljl,-y. The important diseuuion of Htlme', position in
A 760 tr.= n 788 8'. has been conlnlented upon above, p. 61 8'. With Priestley',
leaching (A 74S-6oo R 773"4) Kant f'l0b:l.b11 bteaml! acquainted thfOllih lOme
indirect source, The nnt or Printlef' pbill»Ophical writings 10 appear In
Germal\ Will his ""slIJI")' tilJA~ CtI""II/'1It11/1 til CArllllalll'(j'_ "The Iran,111hon WIlS
puhli~hed in 1782. In A 747.8=8 775.6 Kllnl quite obyiously hu ROUlsellll in
mlnd,
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SECTION IV'

THE DISCIPLINE OF PURE REASON IN REGARD TO
ITS PROOFS I

This section merely restates the general nature and re
quirements of transcendental proof. The exposition is much
less satisfactory than that already given in the Anal/tic and
Dialectic. The only really new factor is the distinction
between apagogical and direct proof. The former may pro
duce conviction, but cannot enable us to comprehend the
grounds of the truth of our conviction. Also, outside mathe
matics, it is extremely dangerous to attempt to establish a
thesis by showing its contradictory to be impossible.' This is
especially true in the sphere of our Critical enquiries, since the
chief danger to be guarded against is the confounding of the
subjectively necessary with the independently real. In this
field of investigation it is never permissible to attempt to
justify a synthetic proposition by refuting its opposite. Such
seeming proofs can easily be secured. and have been the
favourite weapons of dogmatic thinkers.

.. Each must defend his position directly, by a legitimate proof
that carries with it transcendental deduction of the grounds upon which
it is itself made to rest. Only when this has been done, are we in a
position to decide how far its claims allow of rational justification.
If an opponent relies on subjective grounds, it is an easy matter to
refute him. The dogmatist cannot, however, profit by this advantage.
His own judgments are, as a rule. no less dependent upon subjective
influences j and he can himself in tum be similarly cornered. But
if both parties proceed by the direct method, ,ilk,. they "ill soon
discover the difficulty, nay. the impossibility, of showing reason for
their assertions, and "ill be left with no resort save to appeal to some
form of prescriptive authority; 0' the C,;I;f/Ut will the more easily
discover the illusion to which their dogmatic procedure is due;
and pure Reason will be compelled to relinquish its exaggerated
pretensions in the realm of speculation, and to withdraw within the
limits of its proper tenitory-that of practical principles." t

I Section III., on Tlu Di,df/"'u 11/ Pun R,astm ,." ReK#'fJ ttl H~1#"'"'.
h.. bun commented on above, ~ 543·6. ' A 782::B 810-
• Even in mathematic' lhe indllect method i. not alway••"aUable, Cr. Ruuell.

h'-tllil/,ulMtlIIuNlIJI,"{I, i. P. ISo I A 794= n 8aa.



CHAPTER II

THE CANON 1 OF PURE REASON

SECTION J

rns ULTIMATE END OF TilE PURE USE OF OUR REASON'

The problems of the existence of God, the freedom of the
will, and the immortality of the soul have, Kant declares,
little t!teorttical interest. For, as he has already argued,
even if we were justified in postulating God, freedom, and
immortality, they would not enable U~ to account for the
phenomena of sense-experience, the only objects of possible
knowledge. But the three problems are also connected with
our preu/kat interests, and in that reference they constitute
the chief subject of metaphysical enquiry.' The practical is
whatever is possible through freedom; and the decision as to
wlzal we ought to do is the supreme interest of pure Reason
in its highest employment.

u • • • the ultimate intention of Nature in her wise provision (or us
has indeed, in the constitution of our Reason, been directed to our
moral interests alone." t

This is the position which Kant endeavours to establish
in his Foundations of the Metapltysics of Morals, and in the
Critique of Practical Reason. The very brief outline which
he here gives of his argument is necessarily incomplete; and
is in consequence somewhat misleading. He first disposes of
the problem of freedom; and does so in a manner which
shows that he had not, when this section was composed,
developed his Critical views on the nature of moral freedom.
He is for the present content to draw a quite un-Critical
I cr. above, p. 563 PI . 2. ' A 797:cB 825.
I cr. en'J;'!", (1/ j"rJrllllnt, W. v. P. 473; Bernard's tranl. p. 411: .. GM,

{ruth"" Ind .",mprlaJity are the problems at the solution of which all the
preparations of Metaphysic. aim, u their ultimate and unique purpose."
t A 800-1,. B 829.

S..
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distinction between transcendental and practical Irccdom.!
The latter belongs to the will in so far as it is determined by
Reason alone, independently of SCllliUOUS impulses. Reason
prescribes objective knos 0/ /rudQIIl, and the will under the
influence of these laws overcomes the affections of sense.
Such practical freedom can, Kant asserts. be proved by ex
perience to be a natural cause. Transcendental Ireedom.t
all the other hand, i.e. the power of making a new beginning
in the series of phenomena, is a problem which can never be
empirically solved. It is a purely speculative question with
which Reason in its practical employment is not in the least
concerned. The canon of pure Reason has therefore to deal
only with the two remaining problems, God and immortality.
Comment upon these assertions can best be made in con
nection with the argument of the next sectlon.s

SECTION II

TilE IDEAL OF TilE HIGHEST GOOD, AS A DETERMINING

GROUND 010' TilE ULTIMATE END OF PURE REASON f

Reason in its speculative employment transcends experi
ence, but solely for the sake of experience. In other words.
speculative Reason has a purely empirical function. (This is
the explanation of the somewhat paradoxical contention, to
which Kant has already committed himself, that the problems
of God and immortality, IIJough sumingly sptcu/aliv~ in
dJaraclt,., really originate in our practical interests.) But
pure Reason has also a practical use: and it is in this latter
employment that it first discloses the genuinely metaphysical
character of its present constitution and ultimate aims. The
moral consciousness, in revealing to us an Ideal of absolute
value, places in our hands the only available key to the
mysteries of existence. As this moral consciousness re
presents the deepest reality of human life, it may be expected
to have greater metaphysical significance than anything else
in human experience; and since the ends which it. reveals
also present themselves a... abso/utt in value, and are indeed
the only absolute values of which we can form any conception.
this conclusion would seem to be confirmed.
Happiness has natural value i morality, i.t. the being

I The .tAtement In A 801_ B 829 that moro.h I. a .ubje<:t lorelp to tu.n.
Kendent:'lI philosophy 1$ in line with tbat of A 14-15'" B 28, and conflict. with the
po;w.ition. Idtt-r adopted In the Criti,/", (If P,YlCtkoJl /('41(1/1. cr. above, p. 77.
I A.So] :~ D 831.2. ' cr. below, pp. 571-So 4 A 804'" B 8320
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worthy to be happy, has absolute value. The means of
attaining the former obtain expression in prudential or prag
matic laws that are empirically grounded. The conditi ons of
the latter are embodied in a categorical imperative of an
a priorI character. The former advise us how best to satisfy
our natural desire for happiness; the latter diaates to us how
we must behave in order to deserve happiness.
Kant's further argument is too condensed to be really

clear, and if adequately discussed would carry us quite beyond
the legitimate limits of this Commmlary. J shall therefore
confine myself to a brief and free restatement of his general
position. The Critical teaching can be described as resulting
10 a new interpretation of the function of philosophy.' The
task of the philosopher, properly viewed, does not consist in
the solution of speculatwe problems; such problems transcend
our human powers. All that philosophy can reasonably
attempt is to analyse and define the situations, cognitive and
practical, in which, owing to the specific conditions of human
existence. we find ourselves to be placed. Upon analysis of
the cognitive situation Kant discovers that while all possi
bilities are open, the theoretical data are never such as to
justify ontological assertlcns.s When, however, he passes to
the practical situation, wider horizons, definitely outlined, at
once present themselves. The moral consciousness is the
key to the meaning of the entire universe as well as of human
life. Its values are the sole ultimate values, and enable us to
interpret in moral terms (even though we cannot comprehend
in any genuinely theoretical fashion) the meaning of the dis
pensation under which we live. The moral consciousness, like
sense-experience, discloses upon examination a systematic
unity of presupposed conditions. In the theoretical sphere
this unity cannot be proved to be more than a postulated
Ideal of empirical experience; and it is an Ideal which, even
if granted to have absolute validity, is too indefinite to enable
. us to assert that ultimate reality is spiritual in character, or
is teleologically ordered. The 'underly ing conditions, on the
other hand, of yractical experience have from the start a
purely noumena reference. They have no other function
than to define, in terms of the moral consciousness, the
ultimate meaning of reality as a whole. They postulate I a
universe in which the values of spiritual experience are sup
ported and conserved.

I ce. above, p. Ivi.
I These statements are suhjed to modification, if the di.tinctlon (not clearly

r«O(ni,td by Kant, but really essential to his position) between imminent and
transcendent met:lph)·sics is insisted upon. Cf. ahove, pjl. liv·v, 22, S6, 66-70.

• Cr. above, p. 541.
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But the main difference in Kant's treatment of the two
situations, cognitive and practical, only emerges into view when
we recognise the differing modes in which the transcendental
method of proof is applied in the two cases. The a priOri
forms of sensibility, understanding, and Reason are proved by
reference to possible experience, as being its indispensable
conditions. In moral matters, however, we must not appeal
to experience. The actual is no test of the Ideal; It what is"
is no test of what ought to be. And secondly, the moral law,
if valid at all, must apply not merely within the limits of
experience, but with absolute universality to all rational
beings. The moral law, therefore, can neither be given us in
experience, nor be proved as one of the conditions neces
sary to its possibility. Its validity, in other words, can be
established neither through experience nor through theoretical
reason.
Though such is Kant's own method. of formulating the

issue, it exaggerates the difference of his procedure in the two
Critiques, and is very misleading as a statement of his real
position. In one passage, in the Critigue ofPractical Reason,l
Kant does, indeed. assert that the moral law requires no
deduction. Jt is, he claims, a fact of which we are a prion
conscious: so far from itself requiring proof. it enables us to
prove the reality of freedom . Yet in the very same section
he argues that the deduction of freedom from the moral law
is a credential of the latter, and is a sufficient substitute for
all a priori justification. According to the first statement we
have an immediate consciousness of the validity of the moral
law; according to the second statement the moral law proves
itself indirectly. by serving as a principle for the deduction of
freedom. The second form of statement alone harmonises
with the argument developed in the third section of the
Foundations of tlte Metapkysics of Morals, and more correctly
expresses the intention of Kant's central argument in the
Critique of Practical Reason. For the difference between the
two transcendental proofs in the two Critiques does not really
consist in any diversity of method, but solely in the differing
character of the premisses from which each starts. The
ambiguity of Kant's argument in the second Critique seems
chiefly to be caused by his failure clearly to recognise that
the moral law, though a form of pure Reason, exercises, in
the process of its transcendental proof, a function which
exactly corresponds to that which is discharged by possible
experience in the first Critigue. Our consciousness of the
moral law is, like sense-experience, a given fact. It is de

1 W• ." pp. 47-8; Aboolt'. Ir1In• • (]rd edition) p. 136.
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/acltl. and cannot be deduced from anything more ultimate
than itself.1 But as given, it enables us to deduce its
transcendental conditions. This does not mean that our
immediate consciousness of it as cz'ven guarantees its validity.
The nature of its validity is established only in the process
whereby it reveals its necessary implications. The objects of
sense-experience are assumed by ordinary consciousness to
be absolutely real; in the process of establishing the tran
scendental conditions of such experience they are discovered
to be merely phenomenal. The pure principles of under
standing thus gain objective validity as the conditions of a
given experience which reveals only appearances. Ordinary
consciousness similarly starts from the assumption of the
absolute validity of the moral law. But in this case the
consciousness of the law is discovered on examination to
be explicable, even as a possibility, only on the assumption
that it is due to the autonomous activity of a noumenal
being. By its existence it proves the conditions through
which alone it is explicable. Its mere existence suffices to
prove that its validity is objective in a deeper and truer
sense than the principles of understanding. TJu n<Jtion oj
/rttdo1n, and tJurejore al/ tlte ,onntded Ideas of pure Reason,
gain n<Jumenal reality as IJu ,ondilionJ' of a 1IIoraiamsaOUJ'ness
wlueA ;s incapable of explanation as iIIuso')I or even phe1UJ.
menal. Since the consciousness of the moral Jaw is thus
noumenally grounded. it has a validity with which nothing
in the phenomenal world can possibly compare. It is the
one form in which noumenal reality directly discloses itself to
the human mind"
Obviously the essentia1 crux of Kant's argument lies in the

proof that the moral consciousness is only explicable in this
manner, as the self-legislation of a noumenal being. Into the
merits of his argument we cannot, however, here enter; and
I need only draw attention to the manner in which it conflicts
with the statement of the preceding section, that the possibility
of transcendental freedom is a purely speculative question
with which practical Reason is not concerned, The reality of
freedom, as a form of noumenal activity. is the cardinal fact of
Kant's metaphysics of morals. For though our consciousness

I cr. Critlfld ,,/ htYtutd RtlUt11I, W. y, pp. 31'7; Abbou', tranl.

po 110 , Cr;tifld ,/ PrfJ(tutd RtQSt1l1, W. 't', p. 4i I Abball'. trans. p, 1)2:
.. The moral law, although it giva no VI'''''' yet gt't'eI UI a (act alno!utely in
explicable from any data €lIthe aenaible world, or from the whole compass of our
theoretiCIII use of reason, a fact which poinll to • pure world01 the understanding,
nay, even defines it Pt1nliVli)', and enables \It to know lOmethini 01 it, namely,
a law,"
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of the moral law 15 the ratio cognoscenti; of freedom, tran
scendental freedom is the ratio essmdi of the moral law.'

"with this faculty [of practical Reason]. transcendental freedom
is also established; freedom, namely, in that absolute sense in which
speculative Reason required it, in its use of the concept of causality, in
order to escape the antinomy into which it inevitably ralls, when in
the chain of cause and effect it tries to think the unamdilioma• • •
Freedom is the only one of aU the Ideas of the speculative Reason
of which we Im(fW the possibility a prio,; (without, however, under.
standinf it). because it IS the condition of the moral law which we
know." Cl [FreedomJis the only one of all the Ideas of pure Reason
whose object is a thing of fact and to be reckoned among the
$cj6j/;/l.... "It is thus very remarkable that of the three pure rational
Ideas, God. freedom, and immonality, that of freedom is the only
concept of the supersensible which (by means of the causality that ill
thought in it) proves its objective reality in nature by means of the
effectsit can produce there; and thus renders possible the connection
of both the others with nature, and of all three withone another so as
to form a Religion. • . • The concept of freedom (as fundamental
concept of all unconditioned practical laws) can extend Reason
beyond those bounds within which every natural (theoretical) con-
cept must inevitably remain confined." 4 '

Thus freedom is for Kant a demonstrated fact, and in
that respect differs from the Ideas of God and immortality,
which arc merely problematic conceptions, and which can be
postulated only as articles of II practical faith."
This brings us to the final question, upon what grounds

Kant ascribes validity to the Ideas of God and immortality.
At this point in his argument Kant introduces the conception
of the Summum Bonum. Reason, in prescribing the moral
law, prescribes, as the final and complete end of all our actions,
the Summum Bonum, i.e. happiness proportioned to moral
worth. Owing to the /i",ilationJ· of our faculties, the complete
attainment of this supreme end is conceivable by us only on
the assumption of a future life wherein perfect worthiness may
be attained, and of an omnipotent Divine Being who will
apportion happiness in accordance with merit.

.. [This Divine Being] must be omnipotent, in order that the
whole of nature and its relation to morality . . . may be subject to
his will; omniscient, that he may know our innermost sentiments
and. their moral worth; omnipresent, that he may be immediately

I cr. Crilltl'" (If~ti(al }itlUM, in note 10 Preraee.
10ft. tit., Pref.ce, .1 the beginning, Abbou's tuns. pp. 87-8.

concludinl;: pllga oC Book I., w; Y. pp. 10]-6, Abbott, pp. 197-200.
s Crit''If#'/Jut/Pit"" W. Y. p. 468; krnard', tr.ns. p. 406.
• 01. tit. p. 474; Bernard'. trans, p. 413.

CC. allO lhe
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present for the satisfying of every need which the highest good
demands; eternal, that this harmony of nature and freedom may
never fail, etc." 1

The moral ideal thus supplies us with a ground t (or re
garding the universe as systematically ordered according to
moral purposes, and also with a principle that enables us to
infer the nature and properties of its Supreme Cause. In
place of a demonology, which is all that physical theology
can establish, we construct upon moral grounds a genuine
theology.
The concepts thus obtained are, however, anthropomorphic j

and for that reason alone must be denied aU speculative
value. This is especially evident in regard to the Idea of
God. Owing to our incapacity to comprehend how moral
merit can condition happiness, we conceive them as enemall,
combined through the intervention of a supreme Judge and
Ruter. As Kant indicates,' we must not assert that this
represents the actual situation. He himself seems to have
inclined to a more mystical interpretation of the universe,
conceiving the relation of happiness to virtue as being grounded
in a supersensuous but necessary order that may, indeed, be
bodied forth in the inadequate symbols of the deistic creed,
but which in its true nature transcends our powers of under
standing. So far as the Ideas of God and immortality are
necessary to define the moral standpoint, they have genuine
validity for all moral beings i but if developed on their own
account as speculative dogmas, they acquire a definiteness
of formulation which is not essential to their moral func
tion, and which lays them open to suspicion even in their
legitimate use.
These considerations also indicate Kant's further reason

for entitling the Summum Bonum, God and immortality,
Ideas of faitlt. Though they can be established as pre
suppositions of the moral situation in which we find ourselves,
such demonstration itself rests upon the acceptance of the
moral consciousness as possessing a supersensuous sanction j
and that in turn is determined by features in the moral situa
tion not deducible from any higher order of considerations.

I A8rS =BIt4,).
• ce. Cn'ti"", ~/ Pl'adie#l RIaI--, W. Y. pp. 143-4II.: Abbott's Ulna.

p. '42 : •• It is a dUly to rnlise the Summum Btmum to the utmOlIof our power,
theeefcee it must be possible, eonsequenlly it is unavoidable for eyery rational
being in.the world to _me what is necessary.for its ob~ectiYe. poui~llty. The
IUUnlP.1I0n Is IS necetSl". II the moral law. 1D CODnextotl lnlh which alone il
iI ".\Id."

J Cf. Cd/iffti' ,/PnutifaJ R,aHlI, W• ... p. 14' If.; Abbott's Irans. p. 240 It ;
Cri/ifue 0//udpttnl, W. v. pp. 469-70 I Bernard's uan.. pp. 406·8,
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U Belief in matters of faith is a belief in a pure practical point of
view. i.e. a moral faith, which proves nothing for theoretical, pure,
rational cognition, but only for that which is practical and directed to
the fulfilment of its duties; it in no way extends speculation. . . • It
the supreme principle of all moral laws is a postulate, the possibility
of its highest Object •. . is thereby postulated along with it,"!
"So far, -as practical Reason has the right to yield us guidance,
we shall not look upon actions as obligatory because they are the
commands of God. but shall regard them as divine commands
because we have an inward obligation to them. . . . Moral
theology is thus of immanent use only. It enables us to fulfil our
vocation in this present world by showing us bow to adapt our
selves to the srstem of all ends, and by warning us against the
fanaticism and indeed the impiety of abandoning the ~idance of a
morallf legislative Reason in the right conduct of our lives, in order
to denve guidance directly from the Idea of the Supreme Being.
For we should then be making a transcendent employment of
moral theology; and that, like a transcendent use of pure specula.
tion, must pervert and frustrate the ultimate ends of Reason." I

SECTION III

OPINING, KNOWING, AND BELIEVING'

Kant first distinguishes between conviction (UebU',eugung)
and persuasion (Ueberredung). A judgment which is object
ively grounded, and which is therefore valid for all other
rational beings, is affirmed with conviction. When the
affirmation is due only to the peculiar character of the subject,
the manner in which it is asserted may be entitled persuasion.
Persuasion is therefore II a mere illusion," 4 Conviction exists
in three degrees, opinion, belief, and knowledge. In opinion
we are conscious that the judgment is insufficiently grounded,
and that our conviction is subjectively incomplete. In belief
the subjective conviction is complete, but is recognised as
lacking in objective justification. In knowledge the objective
grounds and the subjective conviction are alike complete.
After pointing out that opinion is not permissible in judg-

I cn'lI'qIU "/Jmi,f1H8"t, w. Y. pp. 369'72 t Bernard's tuns. pp. 407·10. Cf.
note in same IieCtion: .. It is a trult in the promise of the morll law: not,
however, such as il contained in it, bllt luch .. I put into It, and that on morally
adequate grounds."
.. A 819=B 847. I A 820=B 848.
, The distinction il less harshly drawn In Kant'l uK't, Einkittlnr. Ix

(Hartenltein), viii. p. 73; Eng. tunl. p. 63 : .. Conriction is opposed to.
persuasion. PersuaSion IS an auent from inadequate reasonl, in relpect 10whleh
we do not know whether they are onl)' subjective or are abo obJed.iYe. ra
jUuion often precedes eoneierion;"
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ments of pure Reason.! Kant develops the further distinction
between pragmatic 0" doctrinal lult4f and moral helief. When
a belief is contingent (i.t . is affirmed with the consciousness
that on fuller knowledge it may turn out to be false), and yet
nevertheless supplies a ground for the employment of means
to certain desired ends, it may be called pragmatic belief.
Such belief admits of degree, and can be tested by wager or
by oath .' What may be called doctrinal belief is analogous in
character, and is taken by Kant, in somewhat misleading
fashion, as describing our mode of accepting such doctrines
as the existence of God and the immortality of the soul.'
They are adopted as helpful towards a contingent but im
portant end, the discovery of order in the system of nature.
This account of the nature of Ideas is in line with Kant's
early view of them as merely regulative. Taken in connec
tion with his repeated employment of the term I moral
sentiments' (moralisd ze Gesinnungen)" it tends to prove that
this section is early in date of writing.
In moral belief the end, the Summ"m Bonum, is absolutely

necessary, and as there is only one condition under which we
can conceive it as being realised, namely, on the assumption
of the existence of God and of a future life, the belief in
God and immortality possesses the same certainty as the
moral sentiments.

•"The belief in a God and another world is 80 interwoven with
my moral sentiment that as there is little danger of my losing the
latter, there is equally littlecause for fear that the former can ever be
taken from me."·

As I have just suggested, this basing of moral belief upon
subjective sentiments, which, as Kant very inconsistently
proceeds to suggest, may possibly be lacking in certain men,
marks this section as being of early origin. But in concluding
the section, in reply to the objection that, in thus tracing such
articles of faith to our II natural interest to in morality, philo
sophy admits: its: powerlessness to advance beyond the ordinary
understanding, Kant propounds one of his abiding convictions,
namely, that in matters which concern all men without dis
tinction nature is not guilty of any partial distribution of
her gifts, and that in regard to the essential ends of human
nature the highest philosophy cannot advance beyond what is

1 cr. abo't'e. pp. 10, so. cr. Pmld'·"'111 W".I, (Hartenstein ), 't'iii. p. 561•
• cr. up. /«. ,il. cr. FtlrmdGJitmS t1f ,A, MdtJ/"¥'U' tlf MtI,.lJ. W. iv.

pp. 416-17 : Abbott', t ....n.. Pp. 3~·34.
I Regarding Kant's distin cllon In A 82'J = B 855 between Idcu andhypothelcl

cC. above. p. S43lT. cr.•lso Crill',!," tI Jw/tmeni. W. Y. pp. 392 ft. 461 lI'. ;
Bernard', trans. pp- 30a If., 3905 If. • A 8z9=B 857. cr. Appendl. C.
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revealed to the common understanding.' The reverence which
Kant ever cherished for the memory of his parents, and for
the religion which was so natural to them, must have pre
disposed him to a recognition of the widespread sources of
the spiritual life. But Kant has himself placed on record
his sense of the great debt which in this connection he also
owed to the teaching of Rousseau.

U I am by disposition an enquirer. I (eel the consuming thirst
(or knowledge. the eager unrest to advance ever further, and the
delights of discovery. There was a time when I believed that this
is what confers real dignity upon buman life, and I despised the
common people who know nothing. Rousseau has set me right.
This imagined advantage vanishes. I Jearn to honor men. and
should regard myself as of much less use than the common labourer,
if I did not believe that my rhilosophy will restore to all men the
common rights of human ity."

The sublimity of the starry heavens and the imperative of
the moral law are ever present influences on the life of man j
and they require for their apprehension no previous initiation
through science and philosophy, The naked eye reveals the
former j of the latter all men are immediately aware.' In
their universal appeal they are of the very substance of human
existence, Philosophy may avail to counteract the hindrances
which prevent them from exercising their native influence ; it
cannot be a substitute for the inspiration which they alone
can yield.
1 C!. Kant" Preface to the C";"'i1l4 III Prtut;~1J1 Rttu"", W. v. p. 8".:

Abbott', trans. p. 93 Of. .. A ,eoriewe, who wanted to lind some fault with this
work-(the P",."atJIUOf, "/,", M ,/4pJ7';O "1 M"rlJlrj-h.. hit the t,ulh belle"
pe1'h.p', than he thought, when be Ar- that no new principle of mor.lily i, act
rortb In it, but only a MW/"''''ultJ. But who would think of introduciftJ a new
principle of .n morality, and making himself .. It were the lillt Inventor
of it, Just M If all the world before him were ignorant what dllty was,OI' had bun
In tborough.going e,ror? But whoever knows of what Importance to a mathe
matician a formula is, which defines accurately what is to be done to work out a
problem, will not think that a formula ia insignificant and useless which d~ the
Arne for an duty in reneral." Cf. FfIrlffArill4, W,,.!, (Hartenstein), viil p. S6J.
• J1nrr"l''''' • ..., tUm HUA/.,II, W,,.!, (Hartenstein), ...iii, p. 624, already

quoted abo"e, p. I"ii. cr. also "1. ~j/. p. 6]0. I

• Cf. C,.j/",1U "1PrlMlita/R,lIr"", Conclusion, W . v. pp. 161.2 : Abbott',
trans. p. 260.



CHAPTER III

THE ARCHITECTONIC OF PURE REASON 1

Adickes I very justly remarks that II this is a section after
Kant's own heart, in which there is presented, almost un
sought, the opportunitr' which he elsewhere so frequently
creates for himself, 0 indulging in his favourite hobby."
The section is of slight scientific importance, and is chiefly
of interest for the light which it casts upon Kant's personality.
Moreover the distinctions which Kant here draws are for
the most part not his own philosophical property, but are
taken over from the Wolffian system.
The distinctions may be exhibited in tabular form as

follows: I

) A 832= B 860. • K. P. 6)3 n. •ct. above, p, uli.
, Cf. Adickes, K. p, 635 " ., and Vaihingff, l. p.]06. In thl,table CriJitjw

i. diltingui.hed from Ihe S)'lltm of J"lrt Reuon (cr••botoe,.r.p. 71·:lI). Tbe
trantceooental philosophyof pure Reuon of thil table COrreipon a to the APIIII,YIk
or the Crillf"'" and to .. pure natural scieece" in the abaolute _ (ef, abon,
~ 66-7). The ratlonalJbytic, of thia table tol"rnponda to the NdlJjlpitaJ
}i,d P,i,rriJ/u IfNell"''' Sti,~,.
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Kant further distinguishes between the U scholastic If and
the .. universal" or traditional meaning of the term philo
sophy.! In the former sense philosophy is viewed from the
point of view of its logical perfection, and the philosopher
appears as an artist of Reason.' Philosophy in the broader
and higher sense is .. the science of the relation of all know
ledge to the essential ends of human Reason," The philo
sopher then appears as the lawgiver of human Reason. Of
the essential ends, the ultimate end is man's moral destiny;
to this the other essential ends of human Reason are subordi
nate means. For though the legislation of human Reason
concerns nature as well as freedom, and has therefore to be
dealt with by a philosophy of nature, i.e. of all tllat is, as well
as by a philosophy of morals, i.e, of tluu which ought to be,
the former is subordinate to the latter in the same degree in
which in human life knowledge is subordinate to moral action.
Whereas speculative metaphysics serves rather to ward off
errors than to extend knowledge.s in the metaphysics of
morals "all culture [Ku/tur] of human Reason"6 finds its
indispensable completion.
Empirical psychology is excluded from the domain of

metaphysics. It is destined to form part of a complete
system of anthropology, the pendant to the empirical doctrine
of nature.'
I 1.#, between the conception of philosophy llS $<A"JMP'ijf lind II' WtllMp(J

(t(uuqfus tt111n;tUs). He explains in a note 10 A 839=8 868 thllt he employ.
the.e lallu terms u indicatJn& Ihnt philosophy in the traditional IX humani~ic
$CllSe is concerned wilh "thll! which must necessarily inletclt eYery one."
I have translated Wt/tMpiif as ',,,,it'tl'ltU concept,' By t,ntt#'" t,smieus Kant
mCllns 'concept shared by the whole worM,' or 'common to all mllnldnd.'
, Cf. Kant', u,p"t, blt'Off,ltli,ll , § iii, : Abbott', Iran.. pp. 14-15 : .. In this

IICholasti c sigoification of Ihe word, philosophy .ims only al ,hI} I in refeeeece
10 th e higher concept common 10 all mankind, on the contrary, it aims
III utility. In the former aspect, therefore, it is a doctrine of skill ; in the IIlUer
a doctrine of wisdom ; it is the Illwgiver of reason I and hence th~ philosopher I,
n:>t II lI/allt' tI/tA, arl ,/ ,-eIlStl". bul a IdwC"wr. The mallcr of the all of reason,
or as Socrates Calli him, the 111i1PdUIlS, strives merely (or specuh\live knowledge,
without cOllcerning himself now much this knowledGc contributes to the ultimate
end of human reescn e he Gives rules for the use or reescn (or all kintl s of ends.
The prllctical philosopher, the leacher of wisdom by doctrine and exnmple, il the
tru e philosopher. For Ilhilo&ophy is the Ideal of a peefect wisdom, which Ihowa
us tnc ultimate ends of an humlln reason,"
• A 839=:ll867, ~ A 851 ",n 879. I A 850=:ll878,
• A 848'9=: U 876-1. Cr, .!Jove, pp. 231, 311 "" 312 N" )84-5. 473'7, 554.



CHAPTER IV

THE HISTORY OF PURE REASON 1

This title, as Kant states, is inserted only to mark the
place of the present chapter in a complete system of pure
reason. The very cursory outline, which alone Kant here
attempts to give, merely repeats the main historical distinctions
of which the Cn"tique has made use. The contrast between
the sensationalism of Epicurus and the intellectualism of
Plato has been developed an A 465 If. "" B 493 ff.s The contrast
between Locke and Leibniz Is dwelt upon in A 43 ff....B 60 «.
and A 270 fr... B 326 fT. Under the title I naturalist of pure
Reason' Kant is referring to the •common sense' school.
which is typically represented by Beattie.' In his Logic 4

Kant gives a fuller account of his interpretation of the history
of philosophy.
I A 852CIB 880. • cr, A 313 ff. ""B 370 ff•• above, pp. 498·9-
• ct, above, pp. xxvlii-xxb:.
t EI'ttkil_r• • tv. : Abbott', Iran.. pp, 17-2,).



APPENDIX B

A MORE DETAILED STATEMENT OF KANT'S RELATIONS
TO HIS PHILOSOPHICAL PREDECESSORS 1

THE development of philosophy. prior to Kant, had rendered
two problems especially prominent-the problem of sense
perception and the problem of judgment. In the one we have
to deal with the question of the interrelation of mind knowing
and objects known j in the other with the connection holding
between subject and predicate in the various forms of judg
ment. In the one we enquire how it is possible to know
reality; in the other we seek to determine the criterion of
truth. These two problems are, as Kant discovered, insepar
able from one another; and the logical is the more fundamental
of the two. Indeed it was Hume's analysis of the judgment
involved in the causal principle that enabled Kant to formu
late his Critical solution of the problem of perception. In this
Appendix I propose to follow these problems as they rise into
view in the systems of Descartes and his successors.
Galileo's revolutionary teaching regarding the nature of

motion was the immediate occasion of Descartes' restatement
of the problem of perception. That teaching necessitated an
entirely new view of the nature of matter, and consequently
of the interrelation of mind and body. Questions never before
seriously entertained now became pressing. The solutions
had to be as novel as the situation which they were designed
to meet.
These new problems arose in the following manner.

According to the medieval view, motion may properly be
conceived on the analogy of human activity. It comes into
being, exhausts itself in exercise, and ceases to be. It is a
fleeting activity j only its U material" and" formal" conditions
have any permanence of existence. According to GaliJeo's

I Supplement.,y to pp. XXY·xxxiii. Throughout I .haU make Uteof my Stut/ilS
(" tAl CartUlan P""',S""b and may refer the reader to Ihern (or furlher jUIlilica.
'ion of the positions adopted.
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teaching, on the other hand. motion is as different from
human activity as matter is from mind. It is ingenerable and
indestructible. We know it only through the effect which in
some incomprehensible fashion it produces in those bodies
into which it enters, namely, their translation from one part
of space to another. That this translatory motion is called
by the same name as the power which generates it, doubtless
in some degree accounts for the fact that our understanding
of the one tends to conceal from us our entire ignorance of
the other.' We have only to reflect, however, in order to
realise that motion is completely mysterious in its intrinsic
dynamical nature. We cannot, for instance, profess to com
prehend, even in the least degree, how motion, though incapable
of existing apart from matter, should yet be sufficiently
independent to be able to pass from one body to another.
Descartes, following out some of the chief consequences

of this new teaching, concluded that matter is passive and
inert, that it is distinguished neither by positive nor by
negative properties from the space which it fills, and that it
is to motion that all the articulated organisation of animate
and inanimate nature is due. Descartes failed, indeed, to
appreciate the dynamical character ofmotion,and by constantly
speaking as if it were reducible to the translatory motion, in
which it manifests itself, he represented it as known in all its
essential features. None the less, the rOles previously assigned
to matter and motion are, in Descartes' system, completely
reversed . Matter is subordinated to motion as the instrument
to the agency by which it is directed and shaped. On the
older view, material bodies had, through the possession of
formative and vital forces, all manner of intrinsic powers. By
the new view these composite and nondescript existences are
resolved into two elements, all the properties of which can be
quantitatively defined-into a matter which is uniform and
homogeneous, and into motion whose sole effect is the transla
tion of bodies in space. Matter is the passive and inert
substance out of which motion, by its mere mechanical powers,
can produce the whole range of material forms.
This revolutionary change in the physical standpoint

involved restatement of the philosophical issues. But the
resulting difficulties were found thoroughly baffling. Though
Descartes and his successors were willing to adopt any
hypothesis, however paradoxical, which the facts might seem
to demand, their theories, however modified and restated,
led only deeper into a hopeless impasse. The unsolved

I For recognition or thi. di.tinction, cr. Herbert Spencer, Pniuif/tl ~/

PJ~1u140, vel, L, 3rd ed., pp. 61O-J.
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problems of the Cartesian systems formed the discouraging
heritage to which Kant fell heir. If matter is always purely
material, and motion is its sole organising power, there can
be no real kinship between body and mind. The formative
and vital forces, which in the Scholastic philosophy and in
popular thought serve to maintain the appearance of continuity
between matter and mind, can no longer be credited. Motion,
which alone is left to mediate between the opposites, is purely
mechanical, and (on Descartes' view) is entirely lacking in
inner or hidden powers. The animal body is exclusively
material, and is therefore as incapable of feeling or conscious
ness as any machine made by human hands. The bodily
senses are not I sensitive' i the brain cannot think. Mental
experiences do, of course, accompany the brain-motions.
Hut why a sensation should thus arise when a particular
motion is caused in the brain, or how a mental resolution can
be followed by a brain state, are questions to which no satis
factory answer can be given. The mental and the material,
the spiritual and the mechanical, fall entirely apart.
The difficulties arising out of this incomprehensibility of

the causal interrelations of mind and body are not, however,
in themselves a valid argument against a dualistic interpreta
tion of the real. The difficulties of accounting for the causal
relation are, in essential respects, equally great even when the
interaction is between homogeneous existences. The difficulties
are due to the nature of causal action as such, not to the
character of the bodies between which it holds. This, indeed,
was clearly recognised by Descartes, and was insisted upon
by his immediate successors. The transference of motion by
impact is no Jess incomprehensible than the interaction of soul
and body. If motion can exist only in matter, there is no
possible method of conceiving how it can make the transition
from one discrete portion of matter to another. Causal action
is thus a problem which no philosophy can pretend to solve,
and which every philosophy, whether monistic or dualistic,
must recognise as transcending the scope of our present
knowledge. .
It is in another and more special form that Descartes'

dualism first reveals its fatal defects, namely, in its bearing
upon the problem of sense-perception. Descartes can solve the
problem of knowledge only by first postulating the doctrine of
representative perception. That doctrine is rendered necessary
by his interpretation of the dualism of mind and body. Objects
can be known only mediately by means of their action upon
the sense-organs, and through the sense-organs upon the brain.
The resulting brain states are in themselves merely forms of
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motion. They lead, however, in a manner which Descartes
never professes to explain,' to the appearance of sensations
in the mental field. Out of these sensations the mind then
constructs mental images of the distant bodies j and it is these
mental images alone which arc directly apprehended. Material
bodies are invisible and intangible i they are knowable only
through their mental duplicates. Thus, according to the
doctrine of representative perception, each mind is segregated
in a world apart. It looks out upon a landscape which is as
mental and as truly inward as arc its feelings and desires.
The apparently ultimate relation of mind knowing and object
known is rendered complex and problematic through the
distinction between mental objects and real things. Mental
objects are in all cases images merely. They exist only so
long as they are apprehended i and they are numerically and
existentially distinct in each individual mind. Real things are
not immediately perceived; they are hypothetically inferred.
To ordinary consciousness the body which acts on the sense
organ is the object known; when reflective consciousness is
philosophically enlightened, the object immediately known is
recognised as a merely mental image, and the external object
sinks to the level of an assumed cause.
The paradoxical character of this doctrine is accentuated

by Galileo's distinction between primary and secondary
qualities.' Those physical processes, which are entitled light
and heat, bear no resemblance to the sensations through which
they become known. The many-coloured world of ordinary
consciousness is an illusory appearance which can exist only
in the human mind. We must distinguish between the
sensible world which, though purely mental, appears, through
an unavoidable illusion, to be externally real, and that very
different world of matter and motion which reveals its inde
pendent nature only to reflective thinking. In the latter
world the rich variety of sensuous appearance can find no
place. There remain only the quantitative, mechanical pro
perties of extension, figure and motion; and even these have
to be interpreted in the revolutionary fashion of physical
science.
The doctrine of representative perception cannot, however,

defend successfully the positions which it thus involves. It
wavers in unstable equilibrium. The facts, physical and
physiological, upon which it is based, are iri conflict with the
conclusions in which it results. This has been very clearly

I Cf. S""din in th, CarllSl/m Phi/nlph:" pp. 80-2, 106.,..
s Thi. di5tinction is due 10 Dalileo, Ihough tbe terms .. primlU)''' and

"secondaf)''' were tint employed by Locke.
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demonstrated by many writers in recent times.1 The con
flict manifested itself in the period between Descartes and
Kant only through the uneasy questionings of Locke and
Berkeley. The problem, fundamental though it be, is almost
completely ignored by Spinoza, Leibniz, and Wolff.
Stated in modern terms, the inherently contradictory

character of the doctrine consists in its unavoidable alterna
tion between the realist attitude to which it owes its origin,
and the idealist conclusion in which it issues. Such oscilla
tion is due to the twofold simultaneous relation in which
it regards ideas as standing to the objects that they arc
supposed to represent. The function of sensations is cogni
tive; their origin is mechanical. As cognitive they stand to
objects in a relation of inclusion; they reveal the objects,
reduplicating them in image before the mind. Yet in their
origin they are effects, mechanically generated by the action
of material bodies upon the sense-organs and brain. As they
are effects mechanically generated, there is no guarantee that
they resemble their causes j and if we may argue from other
forms of mechanical causation, there is little likelihood that
they do. They stand to their first causes in a relation of
exclusion, separated from them by a large number of varying
intermediate processes. There is thus a conflict between the
function of sensations and their origin. Their origin in the
external objects is supposed to confer upon them a repre
sentative power j and yet the very nature of this origin
invalidates any such claim.
This irreconcilability of the subjectivist consequences of

the doctrine with its realist basis was seized upon by Berkeley.
To remove the contradiction, he denied the facts from which
the doctrine had been devel oped . That is to say, starting
from its results he disproved its premisses. Arguing from the
physical and physiological conditions of perception Descartes
had concluded that only sensations can be directly appre
hended by the mind. Berkeley starts from this conclusion,
and virtually adopts it as an assumption which cannot be
questioned, and which does not call for proof. Since, he
contends, we know only sensations, the assertion that they
are due to material causes is mere hypothesis, and is one for
which there may be no valid grounds. As Descartes himself
had already suggested, there is a second possible method of
interpreting the relevant facts. There may exist an all-

I I have dealt with Avenarius' criticism in .. Avenarius' PhilO$Ophy of Pure
F.ltl)t:riellce " (Alimi, " 01. ltV, N.S., pp. 13-31, 149'160») with Bergson'.
~r itici sm in "Subjecti"ism and Realism in Modem Philosophy" (PMuuf.";'a/
Nevilw. vot. xvii. pp. 1~8'148) I and with the generll Issue u • whole in 'The
Pwbl..m of Knowledge' (/'UT"aJ 0/ Phil'I';n~. vel. ix. pp. J 13-128).
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powerful Being who produces the sensations in our minds
from moment to moment: and provided that they are pro
duced in the same order as now, the whole material world
might be annihilated without our being in the least aware
that so important an event had taken place. Since we can
experience only sensations, any hypothesis which will account
for the order of their happening is equally legitimate. The
whole question becomes one of relative simplicity in the ex
planation given. The simpler analysis, other things being
equal, must hold the field.
Berkeley reinforces this argument by pointing to the many

embarrassing consequences to which Descartes' dualism must
lead. We postulate bodies in order to account for tho origin
of our sensations, and yet are unable to do so by their means.
The dualistic theory creates more difficulties than it solves,
without a single counter-advantage, save perhaps-so Berkeley
argues-that it seems to harmonise better with the traditional
prejudices of the philosophic consciousness.

If we grant Berkeley his premisses, the main lines of his
argument are fairly cogent, however unconvincing may be his
own positive views. The crux, however, of the Berkcleian
idealism lies almost exclusively in the establishment of its
fundamental assumption, that only ideas (,:e. images) can be
known by the mind. This assumption Berkeley, almost
without argument, takes over from his predecessors. It was
currently accepted, and from it, therefore, he believed that he
could safely argue. It rests, however, upon the assumption
of facts which he himself questions. In rejecting the Cartesian
dualism he casts down the ladder by which alone it is possible
to climb into his position. For save through the facts of
physics and physiology there seems to be no possible method
of disproving the belief of ordinary consciousness, that in
perception we apprehend independent material bodies. And
until that belief can be shown to be false and ungrounded, the
Berkelcian idealism is without support. It cannot establish
the fundamental assumption upon which its entire argument
proceeds. Thus, though Berkeley convincingly demonstrates
the internal incoherence of the doctrine of representative per
ception-the inconsistency of its conclusions with the physical
and physiological facts upon which alone it can be based
he cannot himself solve the problem in answer to which that
doctrine was propounded. His services, like those of so many
other reformers, were such as he did not himself foresee. In
simplifying the problem, he prepared the way for the more
sceptical treatment of its difficult issues by Hume.
At this point, in the philosophy of Hume, the problem of
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perception comes into the closest possible connection with
the logical problem, referred to above. The question, how
mind knowing is related to the objects known, is found to
depend upon the question, how in certain crucial cases pre
dicates may legitimately be referred to their subject. This
logical problem arises in two forms, a narrower and a wider.
The narrower issue concerns only the principle of causality.
With what right do we assert that every event must have
a cause? What is the ground which justifies us in thus
predicating of events a causal character? Obviously, this
logical question is fundamental, and must be answered before
we can hope to solve the more special problem, as to our right
to interpret sensations as effects of material bodies. Hume
was the first to emphasise the vital interconnection of these
two lines of enquiry.
The wider issue is the generating problem of Kant's

Critique : How in a judgment can a predicate be asserted of
a subject in which it is not already involved? In other words,
what is it that in such a case justifies us in connecting the
predicate with the subject? Though this problem was never
directly raised by any pre-Kantian thinker, not even by
Hume, it is absolutely vital to all the pre-Kantian systems.
Thus Descartes' philosophy is based upon a distinction,
nowhere explicitly drawn but everywhere silently assumed,
between abstract and fruitful ideas. The former contain just
so much content and no more; this content may be explicitly
unfolded in a series of judgments, but no addition is thereby
made to our knowledge. The latter, on the other hand, are
endowed with an extraordinary power of inner growth. To
the attentive mind they disclose a marvellous variety of inner
meaning. The chief problem of scientific method consists,
according to Descartes, in the discovery of these fruitful
ideas, and in the separation of them from the irrelevant
accompaniments which prevent them from unfolding their
inner content. Once they are discovered, the steady progress
of knowledge is assured. They are the springs of knowledge,
and from them we have only to follow down the widening
river of truth.
Descartes professed to give a complete list of the possible

fruitful ideas. They are, he claimed, better known than any
other concepts. They lie at the basis of all experience, and
no one can possibly be ignorant of them j though, owing to
their simplicity and omnipresence, their philosophical import
ance has been overlooked. When, however, Descartes pro
ceeded to classify them, he found that while such ideas as
space, triangle. number, motion, contain an inexhaustible
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content that is progressively unfolded in the mathematical
sciences, those ideas, on the other hand, throu~h which we
conceive mental existences,-the notions of mind, thought,
self-do not by any means prove fruitful upon attentive;
enquiry. As Malebranche later insisted, we can define mind
only in negative terms j its whole meaning is determined
through its opposition to the space-world, which alone is
truly known. Though it is the function of mind to know, it
cannot know itself. And when we remove from our Jist of
ideas those which are not really fruitful, we find that only
mathematical concepts remain.' They alone have this ap"
patently miraculous .property of inexhaustibly developing
before the mind. Scientific knowledge is limited to the
material world j and even there, the limits of our mathematical
insight are the limits of our knowledge.
Malebranche believed no less thoroughly than Descartes

in the asserted power and fruitfulness of mathematical con
cepts. Under the influence of this belief, he developed, as so
many other thinkers from Plato onwards have done, a highly
mystical theory of scientific knowledge. It is a revelation of
eternal truth, and yet is acquired by inner reflection, not
laboriously built up by external observation. It comes by
searching of the mind, not by exploration of the outer world.
But Malebranche was not content, like Descartes, merely to
accept this type of knowledge. He proceeded to account for
it in metaphysical terms. The fruitfulness of mathematical
ideas is due, he claimed, to the fundamental concept of ex
tension in which they all sbare.: This idea, representing, as it
does, an infinite existence, is too great to be contained within
the finite mind. Through it the mind is widened to the
apprehension of something beyond itself; we know it through
consciousness of its archetype in the mind of God. It is the
one point at which consciousness transcends its subjective
limits. Its fruitfulness is due to, and is the manifestation of,
this divine source. The reason why we are condemned to
remain ignorant of everything beyond the sphere of quantity
is that extension alone holds this unique position. It is the
only fruitful idea which the mind possesses, and other concepts,
such as triangle, circle, or number, are fruitful only in pro
portion as they share in it. We can acquire no genuine
knowledge even of the nature of the self. Being ignorant
of mind, we cannot comprehend the self which is one of its
inodes. It is as if we sought to comprehend the nature of
a triangle, in the absence of any conception of space. Were

I On Descattn' failure to distinguish between the m.thematical .nd tbe
dyn.mical upectl of motion. cr. lI.oo.,e, p. s84.
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we in possession of the archetypal idea of mind, we should
not only be able to deduce (rom it those various feelings and
emotions which we have already experienced, and those
sensations of the secondary qualities which we falsely ascribe
to the influence of external objects, but we should also be
able to discover by pure contemplation innumerable other
emotions and qualities, which entirely transcend our present
powers. And all of these would then be experienced In their
ideal nature: and not , as now, merely through feeble and
confused feeling. If mathematicians destroy their bodily
health through absorption in the progressive clarification of
the mysteries of space, what might not happen if the arche
typal idea of mind were revealed to us? Could we attend to
the preservation of a body which would incessantly distract
us from the infinite and overwhelming experiences of our
divine destiny?
This romantic conception of the possibilities of rational

science reveals more clearly than any other Cartesian doctrine
the real bearing and perverse character of the rationalistic
preconceptions which underlie the Cartesian systems. The
Cartesians would fain make rational science, conceived on
the analogy of the mathematical disciplines, coextensive with
the entire realm of the real. This grotesque enterprise is
conceived as abstractly possible even by so cautious a thinker
as John Locke. His reason for condemning the physical
sciences as logically imperfect is that they fail to conform to
this rationalistic ideal. Hence those sentences which sound
so strangely in the mouth of Locke. the sensationalist.

"It is the contemplation of our abstract ideas that alone is able
to afford us general knowledge." 1 .. The true method of advancing
knowledge is by considering our abstract ideas...• "(Did we know
the real essence of gold] it would be no more necessary that
gold should exist, and that we should make experiments upon it,
than it is necessary for the knowing of the properties of a triangle,
that a triangle should exist ill any matter : the idea in our minds
would serve for the one as well as for the other." • "In the know
ledge of bodies, we must be content to glean what we can from
particular experiments, since we cannot, from a discovery of their
real essences, grasp at a time whole sheaves, and in bundles com
prehend the nature and the properties of whole species together,"!

Locke's empirical doctrine of knowledge is thus based
upon a rationalistic theory of the real. It is not, he holds,
the constitution of reality, but the de facto limitations of our

I ElJQy (d,utrni"K Huma" U,ultrJla,ufi"K. IV. vi. 1.6.
I OJ. tiJ. IV. xii. 7. I OJ. t;J. IV. vi. II . 4 OJ. til. IV. lIii. 12.
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human faculties which make empirical induction the only
practicable mode of discovery in natural science. Indeed,
Locke gives more extreme expression than even Descartes
does, to the mystically conceived mathematical method.
Being ignorant of mathematics, and not over well-Informed
even in the physical sciences, Locke was not checked by any
too close acquaintance with the real character and necessary
Jimits of this method i and he accordingly makes statements
in that unqualified fashion which seldom fails to betray the
writer who is expounding views which he has not developed
for himself by first-hand study of the relevant facts.
But though the unique character of mathematical know

ledge thus forced itself upon the attention of all the Cartesian
thinkers, and in the above manner led even the most level
headed of Descartes' successors to dream strange dreams,
no real attempt was made (save in the neglected writings of
Leibniz) to examine, in a sober spirit, the grounds and con
ditions of its possibility. In the English School, Locke's
eulogy of abstract ideas served only to drive his immediate
successors to an opposite extreme. Both Berkeley and Hume
attempted to explain away, in an impossible manner, those
fundamental differences, which, beyond all questioning, pro
foundly differentiate mathematical (rom empirical judgments.•
It is not surprising that Kant, who had no direct acquaintance
with Hume's Treatise, should have asserted that had Hume
realised the bearing of his main teaching upon the theory of
mathematical science, he would have hesitated to draw his
sceptical conclusions. Such, however, was not the case.
Hume's theory of mathematical reasoning undoubtedly forms
the least satisfactory part of his philosophy. He did, however,
perceive the general bearing of his central teaching. It was
In large degree his ignorance of the mathematical disciplines
that concealed from him the thorough unsatisfactoriness of his
general position, and which prevented him from formulating
the logical problem in its fun scope-the problem, namely,
how judgments which make additions to our previous know
ledge, and yet do not rest upon mere sensation, are possible.
He treated it only as it presents itself in those judgments
which involve the concept of causality." But this analysis of
causal judgments awoke Kant from his dogmatic slumber, and
so ultimately led to the raising of the logical problem in its
widest form :- how synthetic a pnc",,' judgments, whether
mathematical, physical, or metaphysical, are possible.

l cr. ..bove. pp. 27·8.
~ Though the concept of .."bt!tance is also dilcuucd by Hume, his treatment

of it is quite perfunctory.
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Hume discussed the causal problem both in regard to the
general principle of causality and in its bearing upon our
particular judgments of causal relation. The problems con
cerned in these two discussions are essentially distinct. The
first involves immensely wider issues, and so far as can be
judged from the existing circumstantial evldence.! it was this
first discussion, not as has been so often assumed by Kant's
commentators the second and more limited problem, which
exercised so profound an influence upon Kant at the turning
point of his speculations. In stating it. it will be best to take
Hume's own words.

U To begin with the first question concerning the necessity of a
cause: 'Tis a general maxim in philosophy, that wnalefHr hgills /(1
exisl, must have a cause of existence. This is commonly taken for
granted in all reasonings, without any proof given or demanded.
'Tis supposed to be founded on intuition, and to be one of those
maxims, which though they may be deny'd with the lips, 'tis impos
sible for men in their hearts really to doubt of. But if we examine
this maxim by the idea of knowledge aboveexplain'd weshall discover
in it no mark of any such intuitive certainty; but on the contrary
shall find, that 'tis of a nature quite foreign to that species of con
viction.tl t

The principle that every event must have a cause, is
neither intuitively nor demonstratively certain. So far from
there existing a ntcessary connection between the idea of an
event as something happening in time and the idea of a cause,
no connection of any kind is discoverable by us. We can
conceive an object to be non-existent at this moment, and
existent the next, witholltrequirin~ to conjoin with it the
altogether different idea of a productive source.
This had been implicitly recognised by those few philo

sophers who had attempted to give demonstrations of the
principle. By so doing, however, they only reinforce Hume's
contention that it possesses no rational basis. When Hobbes
argues that as all the points of time and place in which we can
suppose an object to begin to exist, are in themselves equal,
there must be some cause determining an event to happen at
one moment rather than at another, he is assuming the very
principle which he professes to prove. There is no greater
difficulty in supposing the time and place to be fixed without
a cause, than in supposing the existence to be so determined.
If the denial of a cause is not intuitively absurd in the one
case, it cannot be so in the other. If the first demands a

I ce...bcve, pp- xu ft, 61 If•
• n't{ltill (}II I/ullla" Nil/Uri (Green and Grolel, I. p, J8o.
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proof, so likewise must the second. Similarly with the argu
ments advanced by Locke and Clarke. Locke argues that if
anything is produced without a cause, it is produced by
nothing, and that that is impossible, since nothing can never
be a cause any more than It can be something, or equal to
two right angles. Clarke's contention that if anything were
without a cause, it would produce itse/.f, ,:e. exist before it
existed, is of the same character. These arguments assume
the only point which is in question.

IeWhen we exclude all causes we reaU, do exclude them, and
neither suppose nothing nor the object itsel to be the causes of the
existen ce, and consequently can draw no argument from the absurdity
of these suppcsltlons to prove the absurdity of that exclusion." I

The remainjn~ argument, that every effect must have a
cause, since this IS implied in the very idea of an effect, is
U still more frivolous."

..Every effect necessarily presupposes a cause; effect being a
relative term, of which cause IS the correlative. But tbis does not
prove that every being must be preceded by a cause ; no more than
it follows, because every husband must have a wife, tbat therefore
every man must be married.li t

The far-reaching conclusion, that the principle of causality
has no possible rational basis, Hume extends and reinforces
through his other doctrines, viz. that synthetic reason 8 is
merely generalised belief, and that belief is in all cases due to
the ultimate instincts and propensities which de factoconstitute
our human nature. The synthetic principles which lie at the
basis of our experience are non-rational in character. Each is
due to a I blind and powerful instinct,' which, demanding no
evidence, and ignoring theoretical inconsistency for the sake
of practical convenience, necessitates belief.

IINature br an absolute and uncontrollable necessity has deter.
mined us to Judge as well as to breathe and feel." fj All these
operations are a species of natural instincts, which no reasoning or
process of the thought and understanding is able either to produceor
to prevent."

Reason is II nothing but a wonderful and unintelligible
instinct in our souls," It justifies itself by its practical uses,

I v,. tit. p, 383. ' lAc. 0'1.
I Yor just ification of the phrase .. Iynthetlc realOfl." I must refer to my nnlcles

in "';I/d• •01. lIiv. N.S.•pp. 149'73. 335'47, on .. TIle Nalurl\!isn, of Hume,"
• 'J'naUII (Green andGrose), i. Pp.474·5.
• E m!,';? £(1H<t rl/ il/r HI/HI.IN Uudtrs/llmlinr (Green and Groat), p. 40.
C Tnall'st. Po 471.
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but can afford no standard to which objective reality must
conform.

It is from this point of view that Hume states his answer
to the problem of perception. OUf natura! belief in the per
manence and identity of objects, as expressed through the
principle of substance and attribute, leads us to interpret the
objects of sense-perception as independent realities. We Inter
pret our subjective sensations as being qualities of independent
substances. Our other natural belief, in the dynamical inter
dependence of events, as expressed through the principle of
causality, leads, however, to the opposite conclusion, that the
known objects are merely mental. For by it we are con
strained to interpret sensations, not as objective qualities, but
only as subjective effects, expressive of the reactions of our
p...ycho-physical organism. The Cartesian problems owe
their origin to the mistaken attempt to harmonise, in a
theoretical fashion, these two conflicting principle!'. The
conflict is inevitable and the antinomy is insoluble, so long
as the two principles are regarded as objectively valid. The
only satisfactory solution comes through recognition that
reason is unable to account, save in reference to practical
ends, even for its own inevitable demands. The principle
of substance and attribute and the principle of causality
co-operate in rendering possible such organisation of our
sense-experience as is required for practical life. But when
we carry this organisation further than practical life itself
demands, the two principles at once conflict.
Kant shows no interest in this constructive part of

Hume's philosophy i and must. Indeed, have been almost
entirely ignorant of it, since it finds only very irnr::rfect ex
pression in the E'''juiry, and is ignored in Beattie's Nature
01 TruJll. Accordingly, Kant does not regard Hume as
offering a positive explanation of knowledge, but rather
as representing the point of view of thoroughgoing scep
ticism. But even had he been acquainted at first hand
with Hume's Treatise, he would undoubtedly have felt little
sympathy with Hume's naturalistic view of the function of
reason. His training in the mathematical sciences would
have enabled him to detect the inadequacy of Hume's treat
ment of mathematical knowledge, and his strong moral
convictions would have led him to rebel against the natural
istic assumptions which underlie Hume's entire position.
The Berkeley-Heme comedy is thus repeated with reversed
r6les. Just as Berkeley's anti-materialistic philosophy was
mainly influential as a step towards the naturalism of
Hume, and as such still survives in the philosophies of
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John Stuart Mm, Herbert Spencer, Huxley, Mach and Karl
Pearson, so in turn Hume's anti-metaphysical theory of
knowledge was destined to be one of the chief contributory
sources of the German speculative movement.
We may now turn to Hume's treatment of the narrower

problem-that of justifying our pat'ticu/ar causal judgments.
Hume's attitude towards this question is predetermined by the
more fundamental argument, above stated, which precedes it
in the TnatiJ"l, but which is entirely omitted from the corre
sponding chapters of the Enquiry. As the general principle
of causality is of an irrational character, the same must be
true of those particular judgments which are based upon it.
Much of Hume's argument on this question is, indeed, merely
a restatement of what had already been pointed out by h,is
predecessors. There is no necessary connection discoverable
between an, cause and its effect. This is especially evident
as regards the connection between brain states and mental
experiences. No explanation can be given why a motion
in the brain should produce sensations in the mind, or why
a mental resolution should produce movements in the body.
Such sequences may be empirically verified; they cannot be
rationally understood. That this likewise holds, though in
less obvious fashion, of the causal interrelations of material
bodies, had been emphasised by Geulincx, Malebranche,
Locke, and Berkeley. The fact that one billiard ball should
communicate motion to another by impact is, when examined,
found to be no "less incomprehensible than the interaction of
mind and body. Hume, in the followin~ passage, is only
reinforcing this admitted fact, in terms of his own philosophy.

UWe fancy that were we brought on a sudden into this world we
could at first have inferred that one billiard ball would communicate
motion to another upon impulse j and that we needed not to have
waited for the event, in order to pronounce with certaintr upon it.
Such is the influence of custom, that, where it is strongest, It not only
covers our natural ignorance, but even conceals itself. and seems not
to take place merely because it is found in the highest degree." I

Nor are we conscious of any causal power within the self.
When Berkeley claims that mind has the faculty of producing
images at will, he is really ascribing to it creative agency.
And such creation, as Malebranche had already pointed out,
is not even conceivable.

"I deny that my will produces in me my ideas, for I cannot even
conceive how it could produce them, since my will, not being able

, £"11""'7 (Gr«n and Grose), pp. 25-6.
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to act or will without knowledge, presupposes my ideas and does not
make them." 1 .. Is there not here," Hume asks, "either in a spiritual
or material substance, or both, some secret Mechanism or structure
of parts, upon which the effect depends, and which, being entirely
unknown to us, renders the power or energy of the .....iII equally
unknown and incomprehensible?" t

But the fact that Hume thus restates conclusions already
emphasised by his predecessors will not justify us in contend
iog (as certain historians of philosophy seem inclined to do)
that in his treatment of the causal problem he failed to
make any important advance upon the teaching of the
Occasionalists. H ume was the first to perceive the essential
falsity of the Cartesian, rationalistic view of the causal nexus.
For Descartes, an effect is that which can be deduced with
logical necessity from the concept of its cause. The Occa
sionalists similarly argued that because natural events can
never be deduced from one another they must in all cases
be due to supernatural agency i like Descartes, they one
and all failed to comprehend that since by an effect we
mean that which follows in lime upon its cause, and since,
therefore, the principle of causality is the law of change,
the nature of causality cannot be expressed in logical terms.
Hume was the first to appreciate the significance of this
fundamental fact; and an entirely new set of problems at
once came into view. If causal connection is not, as previous
thinkers had believed, logical in character, if it does not
signify logical dependence of the so -called effect upon its
cause, its true connotation must lie elsewhere; and until this
has been traced to its hidden source, any attempted solution
of metaphysical problems is certain to involve many false
assumptions. The answer that is given to the problem of
the origin and content of the causal concept must deter
mine our interpretation alike of sense-experience and of pure
thought.
The problem presents on examination, however, a most

paradoxical aspect. As Hume has already shown, every
effect is an event distinct from its cause, and there is never
nar. connection, beyond that of mere sequence, discover.
ab e between them. We observe only sequence i we assert
necessary connection. What, then, is in our minds when this
latter assertion is made? And how, jf the notion ofnecessitated
connection cannot be gained through observation of the ex
ternal events, is it acquired by us? Hume again propounds

I E(Mirtnm,mlt .ur chap. iii. pt. ii, Ii•. vi. tk I" RNA,riA, : tome i". (1712)
P. 381. I JintU;"" p, 57.
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a naturalistic solution. Causation, ,:,. ntctsst'lat,d sequence
in time, is not in any sense a conception i it is not a compre
hended relation between events, but a misunderstood feeling
in our minds. We cannot form any, even the most remote.
conception of how one event can produce another. Neither
imagination nor pure thought, however freely they may act.
are capable of inventing any such notion. But nature, by
the manner in which it has constituted our minds, deludes us
into the belief that we are in actual possession of this idea.
The repeated sequence of events, in fixed order, generates in
us the feeling of a tendency to pass from the perception or
idea of the one to the idea of the other. This feeling, thus
generated by custom, and often in somewhat confused fashion
combined with the feeling of I animal nisus,' which is ex
perienced in bodily effort, is mistaken by the mind for a
definite concept of force, causality, necessary connection. As
mere feeling it can afford no insight into the relation holding
between events, and as merely subjective can justify no in
ference in regard to that relation. The terms force, causality,
necessitated sequence in time, have a practical value, as names
for our instinctive, natural expectations; but when employed
as instruments for the lluortlical interpretation of experience,
they lead us off on a false trail.
This is one of the fundamental points upon which Hume

reveals a deeper speculative insight than either Melebranche,
Geulincx, or Locke. Though these latter insist upon our
ignorance of the relation holding between events, they still
assume that causation and natural necessity are concepts
which have a quite intelligible meaning j and in consequence
they fail to draw the all-Important conclusion, that the general
principle of causality has neither intuitive nor demonstrative
validity. For that is the revolutionary outcome of Hume's
analysis of the notion of necessitated connection. The
principle of causality is a synthetic judgment in which no
connection is discoverable between its subject and its predi
cate. That is the reason why it is neither self-evident nor
capable of being established upon more ultimate grounds.
As has already been stated, the wider problem concerning

the priMiple of causality is developed only in the Treatise ;
the problem regarding the &Onctpl of causality is discussed
both in the Trealise and in the Enquiry. An appreciation
of the wider problem is required, however, in order to set this
second problem in its true light, for it is only through its
connection with the wider issue that Hume's reduction of the
concept of causality to a merely instinctive, non-rational ex
pectation acquires its full significance. Hume's analysis then
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amounts, as Kant was the first to realise, to an attack upon
the objective validity of all constructive thinking. Not only
rationalism, but even such metaphysics as may claim to base
its conclusions upon the teaching of experience, is thereby
rendered altogether impossible. The issue is crucial, and must
be honestly (aced, before metaphysical conclusions, no matter
what their specific character may be, whether a pno,.i or em
pirical, can legitimately be drawn. Ifwe may not assert that
an event must have some cause, even the right to enquire
for a cause must first be justified. And if so fundamental a
principle as that of causality is not self-evident, are there any
principles which can make this claim?
The account which we have so far given of Hume's argu

ment covers only thatJ'art of it which is directed against the
rationalist position, an which was therefore so influential in
turning Kant on to the line of his Critical speculations. But
Hume attacked with equal vigour the empiricist standpoint i
and as this aspect of his teaching, constituting as it did an
integral part of Kant's own philosophy, must undoubtedly
have helped toconfirm Kant in his early rationalist convictions,
we may profitably dwell upon it at some length. In opposi
tion to the empiricists, Hume argues that experience is
incapable of justifying any inference in regard to matters of
fact. It cannot serve as a basis from which we can in
ductively extend our knowledge of facts beyond what the
senses and memory reveal. Inductive inference, when so
employed, necessarily involves a petitio principii i we assume
the very point we profess to have proved.
The argument by which Hume establishes this important

contention is as follows. All inductive reasoning from ex
perience presupposes the validity of belief in causal connection.
For when we have no knowledge of causes. we have no
justification for asserting the continuance of uniformities.
Now it has been shown that we have no experience of any
necessary relation between so-called causes and their effects.
The most that experience can supply are sequences which
repeat themselves. In regarding the sequences as causal,
and so as universally constant, we make an assertion for
which experience gives no support. and to which no amount
of repeated experience, recalled in memory. can add one jot
of real evidence. To argue that because the sequences have
remained constant in a great number of repeated experiences.
they are therefore more likely to remain constant. is to assume
that constancy in the past is a ground for inferring it in the
future i and that is the very point which demands proof. In
drawing the conclusion we virtually assume that there is a
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necessary connection. i.e. an absolutely constant relation,
between events. But since no single experience of causal
sequence affords ground for inferring that the sequence win
continue in the future, no number of repeated experiences,
recalled in memory, can contribute to the strengthening of
the inference. It is meaningless to talk even of likelihood
or probability. The fact that the sun has without a single
known exception arisen each day in the past does not (if we
accept the argument disproving all knowledge of necessary
connection) constitute proof that it will rise to-morrow.

.. None but a fool or a madman will be unaffected in his
expectations or natural beliefs by this constancy. but he is no
philosopher who accepts this as in the nature of evidence." 1

Since, for aU that we know to the contrary. bodies may
change their nature and mode of action at any moment, it is
vain to pretend that we are scientifically assured of the future
because of the past.

.. My practice, you say, refutes my doubts.' But you mistake
the purport of my question. As an agent, I am quite satisfied in
the point; but as a philosopher, who has some share of curiosity,
I will not say scepticism, 1 want to learn the foundation of this
inference. No reading, no enquiry has yet been able to remove my
difficulty or give me satisfaction in a matter of such importance.
Can I do better than propose the difficulty to the public, even
though, perhaps, I have small hopes of obtaining a solution? We
shall at least, by this means, be sensible of our ignorance, if we do
not augment our knowledge."

Kant was the first, after thirty years, to take up this
challenge. Experience is no source of evidence until the
causal postulate has been independently proved. Only if the
principle of causality can be established prior to all specific
experience, only if we can predetermine experience as neces
sariJy conforming to it, are empirical arguments valid at all.
Hume's enquiry thus directly leads to the later, no Jess than
to the earlier form of Kant's epoch-making question.' In its
earlier formulation it referred only to a priori judgments; in
its wider application it was found to arise with equal cogency
in connection with empirical judgments. And as thus ex
tended, it generated the problem : How is sense-experience,
regarded as a form of knowledge, possible at all?' By

I E~","", p. 32.
t Thl t i5 the objection upon which Beattie ohiefly insitt•.
, OJ. tit. IIp. 33·... 4 Cf. above, pp. 39 fr., 54, 222 ff., 241, 2815·t
o H'ow far Hume'. criticism of empiricism really influenced Kant in hi.

appreciAtioo of this deeper JlIoblem, it teems impollible to decide. Vert prob-
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showing that the principle of causality has neither intuitive
nor demonstrative validity, Hume cuts the ground from
under the rationalists j by showin~ that sense-experience
cannot by itself yield conclusions which are objectively valid,
he at the same time destroys the empiricist position. If) this
latter contention Kant stands in complete agreement with
Hume. That the sensuously given is incapable of grounding
even probable inferences, ill a fundamental presupposition
(never discussed, but always explicitly assumed) of the
Critical philosophy. It was by challenging the sufficiency
of Hume's other line of argument, that which is directed
against the ' rationalists, that Kant discovered a war of
escape from the sceptical dilemma. The conditions 0 ex
perience can be proved by a transcendental method, which,
though a priori in character, does not lie open to Hume's
sceptical objections. Each single experience involves rational
principles, and consequently even a single empirical observe
tion may suffice to justify an inductive inference. Experience
conforms to the demands of pure a priori thought; and can
legitimately be construed in accordance with them.
We may now pass to the philosophy in which Kant was

educated. It gave to his thinking that rationalist trend, to
which, in spite of all counter-Influences, he never ceased to
remain true.! It also contributed to his philosophy several
of its constructive principles. Only two rationalist systems
need be considered, those of Leibniz and of Wolff. Kant,
by his own admission,' had been baffled in his attempts
(probably not very persevering) to master Spinoza's philo
sophy. It was with Wolff's system that he was most familiar;
but both directly and indirectly, both in his early years and
in the 'seventies, the incomparably deeper teaching of Leibniz
must have exercised upon him a profoundly formative in.
fluence. In defining the points of agreement and of difference
between Hume and Leibniz, ' we have already outlined
Leibniz's general view of the nature and powers of pure
thought, and may therefore at once proceed to the relevant
detail of his main tenets.
Upon two fundamental points Leibniz stands in opposition

to Spinoza. He seeks to maintain the reality of the contingent

...hly Kant proceeded to it by independent development of hi. own .Iandpoint,

...Iter the initial impulse received on the more .trictly locical ilSue.
I The aS$Cllion, by Kuno l"ischer and Paullen, or an empirical period in

Kant', development, has been challenGed by Adiclce., B. Erdmann, Riehl, and
Vaihinge'r•
• cr. B. Erdmann'. Krili(;rlNul, po 147; Cdti'lU4 ~fJlfdpnlll', w. V. p. 391

(Bernard'. tran&. p, 301) .
• Above, pp. lout-iii.
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or accidental. These term. are Indeed, u he conceives them,
synonymous with the actual. Necessity rules onty in the
sphere of the posetble, Contingency or freedom Is the
differentiating characteristic of the real. This point of view
Is bound up with his second contention, namely, that the ieal
I. a kingdom of ends, It I. through divine choice of the best
among the possible world. that the actual present order hu
arisco. There ate thus two principle. which determine the
real: the principle of contradiction which legi.lates with
absolute universality, and the principle of the best, or, other
wise formulated, of sufficient reason, which differentiates reality
from truth, Umiting thought, In order that. without violating
logic, it may freely satisfy the moral needs. Leibnlz thus
vindicates against SpInOla the reality of freedom and the
existence of ends,
Though Leibniz agrees with Splncaa tbat the philosophic

ally perfect method would be to start from an adequate
concept of the Divine Being, and to deduce from His attributes
the whole nature of finite reality. he regards our concept of
God as being too imperfect to allow of such procedure. We
are compelled. to resort to experience. and by analysis to
search out the various concepts which it involves. By the
study of these concepts and their interrelations, we determine,
in obedience to the law of contradiction, the nature of the
possible. The real, in contradistinction from the possible,
involves, however, the notion of ends. The existence of
these ends can never be determined by logical. but only by
moral considerations. The chief problem of philosophical
method is. therefore. to discover the exact relation in which
the logical and the teleological, the necessary and the
contingent, stand to one another.
Thc absence of contradiction is in itself a sufficient

guarantee of possibility, i.e. even (If the possibility of real
existence. How very far Leibnis is willing to go on this line
is shown by his acceptance of thc ontological argumcnt. The
whole weight of his system rests, indeed, upon this proof.
The notion of God is, he maintains, thc sole concept which
can determine itself in a purely logical manner not only as
possible but also as real. If we are to avoid violating the
principle of contradiction, the Ens perfedissimum must be
regarded as possessing the perfection of real existence. And
since God is perfect in moral as in all other attributes. His
actions must be in conformity with moral demands. In creat
ing the natural order God must therefore have chosen that
combination of possibilities which constitutes the best of all
possible worlds. By means of this conceptual bridge we arc
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enabled to pass by pure a priori thinking from the logical1y
possible to the factually real.
Pure logical thinking is thus an instrument whereby ulti~

mate reality can be defined in a valid manner. Pur, tlwugn/
is specula/ivl and ""lap"JI.f;caJ "' its v~usma. It uncovers
to us what no experience can reveal, the wider universe which
exists eternally in the mind ot God. Every concept (whether
mathematical, dynamical, or moral), provided only that it is
not self-contradictory, is an eternal essence, with the intrinsic
nature of which even God must reckon in the creation of
things. When, therefore, we arc determining the unchanging
nature of the eternally possible, there is no necessary reference
to Divine existence. The purely logical criterion suffices
as a test of truth. Every judgment which is made in regard
to such concepts must express only what their content In
volves. AU such judgments must be analytic in order to
be true.
When, however, we proceed from the possible to the real,

that is to say, from the necessary to the contingent, the
logical test is no longer sufficient j and only by appeal to the
second principle, that of sufficient reason, can judgments
about reality be logically justi6ed. Whether or not the
principle of sufficient reason is deducible, as Wolff sought to
maintain, from the principle of contradiction, is a point of
quite secondary importance. That is a question which does
not deserve the emphasis which has been laid upon it. What
is chiefly important is that for Leibniz, as for Wolff, both
principles are principles of analysis. The principle of sufficient
reason is not an instrument for determining necessary relations
between independent substances. The sufficient ground of a
valid predicate must in all cases be found in the concept of
the subject to which it is referred. The difference between
the two principles lies elsewhere, namely, in the character of
the connection established between subject and predicate.
In the one case the denial of the proposition involves a direct
self-contradiction. In the other the opposite of the judgment
is perfectly conceivable j our reason for asserting it is a
moral (employing the term in the eighteenth-century sense),
not a logical ground. The subject is so constituted, that
in the choice of ends, in pursuit of the good, it must by
its very nature so behave. The principle of sufficient reason,
which represents in our finite knowledge the divine prln
ciple of the best, compels us to recognise the predicate as
involved in the subject-as involved through a ground which
inclines without necessitating. Often the analysis cannot be
carried sufficiently far to enable us thus to transform a
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judgment empirically given into one which is adequately
grounded. None the less, in recognising it as true, we postu
late that the predicate is related to the subject in this way.
There are not for Leibniz two methods of establishing truth,
sense-perception to reveal contingent fact, and general reason..
fog to establish necessary truth. A proposition can be
accepted as true only in so far as we can at least postulate,
through absence of contradiction and through sufficient
reason. its analytic character. It must express some form
of identity. The ~rorosition,Caesar crossed the Rubicon, is
given us as histonca fact. The more complete our know
ledge of Caesar and of his time, the further we can carry the
analysis i and that analysis if completely executed would
displace the merely factual validity of the judgment by
insight into its metaphysical truth. Thus experience, with
its assertions of the here and now about particulars in
exhaustibly concrete, sets to rational science an inexhaustible
task. We can proceed in our analysis indefinitely, pushing out
the frontiers of thought further and further into the empirical
realm. Only by the Divine Mind can the task be completed,
and all things seen as ordered in complete obedience to the
two principles of thought.
Letbnte, in propounding this view, develops a genuinely

original conception of the relation holding between appearance
and reality. Only monads, that is. spiritual beings, exist.
Apart from the representative activity of the monads there
are no such existences as space and time, as matter and
motion. The mathematical and physical sciences. in their
present forms, therefore, cannot be interpreted as revealing
absolute existences. But if ideally developed, they would
emancipate themselves from mechanical and sensuous notions;
and would consist of a body of truths. which, as thus perfected,
would be discovered to constitute the very being of thought.
Pure thought or reason consists in the apprehension of such
truths. To discover and to prove them thought does not
require to issue out beyond itself. It creates this conceptual
world in the very act of apprehending it; and as this realm
of truth thus expresses the necessary character of all thought,
whether divine or human, it is universal and unchanging.
Each mind apprehends the same eternal truth; but owing
to imperfection each finite being apprehends it with some
degree of obscurity and confusion, fragmentarily, in terms
of sense, and so falls prey to the illusion that the self stands
in mechanical relations to a spatial and temporal world of
matter and motion.
Leibniz supports this doctrine by his theory of sense-
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experience as originating spontaneously from within the
individual mind. Thereby he is only repeating that pure
thought generates its whole content from within itself. Sense
experience, in its intrinsic nature, is nothing but pure thought.
Such thought, owing to the inexhaustible wealth of its con
ceptual significance, so confuses the mind which thus generates
it, that only by prolonged analysis can larger and larger
portions of it be construed into the conceptual judgments
which have all along constituted its sole content. And in
the process, space, time, and motion lose all sensuous character,
appearing in their true nature as orders of relation which
can be adequately apprehended only in conceptual terms.
They remain absolutely real as objects of thought, though
as sensible existences they are reduced to the level of mere
appearance. Such is the view of thought which is unfolded
in Leibnia's writings, in startling contrast to the naturalistic
teaching of his Scotch antagonist.
As already indicated, Kant's first-hand knowledge of

Leibnia's teaching was very limited. He was acquainted
with it chiefly through the inadequate channel of Wolff's
somewhat commonplace exposition of its principles. But
even from such a source he could derive what was most
essential, namely, Leibniz's view of thought as absolute in
its powers and unlimited in its claims. How closely Wolll
holds to the main tenet of Leibniz's system appears from his
definition of philosophy as II the science of possible things, so
far as they are possible," He thus retains, though without
the deeper suggestiveness of Leibniz's speculative insight, the
view that thought precedes reality and legislates for it. By
the possible is not meant the existentially or psychologically
possible, but the conceptually necessary, that which, prior to
all existence, has objective validity, sharing in the universal
and necessary character of thQu~ht itself.
As Riehl has very justly pointed out,l Wolfi"s philosophy

had, prior even to the period of Kant's earliest writings, been
displaced by empirical, psychological enquiries and by eclectic,
popular philosophy. Owing to the prevailing lack of thorough.
ness in philosophical thinking, .. Problemlosigkeit" charac
terised the whole period. The two exclusively alternative
views of the function of thought stood alongside one another
within each of the competing systems, quite unreconciled
and in their mutual conflict absolutely destructive of all
real consistency and thoroughness of thought. I t was Kant
who restored rationalism to its rightful place. He reinvigorated
the flaccid tone of his day by adopting in his writings, both

I P/li/tJJtJj/listlur KriticiJmus, znd ed, po aog.
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early and late, the stilet method of rational science, and by
In.l.lIng that the really crucial I..... be boldly faced. In
essential. Kant hold. to WoUI'. deSnilion of philosophy as
Ie the science of possible things, so rar as they are possible,"
As I have just remarked, the possible is taken in an objective
tense, and the definition consequently gives expreeslcn to the
view of philosophy upon which Kant so frequently insis~ as
lying wholly in the sphere of pure a P1*ri thought. It. func
tion is to determine prior to specific experience what ex
perience must be; and obviously that is only possible by means
of an a priW;, purely conceptual method. His Critigut, as
its title indicates. is a criticism of pure reason by pure reason.
Nothing which escapes deSnltion through pure a prim
thinkin~ can come within its sphere. The problem of the
Ie possibility of experience" I. the problem of discovering the
conditions which nt&tssari/J determine experience to be what
it is. Kant, of course, radically transforms the whole problem,
in method of treatment as well as in results. when in defining
the subject-matter of enquiry he substitute. experience for
things absolutely existent. This modification is primarily
due to the influence of Hume. But the constant ocCurrence
In Kant's philosophy of the term II possibility" marks his
continued belief In the Idealist view of thought, Though
pure thought never by itself amounts to knowledge-c-thereln
Kant departs from the extreme rationalist poSition-only
through it i. any knowledge. empirical or a prlwi, possible at
aU. Philosophy, in order to exist. must be a system of
II",*,,' rational principles. Nothing empirJc:a1 or hypothetical
can find any place in it.! Yet at the same time it is the
system of the II piori conditions only of experience. not o(
ultimate reality. Such is the twofold relation of agreement
and difference in which Kant stands to his rationalist
predecessors.
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KANT'S "OPUS POSTUMUM"

UNTIL the appearance in 1920 of Adickes' elaborate and
careful study 1 of the manuscript! which compose what is now
usually entitled Kant's Opus P(lslum"m,' students of Kant
have been dependent upon the sections published by Reicke
in the A/tprelu.rrsthe .Al<matudtnlt (1882-1884). Not only,
however, are these latter incomplete, but the parts omitted
have frequently been those which are most important. Also,
the sections reproduced have been altered and added to in a
very arbitrary manner. Reicke's part in the work consisted
in copying, partly with his own hand and partly with the
eo-operation of others, the selected portions. After a single
collation with the originals, the copies were edited by E.
Arnoldt,' whose method of procedure was as follows:

IIArnoldt then prepared the sheets for the press, and did so-it is
unbelievable but true l-c-without acquainting himself with the manu
scripts which were available in his immediate neighbourhood. In
the editing he left out much.-in its place (at least in great part)
inserting dashes. Further he extended the punctuation and altered
the text through numerous conjectures, without in any way indicat
ins. either through a general note or by special indication, where
these changes have been made. His intention was, on the one
hand to have Kant appear before the public in as worthy a manner
as [to himself'} seemed possible. and yet on the other to allow the
character of the manuscripts to show itself, i.e. through the retention
of misguided statements...•

I Erich Adickes, Kalil' 0,,", P~""mum, darpsldlJ unrl 6t1l1'11i/t (Berlin,
1920).

1 Followin~ Reicke, I have above (pp. 275 If" 283If., 482n., 514If ,) entitled
it the r'l1lwl«m fi-'''' tlu Metal"J''''''' Fint Pd"dplll ~f Ntlfllral &"~I t~
PAJ',i". Kant 10 enlillel It In hi, letter to Garve (Septeml>er 21, 17Q8; W. tiL

C
. 257)· Thi', however, i' only one among the many other titles 10 which he
neltned, aceording a. this or that pari of the work wn mo.1 prt:'OCCupylng hi.
attention . C£ belo..., pp. 608 ... 2, 610 n. 2•
• Arnoldi, at hi, own re-qutlIt, "'AI not nanled It co·editor, AIhe reguded the

coping .. being the molt entt!ng part of the work I
Adickes, pp. 1)-14. ..,
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In the reprinted passages the omissions amount to more
than 13.800 words; and these occur, Adickes tells us, just in
those very sections which are the most important, and for the
proper understanding of which every clause and every word is
more or less significant. We have to bear in mind that the
manuscripts were not intended for immediate publication, but
are Kant's private notes, in which, with frequent failure and
at best with only comparative success, constantly restating
and modifying, with words and sentences crossed out, and
with notes added on the margins, as suggestions occurred to
him, he endeavoured to arrive at a satisfactory formulation of
certain new positions to which he was tentatively feeling his
way. Considering that Arnoldt, while making his own Inter
polations, alterations, and omissions, was ignorant of the
originals, it is perhaps surprising that Reicke's text is not
even less reliable than it proves to be. As Adickes testifies:

III have several times found that passages which, in Relcke's text
are insoluble riddles, lost their terrors, and became clear and in
telligible, immediately I was in position to peruse them in the
manuscript." 1

Adickes has succeeded in dating the twelve main sections
its begun not later than '797. His dating of the various
sections as relatively earlier or later, and of the earliest of them
as belonging to the years 1797-1798, is important for several
reasons. In the first place, it finally disposes of the view,
rashly sponsored by Kuno Fischer,' and repeated by others,
that the Opus Postumum is a work of Kant's senility, revealing
in painful fashion, amidst endless repetitions, and with only
occasional flashes of genuine insight, his failing efforts to
follow out a continuous train of thought. This, indeed, is in
some degree true, though much less so than appears on super
fidal study, of what are usuallynumbered the seventh and
the first sections. These sections were, as Adickes quite
conclusively demonstrates, the last to be written, the seventh
falling within the year 1800, and the first in the period
between December 1800 and Kant's death in 1804-the major
part probably being written in 1801 and its last passages
in 1803. Even in these sections increasing age shows itself

I Adickes, p. 3-
t Shorlly after Reicke's publication of selections from the Of'U Ruttlmll""

rastor c. E. A. Krause ofHamburc purchased the original manuscripl$ (rom
Ksnt', heirs; and while upholding their yalue against Kuno Fischer's ill-Informed
auack., hlmtelf took an almost equally ex"Wrated l'iew, eulogising the 0PUl
PilJtllmum at bein, II Kant' , klealest work I In 1884 Krause published his
IN/mll,,U,l Ka," .itl(f" KU1l# F;yMr. in reply to Kuno Fischer'sDai Slrdn-- "Nd
Grli"d"tllm ;If.tkr Litt""tII"r (1884).
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mainly in Kant's failure to co-ordinate his more complex lines
of thought. Since all the remainder of the twelve sections
can, however, be assigned to the years between 1797 and the
early months of 1800, when Kant was publishing his Meta
p"ysjsc"~ Anfanrsgnnde der Rechtslehre, his Streit der Faku/
taltn, and his A nthrop%gie in pragmatisdttr Hinsidll. and
composing letters which show no sign of weakening mental
powers, whatever defects these sections may exhibit must be
otherwise explained than by any alleged senility in their
author. As a matter of fact, the repetitions, and the ex
tremely disjointed character of the text, arc more or less such
as we find in the already published Lose Btauer, dating from
Kant's most active period. They represent his usual method
of composition j and the most that can be said is that with the
passage of years Kant came more and more to depend, for
the development of his thoughts, upon the processes of actual
writing-passing, almost momentary conjectures finding their
way on to paper, as well as those formulations to which he
could give his more deliberate approval.' Also, just as in his
earlier works-most notably in the Critique of Pure Renson
he still, even in these last years, alternates between competing
methods of developing his thought, seeking, as he has himself
said,' to test his doctrines by trial of their opposites. Fre
quently, too, as we shall have occasion to observe, he states
the particular point to which he is at the moment directing
attention with all possible emphasis, leaving the necessary
qualifications temporarily aside. This indeed explains how
Vaihinger '-to whom students of Kant owe so great a debt
-has been able to allege that Kant in his last years, as repre
sented by the Opus Postumum, had so far departed from his
earlier views, or, as Vaihinger maintains, so successfully
clarified them, as to become a pupil of Zoroaster, and-much
in the manner of Nietzsche, who was writing his Also sprach
Zarathustra in the very years in which parts of Kant's Opus
Postumum first saw the light-to hold that all our concepts
of noumenal being, including that of Divine Existence, are
but fictions, and that they are justified only as they inspire
human effort in the realising of its self-prescribed ideals.

If this interpretation of Kant's final teaching were correct,
it would, in the view of most of Kant's readers, indicate a
mental and moral instability, to account for which the

I Their editing, to be ...titractory, would demand an ellact reprint, with all the
alteration. and mar~nal notes. Including the word. and sentenea which Kant hal
croue<! out: hi. lint thought. are at timet more illuminating. u a clue to hi.
meanina:. than the more cautloll'. le.. self·revealing term. whlcb he lubstitutea.
• Cf. above. p, niii.
• D,., PMhHJhu., till H (2nd edhloe, 1913). p, 121 If.
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enfeeblement of age might reasonably be postulated. The
evidence, however, carefully studied, points to very different
conclusions. Kant's newly acquired interest in Zoroaster I

was indeed" so great that in 1802 he contemplated incJuding
that name in the title of his work.' But, as we should have
expected, the sources of his interest are hardly those of
Nietzsche, Kant in his eighties, as he appears in the Opus
P()lIum""" is quite capable of revising, and on evidence
shown of modifytng, his older teaching. He remains astonIsh
ingly flexible in all save his most fundamental philosophical
convictions, concentrating his attention on those features of
his teaching which had been most called in question by his
pupils and younger contemporaries; and in regard to them
developing very novel views, fittingly, though not always
successfully, expressed by means of certain newly devised
terms. Thus he discusses the fundamental and very far
reaching issues which underlie his much-ehallenged and,
considering his other doctrines, very difficult and obscure
Rtfutation of Idtalism. That refutation, as involving a
realist view of the world both of science and of orcUnary
experience, can, as he now explicitly recognises, only be
defended through a doctrine of double affection; and this
doctrine he proceeds to develop in great detail, Secondly,
Kant restates that part of his teaching which, more than
any other, had been questioned and very generally rejected
by his contemporaries and by the more mdependent among
his own pupils-his doctrines in regard to the existence and
nature of things in themselves. In this connection he also
discusses the Idea of God, and in so doing acknowledges
the inadequacy of his professedly practical, but really
theoretical, proof of God's existence, advocating In its place
a proof of a more consistently moral character.
But 1 have still to mention the chief item in the programme

which Kant sets before himself. The Opus Postumum is
designed to serve as a Transiti01l from tJu Metaphysical First
Principles of Natural Science to Physics.' In order that this
transition be made in accordance with Critical principles,
Kant now proposes to extend the sphere of those tran-
) Due prnumabl, to thea~ of KI~ker', translation (ut edition, 1776;

:and edition, 1786) of AnquetlJDu Penon', ,.ork: .. ZtfIUi·.4fJUt4, z",M1m':
/d,ttdirlJ W,rl, _i" liN LlAfTIt _Ii MlI"",,K''' _ G#t, Wlil. N4hw "ltd
"'nul,"", ;",puAm dll Zlnmll""" tin Ad!if/" DUNtll til' P"'l" lilt
tllIlJt/uJltm ului."
t T,.o of tbe titla thu IUgrated by Kant are I .. ZPHsttr : Ntr tiil I'lli/fl.

IfI1Aj, ItII (;anull IAnr !tthlrll, .,,,t,, ri_ P,;".y "'_"""l,jtult" I
..ZlIrwut,,: tillS IthaJ""IAy:iK~11M~'illt mnwIil14prdIillM1t y.,.,u,"ft itt
Bilk", Siruu".06j,1J rJUrI""llt."
• Cf. aboYe, Po 607 ... 2.
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scendental considerations whereby in the Critique of Pure
Reason and in the Mila/hysical Foundations of Natural
Stienci the constitution of physical nature has been determined
in a strictly a priori manner. That is to say, Kant has mean
time, since the publication of the latter treatise in 1786, come
to believe that the transcendental method is capable of a
much wider application than he had then thought feasible.
Not merely the general form of nature but the possible types
both of physical energy and of secondary qualities can, he
now maintains, be anticipated and systematised in accordance
with the a priori principles of understanding. Acc:ordin~ly

the table of categories is again brought into action, affordmg
Kant in his last years yet another opportunity of indulging
in his favourite Pastime, the elaboration of new and ingenious
applications of his architectonic.
These attempts to anticipate, on a prior; grounds, the

outcome of sense perception and of scientific enquiry are, it
need hardly be said. from the start doomed to failure. If the
table of categories, as we have to recognise, cannot justify
even the more moderate demands of Kant's formal require
ments in the Critique. it is still less fitted to predetermine the
possible modes of energy or the possible types of secondary
qualities. But the mere fact that Kant should even attempt
to do so is highly significant of his altered perspective at this
period; and. in passing, I may indicate the general lines upon
which this new deduction is made to proceed.
The deduction opens with an analysis of the concept of

motion or moving force. In respect of origin, motion is
either inherent (congenital) or communicated (impressed) ; in
respect of direction either attractive or repulsive; in respect
of place either progressive or oscilJatory; and finally, in
respect of the fillinC of space. it must either fill empty pores
in a body and so be coercible, or penetrate throughout it and
so be incoercible. This fourfold division, in order to establish
its claim to be at once necessary and exhaustive, must rest
on an a priori principle; and what higher sanction could it
have than the fourfold division of the table of categories I
No satisfactory method of establishing connection between
the fourfold division of the categories and the above four
pairs of alternatives can. indeed. be devised j and even
supposing that could be done, the four pairs of alternatives
cannot be shown to be exhaustive of .the types of rhysical
force with which the natural sciences deal. Belie in the
adequacy of his architectonic tides Kant, however, over a1l
such difficulties; and while he describes the pairs of op~sites
ever anew, in the most varying terms, the fourfold division
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remains a constant feature in aU his Iists.1 The difficulties
become yet more patently insuperable and the enterprise
even more grotesquely iIl-devised-to extract from formal
categories a reason for our baving five, and only five, senses II
-when Kant proceeds by similar methods to prove on
strictly • jJriorl grounds that only six types of secondary
qualities are empirically possible. Though this part of
Kan~s new teaching is developed in the Opus PtJsJumum
with remarkable patience and ingenuity, it is, as Adickes
justly concludes. entirely worthless.'
But this being so, why, it may be asked, even allowing for

Kant's unreasonjng affection for his logical architectonic, does
he set himself so impossible a task 1 Why does he persist
in an endeavour which, however the material be recast, ends
only in Cailure'1 The answer to this question supplies what
w,ould seem to be the key to the undemanding of the Opus
Ptlsu.",um as a whole. Taken in its entirety, it deals with
three apparently unconnected rroblems : the doctrine of
double affection, the principles 0 natural science, the nature
and extent of our knowledge of noumenal realities. The
first-named problem, however, when properly appreciated, by
itself-the other contributory factors will be noted later
largety accounts for Kant's preoccupation with the other two;
and it likewise explains how Kant came to depart from his
earlier position in regard to the strictly formal character of
the legislation which the understanding prescribes to the
phenomenal worJd in space and time. Why the doctrine of
double affection is so fundamental in Kant's system,. and
why, white being so, it had yet to wait until Kant's last years
for any precise and explicit formulation, are the two main
questions to which I shall endeavour to give an answer.'
The fact that Kant's doctrine of double affection, though

not fonnulated in the CriJ"fjue of Pure Reason, has all along
been fundamental in his theory of knowledge, goes far to
account for the very strange circumstance that competent
students of Kant have hitherto ranged themselves in
opposing camps :

ItFischer and Krause' are representatives or the two opposed ways
I Kant enumerates, In tbele list., at leut thirteen different pain of opposite..

aDd h1a professed reduetioa of the thirteen to four b nowbere lliown.
• Kant tomelime. COIUlIti tbe lOMe. .. aU: in number, taking beat .t a

9!talleDlCo
• Cf. Adicltes, Po 343lE • Cr. aboge, pp. 270 lE, 312 fr., 373·4. 41$-17.
• The pub1leatiOft or Adkku' pomiled wwk, .. KlUIIs UAr'f _ ik,. tkpptllm

ApltIM ftlUWU leA.u SrANlJuI..,M1ur Br-A"''''tNIIMwU,'' hu, unfortunatel,.
been ddared: by wu-condltlon..
• Pastor C. k. A. Kraate. not tlte beUer-knoWil K. C. F. Knasc. CL .boTe.

P. 608 flo a.
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of interpreting the Kanrlan Philosophy which from the nineties of
the eighteenth century up to our own time bave challenged one
another ever anew. The one party. to which Johann Schulze
(recognised byKant himself as the best interpreter of his works1)
and many other Kantians of the eighteenth century, and in recent
times Kuna Fischer, Paulsen, B. Erdmann, and Riehl-e-tc name
only a few-belong, allowl that Kant. in accordance with the
indubitable wording of his wrjting~postulated things in themselves
as existing independently of us and a8 affecting us, but on the other
hand is for the most part inclined to deny tbe possibility of an
affection through phenomenal objects.
.. The other party, from MaimoD and Fichte to Krause and the

Marburg School,- desires to free Kant from the alleged contradic
tion and absurdity of regarding things in themselves as self-subsisting
and as acting upon us, and appealing from the letter of his writings
to their supposed spirit. leaves to him only an affection through
phenomenal objects, and in these objects finds the immediate and
last cause of the sensations. But wbile it frees Kant from certain
contradictions, it either involves him in others yet more grievous, or
must place a very forced interpretation upon his words.
..There is only one way of escape from this dilemma : in accord

ance with Kant's express assertions, we must hold with Vaihinger
that Kant intended to assert an affection of the self through things
in themselves,.1 well as its affection through phenomenal objects.
Only from this standpoint can the inconsistencies and contradictions
with which the two parties mutually make play against one another
be shown to vanish.»'

Kant's Opus Postumum gives welcome confirmation of the
correctness of Vaihinger's view, which has been followed in
the body of this Commentary. In the Critique of Pure
Rtasun, when arguing on phenomenalist lines, Kant has
maintained that on the basis of transcendental idealism
an empirical realism can be established ; but nowhere does he
face the difficulties which such 'a position involves. In one
set of passages f he refers us to things in themselves as the
primary, external conditions of sense-experience ; in yet
another set of passages 1\ it is physical stimuli which are cited
as the causes of our sensations. Nowhere does he explain
how, if objects be appearances, conditioned by mental pro
cesses, they can also be causes, initiating and yielding material
for these processes. The latter assertions are extorted from

I ce. aMe, p. 129 n. S.
I The School of Cohen and the Neo·Kantiarll, amon, whom may be counted

Windelband and Rickert. Green, Calrd, and the Hegehanl generally, belong to
thi. ltCond grOllp.
, Adicku, P. 18.
I cr. aboYe, PI" 217-18, 275 ff., 314 ff., 373-4•
• /6id.
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him, in part by the empirical evidence, very difficult to
question or OthCNbe interpret, supplied by the physical and
physiological sciences, and in part by the exigencies of his
own method of refuting idealism of the Berkeleian and
Cartesian types. That refutation, in the form in which it is
stated in the second edition of the Cril;gue, demands the
drawing or a distinction between our. representations and the
objects which they disclose; and as he quite evidently means
us to conclude, the allowing of independent existence to
the latter, That these independent existences have causal
efficacy is likewise, for similar reasons, postulated in certain
other sections of the Critiqul.l All of these admissions,
however, appear more by way of implication than by explicit
avowal and defence; their compatibility with his other
doctrines he does not even attempt to discuss, save in the
most generaJ manner as bearing on the question of subjective
idealism versus empirical realism ; and even in this connection,
the latter position is developed, not in terms of itself, but
mainly by refutation of its supposedly sole alternative. Now
however, in the Opus Postum"m, the situation is dramatically
altered: the difficulties which have hitherto been kept in the
obscurer background occupy the centre of the stage. The
two-level doctrine, which in the CrititjUI emerges as the dls
tinction between empirical and noumenal reality, reappears
in a much more definite form as the distinction between a
quite literal interpretation of the teaching of the natural
sciences on the one hand and the transcendental idealism
which yields the key to the generating problem of the Critical
philosophy on the other i and as a consequence the doctrine
of double affection becomes the main subject of argument
and exposition. Even when it is not itself under considera
tion, it is, as we shall find, all-determining, in deciding the
kind of hypotheses and conclusions which, on other, at first
sight seemingly unconnected issues, are being propounded.
Kant', treatment or the doctrine of double affection is

lengthy and elaborate, but only his main points immediately
concern us; and of these I shall give first a more general and
then a more detailed statement. In Kant's view the ultimate
source of aU spontaneity and agency lies in things in them
selves. As regards the self in itself, this spontaneity is shown in
its production out of itselfof fonns which are peculiar to itself,
namely, time, space, and the categories. Through these forms,
by means of Its synthetic activities, it posits the phenomenal
world. Even the very notion of the thing in itself as object
Is formed by it on the analogy of the unity of apperception, as

I Cf. .boye, pp. 313-:11, 373·...
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prescribing to the mind the task of so unifying the contents
of its knowledge that all existences in space. including there
under the empirical self. can be conceived as constituting a
single unitary system. The self has thus set itself into the
given, and has quite literally" made itself its own object." It
is the II possessor and originator" (/nhabtr und Urlltber1) o(
the entire phenomenal world.
Things in themselves are likewise a source of spontaneity

and agency. They affect the self in itself, and thereby
generate the material (Sloff). the noumenal manifold, so to
speak, upon which the self stamps its own very specific imprint.
How much has to be allowed to the subjective factors remains,
however, somewhat uncertain. Kant quite obviously halts
indecisively between alternative views. Sometimes he seems
to imply that the internal, timeless relations in which things in
themselves stand to one another are translated by the self into
time and space, and so have still to be thought as being the
source of the causal, dynamical capacities which, in terms of
the subjective categories, we ascribe to all physical existences.
Just as the known, empirical self is not a second existence,
separate from the transcendental self, but, on the contrary,
has to be viewed as retaining the spontaneity, the active
capacity for self-expression, which is the fundamental feature
of its noumenal counterpart, the self in itself, so empirical
objects in their interactions will mirror the potencies which
they phenomenally represent. At other times, and more
usually, things in themselves, in the course of Kant's exposi
tion, pass entirely into the background; the co-existences
and sequences, i.e. this and that happening as here and now,
rather than elsewhere or at some other time, are presumably
still to be regarded as determined by the unknown things in
themselves-as to this Kant, for obvious reasons, maintains
a discreet silence-but in aU other respects the system of
physical nature is viewed as being determined by the inherent
constitution and self-imposed demands of the transcendental
self. I f we take the phenomenal worJd as comprising the
empirical self in its psychical as well as in its physical aspect,
Kant's ultimate position is indeed a curiously inconsistent
blending of the two views. The empirical self and the
physical entities with which it stands in dynamicaJ interaction
in space are treated as meeting, so to speak, on a level of
equality. They have the same relative degree of independent
existence, and the same relative capacity of initiating change.
But when their relation to their noumenal conditions comes
up for consideration, this equality Is no longer upheld. The

I Ciled by Adicltes, p. 66a.
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empirical self continues to be regarded as the representative
of the transcendental self, and as capable of exercising
identically the same synthetic functions, and so as reconstruct
iog out of the given sensuous manifold a world identical in
its physical, non-sensuous features with that which has been
already constructed by the noumenal self. On the other hand,
all the fundamental characteristics of the physical entities
their having this and that fundamental type of moving energy
-no less than their strictly formal features, are traced to the
noumenal self. Kant's phenomenalism thus becomes markedly
lopsided; and this not through any inadvertence or arbitrary
choice, but for reasons which, however unsatisfactory, are
quite unavoidable.
In my ignorance of Kant's actual methods of argument in

the unpublished sections of the Opus Poslumum, I ventured,
in this Commentary,1 to conjecture that his doctrine of double
affection would lead him to conclude that on the phenomenal
level .. the problem of knowledge proper, namely, how it is
possible to have or acq,uire knowledge, whether of a motion
in space or of a sensation in time does not arise"; and that
in treating this latter problem, in which we are referred to
noumenal conditions, the negative consequences of his Objective
Deduction, as drawn in the section on the Para/ogisms, would
receive fuller recognition. These conjectures prove to be
mistaken.t Kant proceeds on quite other lines. In the first
place-I may perhaps be pardoned for expecting the contrary
-he equips the empirical self not only with consciousness,
but with a complete transcendental outfit of mental forms and
synthetic processes, and by these means proceeds to supply
an answer to the question how the empirical self, by means of
its given sensations, can acquire knowledge of the independent
existences to which these sensations are due. And secondly,
so far is Kant from hesitating to conceive the noumenal
conditions of experience as consisting in a noumenal self, that
on the contrary all other noumenal conditions withdraw into
the background, and the self, virtually conceived as an all
powerful creator, originates from its own internal resources the
world which it is then (we must not say subsequently) in
position to contemplate. Things in themselves are indeed
I Above, p. 275. For reasoM Indicated below (pp.633-4), I haYe left my

oriiinal ..tatement .. unaltered.
On the other hand, the views above adopted (pp. 204-19) In regard to

Kant's earlydoctrine of the transcendental object teeRl to be confirmed by the
Dpus 1'11114",_. Though Adicketl hu employed the _phrue "hant.eendental
onject " in the heading of one of -til.. t.eetion.. (pp. 669-~). In none of the
passages cited I.. it uK<! by Kant himselr. ]t is quite obViously Incompatible
with hi.. recognItion. 10 Yery ellplicit In the Optu An-um, of the tA,"~1d
dislinctlon between reptetentatloll.. the e1Ilpirieal object, andthe 'bini in itself.
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assumed to affect the noumenal self, and thereby to supply,
or perhaps alternately to stimulate the self to supply, a
noumenal manifold ; but this manifold is so subserviently
plastic to the self, requirements that nothing reaJJy precise
and specific 1 is thereby determined. Consequently, the
phenomenal world thus generated is, to aU intents and
purposes, viewed as an emanation from the self, creatively
produced, but modelled on no previously existent pattern,
ideal or real. Kant's old-time watchwords-that all order
and system in nature are due to the mind, that transcendental
idealism, especially the doctrine of the ideality. i.e. sub
jectivity, of time and space, is the key to the solution of the
Critical problems, that the mind can only anticipate what it
has itself predetermined-are not only held to, but receive
even more emphatic endorsement throughout the Opus
PostMmMm than in those sections of the Critique which are
earliest in date of writing.
Yet this need not be taken as signifying that Kant has at

last ceased to oscillate between subjectivism and phenomenal
ism, and has definitely decided in favour of the former. What
it does apparently mean is that Kant has succumbed to the
malign influence of his own unfortunate manner of distinguish
ing between appearance and reality by the method of
antagonism, as contrasted types of existence.' He is now
maintaining that between the self in itself and things in them
selves knowledge, as a form of contemplation, Is impossible.
Noumenally regarded, knowledge is only possible as a relation
holding between the mind and that which stands related to it
as a creature to its creator.' Hence Kant's insistence that
physical nature, even on its material side, as regards its
possible types of moving forces, is predetermined by the
intrinsic constitution of the self. On the other hand, pheno
menally regarded, the knowledge which the empirical self
acquires of physical entities in space is knowledge in the
strictest sense of the term; it is the apprehension by the self
of actual. independent existences. The world thus known is
a phenomenal world, but the knowledge that we have of it is
knowledge which allows of a genuinely realistic attitude in
the explanation both of its coming about and of its validity
once it has been acquired. Further, the first view of ex
perience is, Kant maintains, necessary in order to establish
the second : the only method of justifying our knowledge of

, At abon noted, Kant', teaching In this regard is IOmewhat uncut_In : .".1Ii
can hardly ....old regardirl( It .. Intentionally obsellre.

I Cl. above, pp. Ii" 416·J7. 558.61•
• Thi.... above noted (po 160), i. a .,iew which II also round·ln the Crilig1l44}

Pun RtCSPfl.
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physical entities is to show that their existence is pre-condi..
tloned by those very a riori forms through which alone they
can be apprehended. Short of such demonstration, we cannot
bridge the gulf which lies between the sensations, which alone
are immediately experienced by the empirical self, and the
independent existences which its empirical judgments profess
to define.
Thus, in regard to Kant's final positions, as revealed in the

Opus Poslumum, whatever else be doubtful, two points at
least are abundantly clear: first, that he definitely commits
himself to a realist view of the physical system in space and
time, and of the manner in which we acquire knowledge of it;
and secondly, that he is willing to go almost any lengths in
the way of speculative hypotheses regarding the noumenal
conditions of our sense-experience, if only thereby the diffl
culties which stand in the way of this empirical realism can
be successfully dealt with. The one requirement upon which
he insists is that the hypotheses adopted be compatible with
the solution given to the generating problem of the Critical
philosophy, how synthetic a prio"i judgments are possible.
In the Opus PDslumum, as in the C,.,'/igue of Pure ReasDn,
transcendental idealism is the ultimate foundation upon which
his realist account of the natural world is based. Neither his
subjectivist principles nor his realist inclinations are sacrificed :
the two are segregated on different levels. But ultimately it
is still subjectivist principles. working on the deeper (or
obscurer) level, which supply Kant with his answer to the
fundamental problem: how the self-transcendence involved
in knowledge, realistically interpreted, can be possible. The
self can be a knower only if it be a creator. An untenable
method of distinguishing appearance and reality, backed by a
subjectivism of the most extreme type, are the foundations
upon which Kant is attempting to erect a realist view of the
natural world I His phenomenalism, that is to say, is in direct
conflict with many of the purposes which have inspired it.1
With these somewhat general, introductory remarks, I may

now pass to a more detailed statement of Kant's doctrines.
Since the nature of noumenal affection can be determined only
by way of speculative hypotheses, and since these hypotheses
are devised exclusively in order to account for the possibility
of our sense experience and of the scientific knowledge which
1 Beyond the correakma o.bare indicated (p. 616). I have not round reeeon 10

alter In any ntential way the c;ritlclsm.~ In the fint edition or thl. CD"'·
mINt#]' labove, pp. 281 ·... 316-17) upon the defect. of Kant', pbenomenall.m.
Study or tbe 0Pt4 hI/IIIt/"m ICr't'et only to underline lhese delecll, and would
teem to ,bow tflat when the path by wblch be hu h1mldr _pt to remedy thew
defect. II followed to the end, it htrn. out to be an ''''J<Ilu.
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is based thereon, they can best be understood when approached
by way of these latter. If, therefore, we 6'rst consider Kant's
doctrine of empirical affection, and note the points at which,
taken in and by JtseJf, it fails to account for the knowledge
which experience does actuaJly yield, we shall be in a position
to define quite precisely the requirements which the doctrine
of ncumenal affection must be made to satisfy.
Kant's doctrine of empirical affection, ;.e. affection of the

empirical self, is as follows. The empirical self, like the
empirical object, is conceived as exercising a certain spon~

taneity, whereby it reacts, and that in a twofold manner,
when affected by physical stimuli. Kant seems to have
begun by distinguishing between the self in its physical and
the self in its psychical aspect. In a few passages, aU of
which Adickes dates as among the earliest to be written, the
self in its physical aspect, in so far as it is equivalent to the
brain, is taken as being an integral part of the unitary system
of reciprocally acting bodies, and therefore as responding with
counter-movements, These brain-motions are of a purely
material character, and do not in their mode of origin differ
from the reactions of other physical bodies.t Secondly, the
self responds to the mechanical stimulus in a purely psychical
manner ; in the exercise of its moving forces (bewtgtntk
Kriillt) it affects itself, and in SO doing posits, and in posit.
ing apprehends, sensations characterised by this and that
secondary quality. Each sensation is an 14AkllU der Aul()
tl()mie." The empirical self, in ' being affected, has affected
itself.
This initial theory Kant proceeded to modify in one

important respect, namely, in his manner of conceiving the
origin of the braln-mcetcns.s HI::' seems almost at once to
have concluded that the empirical self cannot be regarded in
a dual manner, as being psychical and yet also the physical
brain. He therefore distmguished between the self and the
brain, and set the latter in subordination to the former.
Consequently, his more deliberate teaching, as rer.resented by
all the later passages, is that the physical stimu us, taken as
completin~ Itself in and through certain brain- processes,
exhausts Itself in its psychical effect upon the self, and that
the self thereupon responds in a twofold manner, by bringing
into existence certain other brain-motions, and by positing its
I Kant conceived (d . above, ppo 3S', 313·... 379·80) phyaieal ~nlitie. u

cenlres of force, not In the Cartc:alan manner u externaUy enilowed with motion.
The empirical . e1( I., however, more than phyuc:al; and among itt moving (orca
Kant In the O/,," /tJstUIHUIH enllmerates • IInder.tandilJi and desir~ " (VtrJlilmJ
find Begrltrlll).

~ cr. Adicke., p. 257 fr.
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sensations. Kant, we may presume, conceived that in the
former precisely those amounts of energy are produced anew
which have been expended in generating the self-affection.
On this view the empirical self, as a self and not merely as a
name for the body, acquires the same relative independence
and autonomy as physical entities. It has its own •• moving
forces," and among these Kant enumerates understanding and
desire (Verstana.tId n,gelcrm). It acts upon the body, and
not merely the body upon it; and such control of the body
It manifests no Jess In sense-perception than in voluntary
movements.
But in addition to these two sets of activities Kant endows

the empirical self with a third set. namely, those synthetic
activities whereby sensations arc interpreted into perceived
objects. In these activities likewise, the self affects itself j

they are involved in the positing of cc sensations with con
sdouStUss." To them is due the sensuous aprrehension of
the independent world within which the physica stimuli faIl.

.. The perception of the object is the consciousness of the moving
force of the subject itself, not in so far all it is alJ'ected, but in so far
as it affects itself, i.e. by means of the undentanding brings the
manifold of ap~nce under a principle of its combination,- a
principle which 18 the ground of the possibili~ of experience, i.e. of
the systematic connection of the perceptions."

The existences defined by the natural sciences are not,
Kant Is here maintaining, endowed, as are the objects of our
immediate experience. with the secondary qualities. That
only comes about through their action upon the empirical self,
and so through the resulting apprehension of them in sensu
ous terms. Acting upon the bodily sense organs, they give
rise to a purely sensuous manifold j and it is out of this
manifold, not in itself spatially or temporally ordered. that
the empirical self, through its intuitional forms and intellectual
categories, elaborates those sense-experiences which form the
sole basis of any possible, further knowledge. Only later, by
reflection upon the world thus apprehended, in the light of
evidence obtained through the more indirect processes of
scientific enquiry, does the empirical seif Jearn to discount the
secondary qualities and to define the physical existences in
their true, independent nature.
Clearly, Kant is no longer regarding the empirical self, in

the manner of the Critique of Pure Reason, as the known and
embodied j it is here represented as both active and conscious ;
and we are left wondering what rele, if any, is left for the

I Cited by Adkkes, P. 269-
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transcendental self and for its affection by things in them
selves. Has not Kant. on the basis of a scientific realism,
worked his way round to a position which must render him
sceptical as to the need for assuming either a transcendental
self (viewed, that is, in any onto/qgt&al fashion) or things in
themselves? That such was by no means Kant's intention,
and tbat this is not in the least how he interpreted the out
come of these novel doctrines, becomes at once clear when we
recognise, as we must, that if only the empirical self and its
activities could be appealed to in explanation of experience,
Kant's answer to his fundamental problem-how synthetic a
prior; judgments are possible-would be undermined . He
would be maintaining that the self, in interpreting its sensa
tions through space, time, and the categories, acquires knew
ledge of independent existences; and yet how this should be
possible would only be explicable on the assumption of a
pre-established harmony between mental forms and that which
IS known by their means. Now, as hitherto, Kant rejects
such a solution as unphilosophical. He continues to main
tain, indeed with increased emphasis, that only OR a basis of
transcendental idealism can any such realistic interpretation
of empirical existence be upheld . Should the above explana
tion of our sense-experience be capable of no supplementation,
and so have to justify itself in terms of itself, not realism, but
scepticism, would be the inevitable outcome. If sensations
alone are immediately apprehended, and if all else be appre·
hensible only through the additions which the mind itself
makes thereto, then, in the absence of all transcendental
justification of the latter, there can be no assured knowledge
of the independently real. The independently real will have
to be recognised as equivalent to the realm of things In them
selves, and therefore as not accessible by any possible experl
ence or by any inference based thereon.
This is obvious, immediately we recognise how thorough.

~oing (in its own strange way) is the realism which Kant
IS professing to establish. Empirical selves and empirical
objects have, he is teaching, such completeness of reality
that by their interactions they can bring mto existence a set
of further phenomena, which, save for their interactions,
would never come about, namely, the sensations of the
secondary qualities.' And, on Kant's view, only these
1 .. Metaphysically considered," material bodin are appearances; .. (Of phy.k.

they Ife the thln~ in themielvn (t/i , S4t'Am /I" IkA -1,161/ ) which affect the
u nUI (lk" S;" " j. ' (Cited by Adiekn, p. 2390) Kant -.ariel rreat1y In his
Ule of the phrasn EO"ltlui"u"r tAcO" dw £O"HIII;""",,. """,.,..,At,, ",itl,/hln
EO"lt/uilftl"r, EO"1t/u;"uII"lkO" nut;'m OnI"""r. EO"HAd"u"K__'1m R,,,,p
(cr. above. p. 283 ft. 2. and Adiekea. p. 298 fr.), In the main they are defined
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sensations are immediately present (so to speak) to the
mind; all else is added in the process of their apprehension.
The empirical self. interpreting the sensations in accordance
with forms determined by its own intrinsic nature, sets them
into space and time, and uniting them in terms of the
categories, thereby acquires experience of the dynamical,
space-time world to which they are due. In other words,
starting from the empirically given sensations, it is through
synthetic a pr;~ri judgments that we transcend them, and in
transcending them apprehend their independently existing
physical causes. How such apprehension, as a form of
reliable experience, should be possible, calls for that type
of deduction, ,:,. justification, which, as Kant believed,
only a transcendental idealism, resting on his IICopernican
hypothesis," can supply, As he therefore argues, a realist
doctrine of empirical affection requires, as its necessary
supplement, an idealist doctrine of noumenal affection, Only
through the selfs timeless conditioning of its time-space
world can sense-experlence-e-the sole source of scientific
knowledge-itself rank as a comprehensible occurrence.
Now so long as Kant was occupied, in the period 1770

1796, in the absorbing and strenuous task of finding an
answer to the question, how experience, theoretical, moral,
and aesthetic, is possible, we can understand why he should
be content to justify our scientific judgments by maintaining
that they apply only to appearances which are mind
dependent, no distinction being yet drawn between dependence
on the empirical and dependence on the noumenal self.
Since objects must conform to the conditions under which
alone experience is possible, knowledge is not of independently
existing realities, but only of appearances; the objects can
be known only in so far as they have been made in the
process of their apprehension. When, however, this task

in term. or the eontrut between the J,Jhy.ieal end the metlphysical view of
reality. What {rom the physical standpclInt is thing in itseU (SIJCM tJn suA 11/611)
is {rom the metaphysical ' tandpolnt only appearance. Both the materlll
u istence. themllelvea, IS complexes o( mO'll'inC (OlCeI, and their ,y.telnatic
orderinl: rest on the seU·afl'ection or Ihe teU, and are therefore appearanceL The
apllelltarn:es ol these appearance. are the senlll.llon., t .e. Ihe te<:ondary sense
qualities. In th05e other~ges, however, In which Kanl eonfines his view10
the .tandpolnt o( Ihe empirical sell, the above phrases are employed in a very
bewildering manner. in at lea5t two quite di"'inct senleS. A. a rule the term
appearance then denotel the sentationt . i ,l. the /I fDrJnVn', teeOrn.IIlIY sense
qualJtiet. They are viewed al dire# appearllncet. '.1. I' being the sense·dala
beyond which the empirical scl( lI.d"ancei to the eone.ponding, underlying
phy,ical agents. The laUer are the indirect or mediate appel;rances Ilrrived al
a. the outcome or the ordering. objeetivlt ing Ictiv!:le. ol Ihe empirical self. BUI
the term. Ire alto occuionally employed in the reVeriemanner. and therefere more
in harmony with the meaolnc ASSigned to them (rom the metaphy.lcal Itandpolnt.
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was completed, and Kant's mind, at greater leisure, could
play more freely upon the situation thus disclosed, be very
soon came to appreciate that this solution fails to do justice
to certain of the (acts {orwhich it professes to account, and
especially to the body of empirical knowledge accumulated
in the physical and physiological sciences. That in his own
thinking Kant gave a quite literal interpretation to the
teaching of these sciences is shown by his abiding interest
in aU speculations regarding the infra.microscopic: structure
of physical happenings. I need only refer in thiS connection
to his speculations regarding the constitution of matter, as
developed in the Metapnysical Principles 0/ Natural Sainet,
and to his elaboration of an "aether " theory of gravitation,
cohesion, etc., in the Opus Postumum. That when not
plainly interdicted by any supposed consequences of his
metaphysical doctrines he gave an equally literal interpreta
tion to the teaching of the physiological sciences is shown by
the statement made in the first edition of the CrilipI ()j
Pure Reason,! that our sensations are due to physical stimuli
acting on the sense organs and brain, and by his appreciation
of Sommerlng's theory t that the brain-processes correspond
ing to the analytic and synthetic activities of the mind
consist in the resolution oC the water in the brain cavities
into its chemical components upon the impact of sense stimuli
and their recombination when the stimuli cease. Clearly,
Kant Celt himself to be quite definitely committed to some
interpretation of physical nature which would enable him
to accept the results of the natural sciences more or less at
their face value, without any such high-handed restatement
as Berkelelan subjectivism is constrained to adopt. And
presumably it is because Kant thus finds himself proceeding
on genuinely realist lines that he feels constrained in the
Opus P()slumum to ask that very question which he has so
tantalisingly refused to raise in the Crititj"' itself-to the
consequent ranging, as above noted,a of his bewildered com
mentators into two opposed camps-how if, as he argues in
his Refulation of Idealism, objects are distinct existences
from the representations through which they are known, the
principles of a transcendental idealism can still be upheld.
Kant's method of reply, as already noted, is to establish
his subjectivist principles so securely in their ncumenal
I A 28'9- In the second edil lon Kant sublt1tuted lor the.r:~apb In which

this Ilaument OCCUR a briefer puaage o( a non-eommitt cbaracter. A, to
Kant', probable reuon (or making this change, cr. above, pp. 110-2. CL abo
~ 'lS.

, Wer"" (Hartell$lein), vi. p, 457 It
• Above, pp. 612·J3.
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functioning that in relation to the phenomenal order they
enjoy all rights of eminent domain. BrieRy outlined, the
resulting doctrine of noumenal affection Is as follows:
The self in itself. Kant now unequivocally teaches•

.. makes" its object by a .. self·positing of itself as object."

..Space and time are not things but only modes of representation.
. • • Their positing contains only that which is made (gemlU'bt1 not
anything that {sgiven/'1 "Space and time are not indirect, mediate,
derivate, but direct. immediate, primitive intuitions, through which
the subject affects itself as appearance, and therefore represent their
object as limitless. The complex of the representations which are
contained in this intuition IS the progress in infinitum. The
object [of that complex] is neither ideal (iJea/isliseA) nor real
(realisliuA); for it is not in any way gifJetl, but only tMugh' (non
dar;, std in/tUigi pottS~." s ~lThat a space is cannot be perceived.
I posit a space... ," "The subject which makes itself the sense
representation of space and time, is itself in this act likewise object
Self-intuition.'" «The subject posits itself in the pure intuition and
makes itself its object (",lUht sieh .um ObjeAt)."· "Space and time
are not objects, but determinations of the subject through itself,
whereby it afrects itself as object in the appearance, and as thingri.,. self'] in itself-x is determining ground of itself.'" II AU my
faculty of representation (faaJltas rtfrtUsentatifJa~ which consists of
intuition and conception, begins WIth the consciousness of itself:
_ • • Our sense-intuition is not. in the first place, perception; for n
rmetaphysical] principle precedes . . . the positing of itself and the
being conscious of this positing (Posit,-o,,~ The fonn[s] of this
positing of the manifold as connected throughout are tHe pure
Intuitions which are entitled space and time."t'" ~l Space and time
are not things which exist outside the representation. and which as
apprehensible are given; they are that which the faculty of repre
sentation make~ for itself.'"

These are a selection from the passages of like tenor
cited by Adickes. They illustrate Kant's fundamental con
tention that .

" . .. the principleof the ideality of space and of time is the key to
the Transcendental Philosophy, according to which synthetic and
a pr'-o";knowledge can be extended only in so far as the objects of
the senses are represented as appearances, and according to which
the thing itself is no existing being but as -x is merely a principle,"
"According to the principle of Transcendental Philosophy r,:e. of']
the possibility of synthetic a Jrion' judgments, [what comes tirst] is

I Cited by Adicke., p. 63.5•
• Cited by Adicket, po 618 ,.. • Cited by Adickes, p. 63.5. ~ Ltc. dl.
• Cited by Adickes, p, 636. • Cited by AdicKes, p, 6J8.
, L«. (il. • Cited by Adkkes, Po 639•

• Cited by Adlcke., pp. 673·..
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not the act of the apprehension of the manifold given in intuition
(appreliens;I1 SI'mpux). but the principle of the autonoml whereby the
self makes itself its object as given in appearance, ri.e. uJ phenomenal
object." I 'IThe principle of the ideahty of intuition underlies all our
knowledge of things outside USt ie. we do not apprehend objects as in
themselves given (al..J.relunsio simJlex1 but the subject makes for itself
(invents)' the manifold of the object of the senses, so rar as its form
is concerned. • • ....

In line with the use of the very strong term "jingr't .. Kant
likewise speaks of space and time as original and primitive
products of the imaginal;on.

"[The representation of space and time] is an act of the subject
itself and a product of the faculty of imagination (Ein6jldunrsltrafi),
which however is not derived (njrtusenlatW derifJaliva~ but IS
original" ~ II Space and time are products (but primitive products)
of our own faculty of imagination, and therefore are self-made
intuitions since the subject affects itself, and thereby is appearance,
not thing in itself;"

This general point of view Kant extends to the categories.

If • • • the categories are not existing things [meaning, presumably,
not inherent to them], but acts (At/us) through which the subject, for
the sake of possible experience, posits itself a priori and constitutes
itself as an object." "The subject posits itself through synthetic
propositions a prior; [and] through the forms of sensuous intuition,
space and time, since the subject exercises forces (K,.ii/le) whereby
[as tbing in itself] it affects itself and determines itself to appearances.".

Thirdly, Kant extends this standpoint to include the con
cept of the thing in itself.

"The object in itself or noumenon is a mere Gedanlmuling (ens
ration;s), in the representation of which the subject posits itself"
(TJuijlt/),T "Space and time are products, but primitive products.
of our own faculty of im&@:ination, and therefore are self-made
intuitions, since the subject Lthe self in itself] affects itself, and the
appearance is not therefore thin$ in itseI(. The material (bas
Malm'ak). the thing in itself - z, IS the mere representation of the
self's own activity," ':e. the thought of its own unity. represented as
that which has to be sought in the unity of the experienced. The
thing in itself - x, in its distinction from appearance, is .. not itself
a separate object, but only a special relation (resj«lus), for the

I Cited by Adieke5, P.641.
l Cited by Adicke5, P. 645•
• Cited by Adlckes, p. 654.
1 Cited by Adlckes, p. 654.

I $elialll mil 14/611 f..IU-ciJ).
t CiteJ by Adickes, P. 639.
• Cited by Adickes, P. 6.45.

For the reference to TWIll cf. below, p. 63:
• 1M. til.
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constituting of the self al object," ;.4. (as Adicke. interpret. this and
similar passages) in order to set its transcendental unity of apper
ception over against itself in objective form in the unity of the
single objects and of the whole of nature.'

Lastly, in order to complete the doctrine of noumenal
affection, Kant ought to have advanced yet one stage further,
and to have extended the process of self-positing so as to
derive from the inherent constitution of the self the possible
types of moving forces in nature, and the possible types of
secondary qualities which the empirical self can experience
in reaction upon these forces. Only so can Kant hope to
establish his view of nature as bein~ an emanation, due in all
its features to the creative activities of the noumenal self;
and only so can he succeed in otrering transcendental justifi
cation of the synthetic {rocesses whereby the empirical self,
working on the basis 0 its given sensations. proceeds to a
knowledge of the moving forces to which they are due. This
latter type of knowledge-such is Kant's thesis in the OjJU$
PosluHlum-can be possible only if, and in so far as, the
empirical self repeats upon the sense-data, in the way of
interpretation, a priori synthetic activities, identical in type
with those which, in their creative character, have brought
the world of moving forces into being. This thesis is, how.
ever, developed in any detail only in those sections of Kant's
manuscript in which, working on the empirical level, and with
the results of the physical sciences in view, he endeavours to
establish some kind of necessary connection between the table
of categories and the various types of moving forces; and, as
we have already noted,' aU Kant's many and persevering
attempts to carry out this programme prove abortive. But
clearly, if on the empirical level no connection can be dis.
cerned between the factors in our sense-experience which are
admittedly a p"iori and those more specific factors for which
Q. prio"i justification is sought, there can be no hope of doing
so when the discussion is transferred to the much more con
jectural realm of noumenal existence. We need not therefore
be surprised that this aspect of Kant's doctrine of noumenal
affection receives at his hands but scanty attention, and that
he propounds it in such obscure and quite general terms as
the following:

IIThat [i.e. The thought thatl there is something outside myself
[in space or as .tbe thing in itself is a product of myself. I make
myself. Space cannot be perceived. Nor can even the moving
(orce in space be perceived, since it cannot be represented as actual

I 1.«. fit. • AboYe, pp. 611'12.
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unless there be a bodywhich exercise. it [and that body too mUlt
be posited by the lelrl We make everything ourselvea."l

In thus continuing to poslu/atl that the a priori in nature
is coextensive with al1 the main structural features of the
natural order, and that it even extends to the secondary
qualities, Kant is falling back upon mere assertion, and JS
leaving a gap in the argument just at the very point at which
further explanation is most required.
Two further points of general interest regarding the

Opus Postu",u", call for notice--{) the nature or Kant's
secondary motives in expounding his new doctrines in the
above terms, and (2) his discussion of the nature and validity
of the Idea of God.
(I) The many passages in which Kant deals with the con

cept of the thing in itself, one and all ~ree in their strong
subjectivist colouring. It is a Gedankend"'K, an ens ratianis,
In its representation, the self posits, not any independent
reality, but only itself. It is entertained for the sake of
experience, and is not known to exist either as its object or
as its ground.

IIThe liting in itself is not another object, but another mode
whereby 'the self] makes itself its own object." .. Not 06jttlllm
fWllmenon, but the act of the undemanding which makes the sense
intuition as mere phenomenon, is the intelligible object" [meaning,
as Adickes suggests, takes over, for transcendental philosophy, the
r61e of lite intelli,ible object].' "The thing in itself is a GedanAen
ding (em rah'onls) of the connection of this manifold whole into lite
unity to which the self constitutes itself.". U The object in itself
- x is the sense-object in itself. not, however, as another object,
but as another mode of representation," .. The correlate of the
thing in appearance is the thing in itself, is the subject which I make
into the object n [i.e. wherebythe subject makes itself its ownobject,
by reading its own unity into the givenl &

This attitude, together with Kant's new phrases, sick
J'elbtl selztn, tlc" selbsl IJeslimmen, slck selbtl aufslellen, J",'cl,
se/btt schafftn, slcn se/bst konslituiere", sich se/6SI ajJiciertn,
and especially the frequently recurring variations in the phrase
sick se/bst mac/u", are in line with, and give expression to, his
insistence upon the spontaneity and, as it were, self-creative
character of the noumenal self j and constantly they suggest
the somewhat similar teaching which in these very years,
1796-1803, was being upheld by Beck and by Fichte.

I Cited by Adickes, po 648; d. _110 pp. 155-7.
I Cited by Adickes, p, 651. I Cited by Adlckes, pp. 6SI.:z.
• Cited by Adlckn, po 653. • Cited by Adic:kes, p. 652.
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Jacob Sigismund Beck, one of Kant's ablest pupils, in
fulfilment of his ambition to give, in a manner compatible
with the exrression of his own personal views, a systematic
exposition 0 his Master's teaching, published in 1793-1794 the
two volumes of his ErfaUltrnder Auslu/ aus den RritisCMn
Sd,riften. des H. Prof. Kant. After thls preliminary, more
purely expository work, Beck proceeded to recast Kant's
teaching in a yet more independent manner. His Eifll:ig
m6g/idur Standpunkt. aUI we/dum die kn'/;sch, Phi/osop},;,
lIeu,.I,;lt werden muss appeared in 1796, and in it many of
those very questions with which Kant occupies himself in the
Opus Poslumum, especially those which bear on the doctrine
of double affection, are very explicitly discussed. How re
markably he anticipated some of Kant's later views can best
be shown by quotation of the following passage : 1

II If I be asked, how I have come to the representation of the
object which I see before me, I reply that the object atrects me.
The object which I see or touch produces a sensation in me by
means ofthe light or of its impenetrability. Yet at the same time I
can also say that the understanding synthesises originative!y (.l}'n
llusiul unprUng/it") in the generation of the originative-synthetic
objective unity ; that in this originative representing I posit a per
manent, wherein I represent to myself the time itself, that I posit a
something (cause~ through which the change of my own subjective
state, namely, that I was without this representation and Ihat I had
this representation, receives its time-determination. In these state
ments we are very far from contradicting ourselves. What has to
be noted is this : the transcendental thesis, that the understanding
originatively posits a something. first give. significance and mean
ing to the empirical thesis, that the object affeclS me. For the
former is the concept of the originative representing, wherein all the
meaning of our concepts must be grounded. Indeed the concept
of my understanding, as a (acuity in me, even the concept of the
II ' first acquires significance and meaning from this originative
positing."
But even more significant of Beck's influence in con

centrating Kant's attention upon these particular problems,
and incidentally upon the problem as to the extent and
character of our apprehension of things in themselves, is
Beck's remarkably Interesting letter of aoth June 1797,' a
date, it will be observed, within the period of the Opus
PosIU",U",. He draws Kant's attention to the now famous
passage in Jacobi's dialogue, David Hume Nber dm G/au!Jen,
oder ldealismus und Realismus: s
I Cited by Adickes, p, 611. • W. xli. pP- 162-71•
• Published 1787. The ~l5&geoccurs in an Appendix to the dialogue, yOL iL

or Jacobi's W,,.!, (1815), p. 304·
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II I muat confess that this circumstance [viz. that objects make
Impreeelone on the senses] has been a stone of stumbling to me
(mk.t nkAJ wenig Qufgellallen /uJ/) in my study of the Kantian
Philosophy, 60 that time and again I have been compelled to retrace
my steps and to restart the Cnnpt ofPun BttUOfI ever anew, since
1 was always finding myself bewildered in that without thil pre
supposition I could not make entry into the system, and that with
this presupposition I could not remain in it."

What, Beck asks Kant, is his reply to this criticism? Beck
himself, for reasons which he assigns, definitely holds to
the doctrine of empirical affection. The only objects which
are known in terms of the categories are physical existences,
and they alone, therefore, can be viewed as the causes of our
sensations. When an absolute employment is made of the
categories, we delude ourselves with the belief that we have
concepts of things in themselves, and so fall into error. The
concept of the thing in itself is not, he declares, accessible to
theoretical philosophy; it belongs exclusively to the moral
domain.
Though. unhappily, Kant's reply to this letter has not

survived, in the immediately following year similar criticisms
were pressed upon him. even more pointedly, by another
correspondent. a friend of Beck's, ] . H . Tieftrunk. Whence,
Tieftrunk enqulres.t the manifold of sensation l'
"Apperception gives only the '"vee (Grot/), i.e. the unity oC the

synthesis oC the perception, and -so tests on spontaneity, and is
determination of the material of sensibility in accordance with a
rule 0( apperception. Whence then the material? From sensibility?
But whence does sensibility have it? From the objects which affect
it? But what is that which affects it? What are the object.? Arc
they things in themselves or-[suJ?"
Though spontaneity and receptivity are, Tieftrunk proceeds,

two distinct sources of knowledge. they are faculties of one
and the same mind, and therefore in correspondence with
one another.
"If it be further asked, what alf'ect. the mind?-I reply that it

atrects itself, since it ill at once receptivity and spontaneity. • • . But
whence ill that which sensibility gives out of its Own depths, out cf
itsetr? Whence has arisen the material and empirical, as such, when
I abttract from that which it has become through the inftuence o(
spontaneity in accordance with the (orma of sensibility? Does
sensibility supply it purely out of ita own depths, or do things in
themselves, which are separate and distinct (rom the sensibility, give
rise to it? I reply: every/Rinr which sensibility gives-both matter
and form-:--is determined by it. nature to be just that (or us which

, W.llil. pp. 21S-16, the letter iI of the dalO Sth Novcmbel 1791.
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it is for us. Apart (rom sensibility and undentanding there is
neither Inner nor outer. • • • But since wecannot avoid asking: what
tben, independently of all conditions of our sensibility (as regard.
both form and matter) and of apperception, is the final ground of
representations, the answer is : this last ground is for our under.
standing nothing but a thought of negattve character, i.e. one to
which no object corresponds, but which as a mere thought is not
only admissible but necessary, since theoretical reason does not
in thinking fi.nd itself absolutely limited to what is for us possible
experience, and since practical reason can field grounds (or allowing
reality to such a thought. though only in Its practical bearing. In
regard to tbings in rbemeelvee, of which we have only a negative
concept, we cannot say: they affet/, because the concept of affection
expresses a real relation between It"MJJabI, beings (Wum~ and for
its employment it is required that the things 10 related be given and
positively determined. Nor consequently can we say: things in
themselves introduce representations of themselves into the mind;
for the problematic concept of them is itself only a relating point of
representations of the mind, a Geda"lundi"t. Wecan know nothing
at aU save appearances, but in recognising this we at the same time
in the thought posit a something which it not appearance, and so
through mere logical position leave as it were an empty space for
practical knowledge.." 1

We have Kant's reply to this Jetter; but again, un
fortunately, Kant under pressure, as he states, of manifold
engagements, does not deal with all of Tieftrunk's questions,
and passes over just that question to which we should most
wish to have his answer, viz. regarding the source of the
material of sensibility. He does indeed speak of the subject
as being affected by the object in accordance with its own
special constitution, and of the Object as therefore being
apprehended as it app,ars to us, indirectly, not as it is in
itself. This, however, is merely an evasion of Tieftrunk's
main question, and does not take us beyond the Jetter of the
Cn'ti'l"" Tieftrunk has stated the question so pointedly
that Kant cannot have failed to appreciate its importance;
and his omission to give a more explicit answer may be taken
as signifying that he had none ready j but since this is a
problem with which, as the manuscripts of his Opus Postutnu",
show, he was ln this very year occupying himself, we may
reasonably conjecture that Beck's and Tieftrunk's criticisms
have contributed thereto. For the present, Kant contents
himself with the following statement oC his general position:
.. ... objects of the senses (of the outer as well as of the inner
sense) can never be knowp by us save as they appear to us, not u

I W. Ilii. pp. 316.17.
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they are in themselves. It likewise followl that supersensible
objects are not for us objects of our theoretical knowledge. But
the Idea of them cannot be dispensed with, at least as problematic
(fjllaes!io",'s inslar) . For the sensible would then be without its
counterpart. the supersensiblc, and that would point to a logical
defect In the division. The latter must be regarded as being
transcendent (or theoretical knowledge, and as belonging to pure,
practical knowledge, (reed (rom all empirical condition.. and its place
(Sulle) as not, therefore, being entirety empty,".

Fichte adopted a position very similar to that of Beck,
but expounded it in a manner which involved a much more

\'j0nounced divergence (rom orthodox Critical teaching.
is Grund/age dey guam/en Wissnucluzllslehrt appeared in
1794t and his supplementary expositions in the immediately
following years. So that already, in the period during which
Kant was preparing his Opus P()slUmum, Fichte's Philosophy
was thedominant philosophical influencethroughoutGermany.1
Though Kant never professed to have studied Fichte's writings
with any thoroughness or care, he was more or lessconversant
with their tendency and main watchwords through Inter
course with friends and through the literary journals,' When,
therefore, we observe how Kant proceeded to transform his
old-time doctrine of noumena! affection into a doctrine of
self-positing, and to employ a new set of phrases which one
and all suggest a type of position closely akin to that for
which Beck and Fichte were standin~, it is difficult to avoid
drawing the conclusion that his choice of terminology was
in part determined by his desire to show, in opposition to
Beck's theoretical scepticism and to Fichte's absolute idealism,
that though the principles of transcendental idealism, when
consistently developed, allow of, and indeed demand, some
such type of teaching, they do not require, and cannot justify,
any departure from the strict letter of the Critical Philosophy
-at least not when the teaching of the 6rst Critique is supple
mented, as he now professes to supplement it, by a more
adequate a priori deduction of the order of nature, and by
more explicit recognition of the two-fold source of II sensory"
affection.
There are three other contemporary writers whose influ

ence is discernible in the Opus PO.ftumum-G. E. Schulze,
D. Tiedemann, and Lightenberg. Schulze published anony
mously in 1792 his AlUsidemus oder DbII' die Fundament,
der von dem Herrn Professor Reinhold ;n jena gelitferten

I I V. xII. p. 22<f.
• cr. AdamtOn, FitAt, (Blackwood I'bliotOphkal Serie.). p. ,a.
I Cf. W.xil. p. 241.
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ElemmtarpM1C'soplzie.1 In this work Schulze attacks Kant's
teaching in regard to things in themselves, dwelling upon the
inconsistency of combining the assertion of their unknowable
ness with a doctrine of noumenal affection. He himself holds
that hitherto no proof either of the existence or of the non
existence of things in themselves, and no professedly final
delimitation of human knowledge has been successfully
achieved. Yet his position is not definitely sceptical. He
refuses so to anticipate the future as to class these problems
as ultimately insoluble.
Tiedemann, on the other hand, upholds a pre-Kantian type

of dogmatism. His philosophy, as expounded in his TJulzttt
oder iilJu das mmscltliclu Wissen : tin Beitrag 814' Vernunf/
k,..itik (1794), is eclectic j it combines, in a quite narve manner,
empirical and rationalist elements. He propounds a new
conceptual proof of the substantiality and simplicity of the
soul, and maintains that things in themselves are knowable
acting upon our organisation, they give rise to sensations
which in their extension, figure, motion. force. etc., reveal the
actual, independent nature of things in themselves. Kant's
idealism he denounces as being indistinguishable from the
most extreme subjectivism.
Kant's numerous references, in the Opus Postu",u"" to

these two writers show a very strange twofold characteristic.
In the first place. as so often happens in his criticisms of other
thinkers, he adopts a very external and for the most part
quite unjustifiable interpretation of their teaching. He repre
sents both as doubting, and even as denying, the reality of
the corporeal world, and so as standing for an idealism of the
most extreme "egoistic" and sceptical type. In the second
place, in the passages in which he challenges their teaching,
the subjectivism of his own doctrine of noumenal self-positing
receives the most emphatic expression.
"The object in itself, noumenon, is a mere Gttlanltendinr, ens

rationit, in whose representation the subject posits itself. Theater
[tfe],"1 IISpace is not a lJtgn"ff (rona/Ius) but AnsdlQuung
(intuitu!). As such it is something inhering in the subject not
existing outside the subject, and is a whole of a special kind in that
it can be represented only as part of a yet greater whole, and there
fore as infinite. It is a characteristic of the object which can belong
to it only as appearance (quality of the sld>ject) wherein the thinking
subject posits itself. and neither an Anesidem nor a Theittet
(idealist or egoist) can say anything contrary thereto. . • ." ' U The
first act of thinking contains a principle of the ideality of the object

1 It wu reviewed by Fichle In 1794.
I Cited by Adicku, P. 616. • Cited by Adickc:1. pp. 617-18.
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in me and outside me as appearance, i.e. of the selr-affecting subject
in a system of the Ideas which contain merely.the formal [factors]
of the advance to experience in general (Xnesidem), i.e,' the
transcendental philosophy is an idealism,"!
The only satisfactory explanation of this very strange

combination of unsympathetic criticism with elaboration of a
position so remarkably similar to that criticised would seem
to be the eX'planation given above, in regard to Kant's adoption
of the terminology of Beck and Fichte. Kant is not, as might
at first sight appear, retreating in faceof the attacks. He is
stealing the enemy's thunder before assaulting their positions.
Either, as -Adickes suggests, he is entertaining the hope, by a
more careful restatement of his fundamental Critical tenets, to
bring about reunion of the diverging ~roups of his disciples, or
else he is strtving to show that withm the scope of his own
system even the most extreme assertions urged against it find
thcir place and relative justification. or at least that the new
terminology allows of being so interpreted. He could also
point out that this terminology is Simply a variation upon
that which he has himself employed in the CrtiifJue oj
Pure Reason, and especially of the assertion there made, .
though not developed in any detail, that: II The I I think'
expresses the aaus whercby I determine my existence,"
As Adickes persuasively argues: II Had Kant succeeded in
completing the Opus Poslumum and in publishing it in or
about rgoo, it would without doubt have made an altogether
different impression than in 1884 or to-day. Though it could
not have reversed what had meantime happened, and could
hardly have directed the further developments into other
channels, yet it is highly probable that it would have ushered
in a surprisingly rich renaissance of his School. Precisely that
which nowadays repels us in the OpllS POI/umu"" the ex
travagance of its apriorism and formalism, the extension of
the transcendental method over to the content of experience,
would probably have then had the contrary effect.'
If, on the other hand. we endeavour to estimate the intrinsic

philosophical v.alue of the Opus Poslu",u"" the verdict must
be of a very different character. Under pressure, or as we
may perhaps more correctly say, under sanction. of the
prevailing tendencics of the time, especially as expressed
through the dominating influence of Fichte, Kant in these
last years has allowed his Priflot-m,,'nuncen regarding the

I Cited by Adickea, p. 625.
, B IS7"" In thi' pt._ge we find tbe term" rdlm tt U well u the term

IIN,Ii",,,'tn," and the sentence: OfDNA mMItJ di,u S/-nflllUiJiiI, dlur itA ",uA
I"ttllipn. n#lfIU. "

• Adicku, p. 669-
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noumenal activities of the self, 89 a free and aetrve agent, to
obtain expression In a manner out of harmony with the more
carefully defined positions oC his own best period . For there
are certain fairly obvious, and indeed unanswerable. criticisms
to which his new teaching lies exposed. How can Kant,
while insisting, au be does, that the concept of the thing in
itself is a self-posited l1IJ rall'onis, and not the thought of any
independently existing object, ,tll1 continue to supplement
his doctrine of empirical affection by a doctrine of ncumenal
affection? How, if all the categories-he is even more
explicit as to this in the Opus Pt1slumum than in the Cn"ligue
0/ Pun Rtason-be purely formal functions of unity, and
therefore meaningless save in their application to an intuitively
given material, can they be used to define things in themselves
as affecting the self in itself?
Here I find difficulty in accepting Adickes' contention that

Kant was able to follow his recalcitrant disciples in their
denial of any theoretical knowledge of things In themselves
just because he had himself come to assign so large a rble to
the empirical self. If my interpretation, as above given, of
Kant's new teaching be correct-it is based upon the evidence
which Adlckes himself supplies-the doctrine of empirical
affection rests upon, and indispensably presupposes, the
supplementary doctrine of noumenal affection. The empirical
self can empirically apprehend only what the transcendental
self has itself determined. We must therefore have the right
to postulate, not only that things in themselves affect the
self in itself, but also-a much more definite and precise
aasamptlcn-e-that the self in itself is capable of creatively
producing, out of a manifold which though given is also
sufficiently rlastic, that phenomenal world wherein the
empirical eel and physical entities subsist and interact. As
I have emphasised, the doctrine of empirical affection by
itself, when not thus supported, so far from affording a solution
of the problems of knowledge, would have to fall back upon
a pre-established harmony wherein the a fri"'" additions
would be supposed to have been so adjusted that they can be
relied upon to reconstruct what is independently rea).
Adickes is indeed able, in support of his view, to point to

Kant's frequent references, in passages written in the years
1801-1803, to Ltchtenberg,' whom Kant speaks of -as a well
informed though independent disciple, and who did thus
combine an empirical realism with denial of all theoretical
I G. C. Uchtmbtra: (1742-17991. ph)'.ld.t and utirical w,lter. Knnt',

,detent" ITe .11 to tbe seeond "fOlume of his V_i,d/I Stl"ijtm (edited in
nine volume., 1800-IBoS, by L ChI. l.khtmbera: and Fr. Frin), wblch ...
published in 1801. cr. Adk:ket, pp. 149-$0, 83J.
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apprehension of things in themselves. Under tkc influence
of Lichtenberg's enthusiastic references to Spinosa, Kant even
goes so far as to depict Spinosa, Schelling, and Lichtenberg
as typifying three stages in the development of his own tran
scendental philosophy : .. System of transcendental idealism
through Schelling, Spinosa, Lichtenberg-as it were three
dimensions: the present, the past, and the future,"! But
these references occurring in that part of Kant's manuscript
which fall within the years 1802-1803 are reartof the evidence
pointing to his increased mental enfeeb ernent, and arc of
little weight. [( we may judge by the lengthy quotations
which Adickes gives I from Lichtenberg's work, the latter can
have had no real appreciation of what was really fundamental
in Kant's system. He was a physicist by profession, and as
his attempt to combine, in a confused, eclectic manner, the
teachings of Spinoza and of Kant would seem to show, he
was really only an amateur in the field of philosophy. His
doctrine of knowledge is merely a very usual type of sub
jectivism, backed by a belief in the existence of unknowable
things in themselves. He has no more really genuine under
standing of what is fundamental In Kant's Critical teaching
than had, say, Schopenhauer, who, some years later, in making
his own inderndent contribution, also laid claim to unpartisan
discipleship.
That Kant unwaveringly held to a belief in the existence

of things in themselves, and yet likewise denied all possibility
of theoretical knowledge fo of them, cannot be questioned by
any student of the Critique of Pure Reason; and it is no less
clearly the teaching of the Opus Pq#umum. There is, indeed,
in the latter work, not only a still greater insistence upon the
merely problematic character of the concept of the thing in
itself, but also, what is very noticeable. a ump/ete absence of
any suggestion of what I have entitled the Idealist, or
absolutist, view of the nature and function of the Ideas of
Reason, and therefore of what is now universally recognised
as the only feasible method of justifying the distinction, if it
is to be tenable at all, between reality and its appearances,
namely, not by way of opposition and contrast, but as a
distinction between a whole and the subordinate existences
which it conditions.B Kant's failure in the Critique to show
how his distinction between Ideas and categories bears upon

I Cited b, Adlckes, p. 74 • Adlcka, pp. 834"9-
• cr. above, pp. 366.., 407"-
• Al1owin~1 that fa, for the very definite meaning whleb he ...Ian. to tbe term

.. knowledre. I and abo (or hll ':bIolutUt "lew o( the (unction or ReaIOQ" O .
• hove, pp. ly-IvI, 416, 4,]0.
• C, .hove, pp. II", 414-17, 429'31, 520-1, SsWl.
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the distinction between phenomena and things in themselves
is, as I have argued, In the body of the Commentary,1 largely
due to the predominance throughout the Diaieaic of his
sceptical view of Reason. This sceptical view prevails
throughout the Opus Postumu"" so much so that the con
trasting absolutist view-so far as Adickes' quotations disclose
-is never, even once, directly stated, though it continues, of
course, to be implied in some of the terms employed. But
obviously, if the absolutist view of Reason is to be eliminated,
the doctrines of noumenal self-positing and of noumenal
affection are, a fortiori, still less tenable. When, therefore,
in the Opus Postumu", Kant professes, as regards the self in
itself, to have knowledge beyond what his Critical principles
justify, and so to be able to extend the jurisdiction of his
architectonic to the content as well as to the form of
experience, the effect is merely to underline the abiding
deficiencies of his general teaching. So far as its treatment of
these particular problems is concerned, the Opus Postu",um is
mainly valuable as showing how dissatisfied Kant had become
with much that is fundamental in his theory of knowledge.
As regards the nature and grounds of his distinction

between things in themselves and appearances, the attitude
from which Kant never departed, and beyond which - his
Idealist view of Reason notwithstanding-he never succeeded
in advancing, is adequately presented in the passage already
quoted.'
I<[On the mental origin or the forms of intuition] is grounded the

central proposition: objects or the senses (of the outer as well as or
the inner) can never be known by us save as they appear to us, not
as they are in themselves. It likewise foUows that supersensible
objects are not for UI objects of our theoretical kno....ledge. But the
Idea of them cannot be dispensed with, at least as problematic
(9uaesJio";s inJtar). For the sensible would then be left without
its counterpart, the supereensible, and that would point to a logical
defect in the division. The latter must be regarded as being
transcendent for theoreticaJ knowledge, and as belon,ing to pure,
practical knowledge, freed from aU empirical ccndldcns, and its
place (Stene) as not, therefore, being entirely empty."

(2) The passages dealing with the Idea of God occur
almost exclusively I in the section which dates from the years
1800-1803, and like the other passages to which I have
just been referring, show the extent to which Kant's mind was
then preoccupied with Lichtenberg's teaching as expounded in
the second volume of his Verm;schte Scllri/lm. As already

t Above,r.p. 56001. I Abo,e, pp. 6JOol•
• "'Of the few re erenctl which ceeur in other &eCtioN, cf. Mickel, p. 843-
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statcd.1 this volume appeared in ISoJ . Rant's advance copy,
received quite possibly in 1800, is still extant, with his
marginal notes.
Kant adopts towards the Idea of God the same attitude

al towards the concept of things in themselves, namely, that
God undeniably exists, but that in the theoretical domain
nothing whatsoever can be established in regard to His reality.
These arc also Lichtenberg's two main theses. In addition,
Lichtenberg dwells at length upon the favourite theme of
the Eighteenth Century Deists. that man has no special duties
towards God. This Deism is indeed partially modified by
Lichtenberg's Spinozlstic leanings i but what it thereby gains
in depth, it loses in clarity, The fonowing passages are cited
by Adickes I {rom Lichtenberg's work :

IIThere is absolutely no other way of worshipping God than by
fulfilling those duties, and by acting in accordance with those laws
which reason has prescribed. - nat there is a God can. in my view,
signify onty that I feel myself, the freedom of my will notwith
sandmg, constrained to do righL What further need have we for a
God~ That He exist (~]. When this further need is made explicit,
we are brought, I believe, to Kant', contention : our Ma,t does
indeed reco~ise a God, but to make this comprehensible to reason
is indeed difficult, if not altogether impossible.II "The belief in a
God i. instinct; it is as natural to men as going upon two legs, but
in many men suffen modification, and in others i, entirely suppressed.
Ordinarily, however, it i, there. and i, indispensable to the inward
completion of the faculty of knowledge." II Religion i, really the
art whereby, through the thought of God, without any other aid,
we provide ourselves with comfort and courage in all our evils, and
with strength to stand out against them!'
That Kant must already, of his own accord, and In analogy

with his treatment of the Idea of the thing in itself, have been
inclinin~ to similar teaching is shown by three passages' in
the earlier, so-called tenth and eleventh, sections which were
written (August 1799 to April 1800) prior to Kant's reading
of Lichtenberg's work. But these tendencies were quite
evidently reinforced. and the methods of statement in part
determined, by Lichtenberg's teaching, as Is shown by the
following passages. all of which are taken from manuscripts of
the years 1800-1803:

IIThe mere idea of God is at the same time a postulate of Hie
existence. To think the Idea and to believe is an identical acL".

1 Aban, p, 634 ,.. • Pp. 837'S.
• Cited by Micket, pp. 12.8'9- Only the (ollowlng need be quoted I ..God

over u', God beside us. God in u.. I. Power IU1d (ear. II. Pcnence and
wonhlp (Innermolt adOflltlon). 3- Fallowlnlt a( hi. duty at lhadow to the
Il£hL" , Cited by Adlckes, p. 776-
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The thought of Him is at the same time the belief in Him and in
His personality."l On the other hand, the concept of God IIis not
that of a substance, i.e. of a thing which exists independently of rot'
thinking, but the Idea (Se/6stguelrilf. GuialiMNliftK, ,ns nuitHds)
of a Reason that constitutes itself Into a GttlaMefUlilfK, and which
propounds synthetic a prWri judgments in accordance with the
principles of Transcendental Philosophy. It is an Ideal of which,
since the concept is transcendent, we do not and cannot ask
whether euch an object exists...• "The question: II there a God 1
We cannot prove IUch an object or thought to be a substance outside
the subject," I God is fI the product of OUf own Reason," .. the
Ideal o( a substance which we ourselves make." To tbis extent,
we arc It subjective self·creatoR...• "The proposition : there is •
God (for Himself). can be established neither through pure reason
nor (rom empirical sources of knowledge." .. It it not Nature in
the world that lead, to God. '.g. through its beautiful ordering, but
reversewise." II If we should represent God in accordance with His
works. how should we judge Him? Homo btm·",· lupus. He
reveal' His infinite undemanding, but not in moral fashion.'"
IIGod is not a thins subsisting outside me; but myown thought.
It is absurd to ask whether a God exists."· But Kant, as if to
guard himself against milundentandinlJ! addt: that the thought of
God is "no invention, i.,. no arbitrarily made concept (eolla/hll
(lUh"flul) but necessarily given (dahu) to Reason." r

In extension of this p'?sition. Kant now rejects as being
untenable, and as being tl1egitimately theoretical, the proof of
God's existence upon which he has relied In the C,.itigut oj
P,.adica/ R,asMl,namely, by reference to the Summum 80,,"m.
Though Kant nowhere, in explicit terms, avows this change
of standpoint, or at least does not do so in any passage quoted '
by Adiclc.es, the whole tenor of his argument is towards
substituting a proof of a more strictly moral character, all the
emphasis being laid upon the direct relation in which the Idea
of God stands to the moraJ imperative. This new proof Kant
tentatively fonnulates in at least three distinguishable forms.'
(I) In one set of passages Kant maintains that the religious

interpretation of all duties as divine commands is not a
supplementary, later interpretation, but is, for every moral
being, immediately and necessarily given t~ether with the
apprehension of the duties, i.,. the categorical imperative
leads directly to God, and affords surety of His reality.

I LM. til. ' Cited by Adlckes, po 786-
• Cited by Mlckn, po 791. • Cited ~ Mlckel,.po 793.
• Cited bl Adicket, po 791. • Cited by Adkkn, p. 789-
, CItedby Micka. p. 800.
• Adlckea, drawlne a further dbtJDCIIOD within tho lint €onnUlaUoD. dit

dnlUlabfs four forma. cr. po loa ft
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II In the morally practical Reuon Jie. the categorical imperative,
to regard all human dude. u divine commandL" 1 II The realism
of the Idea of God can be proved. only through the duty
imperative.... II Beings mud be thought which, although they cxillt
only in the thoughts of the ph~olOpber, yet in these have morally
practical reality. These are God, the world..ll, and man at subjected
In the world to the duty-concept accordin, to the categorical
imperative, which at categorical II also .. pnnciple of freedom." a
" A being which is capable of bolding. .way over aU rational bejn~
in accordance with law, of duty (the categorical imperative), and 11
justified in 10 doing, i. God. But the existence of such a being can
be joshJatttl only in a practical reference, namely [in vie...of] the
neccssity of 80 acting as jf in the knowledge of all my dude. at
divine commands (ta1lfua. 11011 a,,) 1 Itood under this awful but
also at the same time salutary guidance and lurety. Accordingly
the existeNt of such a being is not postulated in this formula; such
postulating wouldbe self-<:onlradictory.'"
The concluding sentence Is far from clear j comparison of

it with other passegee " shows that Kant intends to signify
that the certainty obtained of God's existence is a certainty of
practical belief, not of theoretical demonstration.
(2) In a second set of passages, Kant makes no reference

to the existence of God but only to the Idea of God. But in
these passages also, duties are alleged to be apprehensible
only as divine commands.

"The categorical imperative of the command of duty i. grounded
in the Idea of an ;m/lralfm, who is all-powerful and holds universal
sway (formal). Tius is the Idea of God.". ItWhat constrains us
to the Idea of God? No empirical concepti no metaphysic.
What presents this a frifJri concept is Transcendental Philosopby.
the concept of duty." IIThe imperative of duty proves to men
their freedom, aud at the lame time conducts them to the Idea of
God"·

(3) In yet another set of passages Kant suggests that God
Himself. and not merely the Idea of God as a trans-subjective
Being, is immanent in the human spirit.

II God is not a being outside me, but merely a thought in me.
God. is the morally practical self-legislative Reason. Therefore only

a Cited by Adlekes, po 802. • LN. til.
I CIted by Adicka, pp. 788-9-
, Cited by Adkket, pp. &:la-:J. Tbll is one or the (lUUR'eI which Vaiblna:n

(Pi i14u; ";f rielah~, and ed., p. 726) cita In jllltiticatioa 01 bit equatl~ KaDt
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APPENDIX C

a God in me, about me, and over me."·) "The proposition:
There is a God says nothing more than : There is in the human
moraUy eell-deteemining Reason a highest principle which determines
itself, and finds itself compelled unremittmgly to act in accordance
with such a principle,II I IIGod can be sought only in us.n,
"There is a God, namell. in the Idea of the morally practical
Reason which [determines] itself to a continuous oversight as well
as guidance of the actions according to iHU principle, like to a
Zoroaster."t

Kant's reading of the Ztnd-Avesta,1 and also his reading
of Lichtenberg's eulogies of Splnoza, are here in evidence•

.. Similarly to the Zoroastrian principle of intuiting aU things in
God, and of dictating how they should be (like Lichttnberg) and
the capacity of thought &8 inner intuition to develop (JUt If ifstV/"

Many of the passages are directed against the view of God
as a substance.

"Coemctheology, It is an object of the morally practical
Reason, which contains the principle ot all human duties as being
divine commands. and yet does not require us to assume a special
substance existing outside man/'T "There i. a Being (Wesm) in
me, which though distinct from me stands to me in relations of
causal efficacy, and which, itself tree, ,'.1. not dependent upon the law
of nature in space and time, inwardly directs me (justifies or
condemns), and I, as man, am myself this Being. :it is not a
substance outside me; and what is strangest of al~ the causality is
a determination to action in freedom, and not as a necessity of
nature." I "God must be represented not as substance outside me,
but as [the] highest moral principle in me. But indirectly as a
power in me (gods do not exist) [it] is the Ideal of power and
wisdom in o1le concept j if it is [represented as the Ideal?] outside
me, it is the determining ground of my (? its] omnipresence.··
"The Idea (not concept) of God is not the conceet of a substance.
The personality which we ascribe to it, which is a 80 bound up with
the singleness of its object (not a flurality of gods" [passage ends
abruptly].1° IIThe Idea of that which human Reesce itself makes
out of the World-All is the active representation of God. Not as a
special personality, SfllJstarra outside tM but as a thought in me."n

Clearly Kant's views have undergone considerable change
since the writing of the Critique of p,.acti(Q/ Rtason. God is
no longer viewed as a Being who must be postulated in order

I Cited by Adickes, p:. 819-
I LN. til. • 1..«. til. • CUedby Adlcket, P. 730-
I cr. aoo,.e. ~ 609-10. • Cited by Adltket, Po 730-
, Cited by Adlekes., p. 8z04- I Cited by Adickes. pp. 824"5-
, Cited by Adiek"" p. 826. " Cited by AdlckCl. pp. 826-7.

II Cited by Adlckes. p. 827.



KANT'S .. OPUS POSTUMUM' 64'
to make possible the coincidence of virtue with happinc5.!l.
God speaks with the voice of the categorical imperative, and
thereby reveals Himself in a direct manner. But as the
passages above quoted also show, this new point of view is
suggested merely i it is nowhere developed in a systematic
manner ; and even as thus suggested, it is formulated in at
least three diverse ways.
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215 1/.,233 II., 234, 304, 363 , 376, 397,
406 II ., 423, 439-40, 441 464 II., 466,
479,579 II ., 60 1 II.

Affin ity, object ive, 224 , 253-7, 266-7
«AI" (lb ~ doctrine, 524 , 553 n.
Analogy, Kant 's USIi' of the te rm, 356-8
Analyt ic and synthetic judgmen t, xxv f f.,

xll i-I lu, xltv, 28 ff., 37 ff., 59- tiO, 65;
existen t ial judgment, 530-1;
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531. SeeJudgment

Ana lyt ic and syn thetic methods, 44 f f.,
111, 117 11. SeeTranscenden ta l method
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172- 4, 438-42

AlJthropologic, Kant 's, 8 1 11., 100 II .
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519-21, 541-2, 558-61, Append ix C
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260-3, 461-2, 472- 7; transce nden ta l
un ity of, llv-lv i, 207 ff ., 212, 250-3,
260-3,270,277-9,322 n.. 455 ff.,
473-7; absent from the animal mind ,
lll-Hv; ob ject ive unity of, 270-1, 274,
282 ,285-7; and in ner sense, 295-8,
331 n.. 512 II. St'e 5elf

A pri ori, Kan t 's views regard ing t he,
xxxtu-xxxtv, xr-xun. tvi-nx. 1- 2,
39-40, 42 ,54 tr.: problem of a priori
synthetic judgment, 26 ff, 39-40, 43 ff.:
its valid ity merely de (acto, xli-x lii,
xlix- I, 30, 57, 118, 142, 185- 6, 257-9,
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340-1. 342, 343, 345, 347 , 390, 392,
394, 419 ff ., 434, 437, 439-40, 440 ,
454, 463, 464, 474, 479-80, 496, 498,
542 ,563, 579, Appendix C
Aristot le, I, J96, 198, 390 . SeeLogic
Arit hme tic, 32, 40-1, 65-6, 128 n., 337-8,
347, 566

Associatio n, and judgment, xli-xlii,
lii-liv; and consciousness, xlvii- xlix;
restson objective affinity, 253-7, 266-7

Att ribu tive judgment, Kan t 's exclus ive
emphas is upon, 37-8, 180-1, 197

Augustin e, St., 73, IIO, 565
Avcnanu s, 587 11.
Axioms, Kan t's View of, SO, 127, 348,
565-7

Augustine, Hobert , xvt

Bacon , Francis, 4- 5, 74
Bam, A. , 86 II.
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Balfour, A. J., 314
Baumgarten, 192- 3, 441 , 522
&antwortung aer Frage: Was IIl'iss t

AufkWri/1/g? Kan t 's, 15
Beattie,James. xxxv-xxxvt. xxxvnt /I. ,
207,582,595,600 11.

Beck, 80, Appendix C
Beiser, Frederick, xxiv II. 16
Belief, Kan t's view of, Iv ff ., 576-7
Beloselsky, Fu rst vo n, xl ix
Bergson, Hen ri, xv, xxi, 86, 142,

359-60 11 ,,587 rI .

Berkeley, xxxix. xlvl, li, 112, 153-4 ,
155ft. , 272, 298ff., 587-8, 592, 595,
596

Bo rowski, 63. J56
Bosanquet , Berna rd , xjti, xv, 36, 181 , 197
Bradley, EG., 36, 181,197
Bradley, Rll., xlil, xiv, xv
Bruno, Giordano, 74
Hulffin ger, 155

Caird, Edward, xiv, xx, xxiv, lv, 1 /I., 23,
S1, lOZ rl., 114, 117, 183, 19 4, 195,
262, 296, 314,328, 340, 357 II., 359 11"
373,378,399, 462,468

Campane lla, 74
Canon, 72, 1 69~70 , 174, 332~3 . 438,

569 rr,
Casstrer, Eo , 132
Catego rical imperative, xlii, ux- lxt, 57 1 ff.
Catego ries, cnsuncnon from generic
concept, 178 ff.; ,ie {ado nature of the,
xut-xuu, xhv, xlix- I, 30 , 57, 185- 6,
257-8,291,391-2,398, 400-1, 411;
defin ition of the, 195--6, 198, 339-42,
404-5; serm-Cnttcal view of the, I X~9 ,

217-18, 2.U , 263 -4; merely logica l
forms, xli-x lii, xli ii. 30 n., 32, 39, lO8 .
176 rr., 185-6, 19 1. 195-6, 257-8,
290-1, 325 ff., 339--40, 398, 404-5,
409-10, 413-14, 467; valid on ly for
appea rances, 259-60; and schemata,
195-6, 311, 333, 339-4 2,467/1,; me ta
physical deduct ion of the , 183 ff .
192 ff" 287-8; t ransce nden tal
deduction of the, 234 tt., 287-8; all
catego ries involved in eve ry act o f con
sciousness, xlvil-x ltx, lvti-Ivlll,
199- 200,356, 368, 370,377, 387-91;
have wider scope than the fo rms of
sense.Hx-lx, 20, 25, 290--1, 331,
404 ff .: restricted by t ime and space,
342, 357 ; in relat ion to ou ter and inner
experience , 311- 12; how far predica ble
of the ' I th ink: 325 ff.; how far
applicable to sensations , desires, etc.,
Ii II.. 275-6, 279 ff., 3 12 ft ., 384-5, 476;

proof of specific, 242- 3, 252-3, 2S8--9,
U\7-8, 333, 343--4; determi nate and
indetermina te appli cation of the ,
32S n, 405 If.; may be in tr insically
inapplicable to th ings in themse lves,
290, 409- 10,4 13-14; cat egory of
existence, 322, 415 11.; category of
tot a lity and Idea of th e uncon d itioned ,
199- 200, 433, 451, 480, 529; ma the
ma tical and dynam ical, 198, 345- 7,
510-11. See A priori. Unde rstand ing
Catha rticon, 169, 174

Causality, Kan t influenced by Herne's
teach ing regarding, xiv ff., 6 1-4.
364 ff., 593-600; Kant 's t reatment of
the principle of, 363 ff.; Kan t's sub
[ect ivisr and phenomenalist views of,
216,2 17- 18,318-21,351, 373--4;
sensa tio ns, feelings, etc. subject to
principle of, n II., 275 , 279-82, 312,
384-5; category of, involved in con
sciousness of time, lvii-lvii i, 365 ff.,
377 ff ., 387 ; and freedom, 492 ff. 5<'1'
Hume

Clarke, 140, 539, 594
Cohen, H., 51, 10211., 195, 262, 340
Coherence theo ry of trut h , xm-xrv, 36 tt.,
173 II.; crite rion of t ru th bound up
with the Ideas of Reason, 217-18,
326 11., 331, 390-1, 414- 17, 426-3 1,
473- 7, 511- 12, 519-2 1. 541-2, 558-61

Com te, xvii
Concept, Kan t 's generic o r class view of
the, 99- ]00,105- 7, 118--19,126,
132-3, 177-81. 338-9, 370-1 , 377-84,
390-1; intuition and concept ion,
38---42,93-4, 105-9, 118-20 , 126,
128-134, 165-6, 167-8, 194, 370,
390-1, 564-6; construct ion of
concepts, 41, 131- 3. 338--9. 418 n,
564-6; concepts an d images, 337-9;
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xlv, 394--400 , 4 18 ff. seeUnderstanding
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xli-xlii, xlv- l, lvi- lvii, and the animal
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xlvtu-xltx, 277-9, 327, 459--62, 473- 7;
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263 ff., 273 ff., 293 , 295 ff., 322 ff .;
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xn, 120, 24 1 ff 365 ff . 38 1 ff.:
abso lutist aspect o f, xxxviii-xl, hx-tx,
270-1, 274, 282, 285-7, 33111. See
Appe rceptio n, Judgment
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Contingency, asse rtion of, 39 ff., 55 ,
286-9

Continuity, Kan t's views regarding,
352-355, 488 rr., 509; princip le of,
380- 1; transcenden ta l princip le of, 55 1

Copern icus, 18-19, 22- 5
Cosmological Argument, 53 1 ff.
Crite rion of t ruth, SeeCo he rence theory
of t ruth

Crit ica l realism , xxiv, fl . 15
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21; Age of, 15
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xlix-I /I., 235 ff.; subjec t ive. 245 ff., 263
ff.; object ive, 248 ff.; metaphysica l,
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433 ff-, 450-4. 478-80, 522-3; tran
scenden ta l, 426, 430, 436, 454, 552 - 4,
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Ideas of Reason , 418, 436, 439-40, 454,
473- 7, 520-1, 537, 542, 575 See Idealist
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172- 4, 438-42; the problems of the,
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Discipline , 170, 174, 438, 563 ff.
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Crit icism, 9, 13--14, 21
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279--82, 3 12, 384~5 .
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39-40, 53; emp irical object in termed i
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15, 40, 563 ff.

Em realiH imlll ll , 522 ff., 529 -30, 532, 534,
541- 2, 556

Eplcurus. lxh, 436, 499 , 582
Erdmann, B., xxtx, xxxvi II ., 46, 142 11.,
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3 14.373.382 II. , 4 12, 43 1 ~2, 471,
601 II .

Erha rd t, F. , 484 11., 494
Error. SeeAppearan ce, Illusion
Eule r, 162
Ewing, A. C. xiii, xxiv, n, 15
Existence, and the NI th ink," 322 ft.;
judgmen t of, always syn thetic, 527 ff.:
necessa ry ex istence, 533-7

Experience, proof by reference to the
possibility o f, xlii, xliii- xliv, 45, 238-9,
24 1-3,259-60,344, 426, 430, 454.
552--4, 572 ff.: meaning of te rm, 52;
prob lem of, 57-8; as dat um is
equivalen t to con sciousness of time,
xn, 120, 24 1 ff., 365 ff. , 381 fl.

Exposition, Kan t's use of term, 109- 10

Faith , Kant 's view of, Hx- Ix, lxiv, 57 1 f f.,
575-6

Feeling, Kant's use of te rm, 82-3; Kan t's
view of, xlvt II" 276, 279-82, 312,
384-5
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Form and matter, importance of
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Penns of the understanding. St'e
Categories

FortKhritte, We/d res sind die wirk lidrim ,
etc., Kant 's, lv II ., 59, 60 , 84, 578 II.,
580 II.

FmmdatilJn.s (Iftil!! MetapllYsics /IfAlr/mls,
Kant 's. lxi, hii , 569, S72

Fragments (IllS dem Nachlat se, Kant 's, lxi.
578

Freedom of the will, problem of, 20--1.
435, 512 ff., 569-70; and causality.
492 ft. ; transcendental and practica l
freed om , 497, 512-13, 5 17-18, 569-70,
573 -4

cameo. 18, 583-4, 586
Garve. xxvnt. 150; Garve-Feder rev iew,

158
Gedanken YOI I der wahren x lliittlmg Jer

lebfl/digel1 Kratte, Kant 's, 117, 161- 2
Geometry, the fundamental mathemati
cal science, 96 II.; pu re and applied .
111-1 2.147, 349, 565-6; Kan t's
attitude to modern , 117 ft.

Geulincx, 596, 598
Goo, ontological proo f o f existen ce o f,
527 ft.; cosmo logical proo f, 53 1 ft .;
physico-theological proof, 538 ff.;
problem of God's ex istence, 569 ff.;
how far an indispe nsabl e Idea, 439-40,
536-7,541-2,556 ff., Appendix C

Green, T. H., xiii, xxiii u., 4, I I I ., 23, 36
Groos, K., xx xvt II.

Hamann, 157, 539--40 II .; describes Kan t
as -a Prusstan Hume," 305

Hegel, G. W. E, xtv, XXXVi i, xlv, 1,36,190,
194, 274, 554 II.

Herbart , 86 11., 124
Hen , Marcus, xxxi, xxxvt. liv, 6, 26, 28,
46, 51, 114 11., 138, 187, 189 , 198,
206-7,219-22, 432

Hicks, G. Dawes, 415 rI.
Hobbes, 593
HOffd ing, II ., 23
Home, Henr y, I
Homogeneity, tran scend en tal pr incip le
of,550-1
Ilume, xxiii n. 12; date of first infl uence
on Kant, xxvnr. xxxlu - xxxiv: Kant's
relati on to, xxxtu-xtk, xli, xliii, Ii; h is
view of conscious ness, xlvi -xlviil:
anticipates Kant's phenomena lism ,
2 1~2 ; ma int ains that experience
canno t prove un iversality or necessity,
27,5 7--8; shows causal ax iom to be
syn thetic, 30-1; Hurn e's problem a
deepening of Kant 's earlier problem ,

46; Kant 's relation to, 6 1-4; on the self,
20 7 n.; h is subjectiv ism, 272--3, 284,
300; Kant "a Prussian Hume," 305;
much of Hume s teach ing in regard to
causa lity accepted by Kant, 364; Kant' s
repl y to Burne , 369-71; Hume's
philosophy the perfected express jc n of
the empirical and sceptical positio n ,
421; in fluence on Kant , 432; on
existen tial judgmen t, 528; in fluence on
Kant of Hume's Dialogues on Natural
Religion, 539-40, 557, 567 rI,; infl uence
on Kan t, 583; the ph ilosoph ical
teach ing o f, 58R-601; in fluence on
Kant, 583; the ph ilosoph ical teach ing
o f, 588-601; in fluence on Kant, 606

Humilit y, tx, lxi- lxii, 554 II.

Hylton , Peter, xxli n. 1
Hypot heses, and pos tu lates, xhu-xbv,
5.,\ I , 54:~ tr.. 57 1 ft.; how far va lid in
metaphysics, lxiv , 9-12, 543 ft.

Hypothetical employment of Reason ,
5"\9-50

Idea lism , Kemp Smith's defin it ion o f
xvi-xvii: British xili-xv : ob jective or
C ritical, 274; Kant 's refu tations of
sub jective idealism, 298 ff., 462- 3;
tran scendental

tdeans m as key to solution of th e
ant inomies, 503 ft. St'ePhenomena lism
and sub ject ivism

Ideal o f Reason , 522 n, 536-7, 541_2,
55411., 556-61

Idea list view of Reason , xnv-x tv. xux. lvii,
97-S, 102,331-2,390-1, 414-17,426
u, 4.B rr.. 447 rr., 473- 7, 478 f f.,
500--6, 511-12, 519-21, 547 fl., 552 n..
558-61

Idea lity, of space and l ime, 76, 111,
116-17,138,147.154, 308

Ideas of Reaso n, Kan t's scept ical and
Idealist Views of the, xltv- xtv, xlvlll,
xhx , lvt-ltx, lvl fl., 3.W-I , 390-1,
4 14-1 7, 426 n, 433 ft. 446 ff ., 473-7 .
478 ft., 500-6, 511-12, 520-1, 547 u,
558-6 1; involved in consciousness of
space and lime, lvir-lvlii, 96-8, 102 II. ,

165-6, 390-1; Kant 's dei stic interpreta
tion o f the, 4 18, 436, 439-40, 454,
473- 7, 520-1, 537, 575; as lim iting
concepts , 408 , 4 13- 17, 426 ff.; as
regulat ive, xliv- xlv, srvut- xux. lvii,
473- 7, 500 ff., 547 ff.; and categories o f
relat ion, 451- 2, d istin ction between
ma themat ical and dynamical, 510-11;
Kant 's criticism of Idea of uncond i
tioned necessity, 527 ff., 533--7, 54 1-2;
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metaph ysical and practi cal va lid ity of
the Ideas, 570-6; conclud ing
comments on Kant 's views of the ,
558-61; condition d istin ction between
appearance an d reality, lvii- lvii,
2 17- 18, 326 11., 33 1,391, 414-17.
426-31, 473- 7, 511- 12, 519-21, 541- 2,
558-6 1. Set!Deduct ion of Ideas

Illusion, and appearance, 148 ft .; Berkeley
regards ob jects of outer sense as, 157,
307-8; inner expe rience no t illusory,
323-4 ; t ranscenden tal, 13,427-9,437,
456 n., 480, 552, 555

Imagination, may be the common roo t of
sens ib ility and unde rstand ing, 77, 225,
265; product ive, 224 U., 264 ff., 337,
348, 375-6

Immanent and transcenden t
metaph ysics. SeeMetaphysics

Immor tal ity, pro blem of, 569 ff.
Incong ruous counterparts, 161 f f.
Infin itude, o f space, 105 ff.; of time, 124

ff.: Kant 's view of, 483 ft.; distinct ion
between in inti nitum and ill i/ldefinitum,
507 ff.
Inner Sense, xlix, 11, , 148,29 1 ff., 360 ,
464, 468-9; and appe rcept ion, 32 1 tt.,
512 n .

Intuit ion, Kan t's doct rine of pure, 40 n.,
79-80, 118-20, 128 n, 167-8, 46a-9;
intu it ion and conception, 38-42,
93-98 , 105-9, 118- 20, 126, 128-34 ,
165- 6,167-8. 194, 390-1 , 564--6;
formal intuit ion and for m of intui tion,
109, 114--16

Intu itive understand ing, Kan t's view of,
160 , 291. 408 n, 46S n. 542

j acobi, 300
j akob, xxxvi /I.

j ames, William , xv, 86, 377-8, 459 11.,
461 n.

jantt sch, 155, 156
jones, Sir Hen ry, 36
j udgment , Kant 's doctrine of the, xli-xlii,
xltv, xlvii-llii-liv, 177 ft ., 192 ff., 286
n.; the fundamental activ ity of the
understanding, xli-x ttt, xli ii,
xlvii-xlviii, 133, 181-2, 288, 332, 370;
<l pri(lri and emp irical, 27-8; analytic
and syn thetic , xxv n.. 28 ff., 37 ft .
59-60; judgment 7 + 5 = 12, 65;
relational types ignored by Kant , 37 ff.;
Kant 's att ribu tive view of, 37-8, 180-1 ,
197; as assertion of cont ingency, 139
ff., 55, 286-9; Kant 's di sti nct ion
between judgments of perception and

judgments o f experience, 288-9;
extsrenuatszz-ar

Knowing and thinking, di stinction
betwee n, llx- Ix, 20, 25, 290-1, 331,
404 f f. St'eCategories

Knowledge, the narrow meaning assigned
to te rm by Kant , Itx- Ix, Ixtv, 25
Knutzen, 161
Kueh n, Man fred, xx iii /I . 5

La mbert. xxtx u., xxxv, xxxrx . 74, 138,
150, 193

Lange , F. , 23
1-« tures 011 Metaphysics, Kant's. 26 1 27511.,

299, 448-9, 475 n.
Lectures 0/1 the Philosophy or Religio/l
Kant 's, 26 1

Lctbmz, Kant's relati on to , xxxvn-xl , xt.
xliii, Ii, lv- Ivt, ltx: his abso lut ist view of
thought , xxx-xxxu: ant icipates Kant 's
phenomenalism , 21-2; h is rejection of
em piricism, 27, 58; h is pre-establi shed
harmony, 28; regards synt het ic
judgments as always empirical, 30; h is
conceptual atomism, 38; Kan t probably
influenced by the NOIIW'mo; E55(l is of,
92, 186; referred to by Kant , 112; Kant 's
relation to , 140-1; Kan t 's criticism of
his interpretation of sens ibility and
appea rance, 143-6; h is view of space,
161 n.; Kant influenced by the spmt u
ansmof, 208-9, 343. 260-1, 263; h is
sub ject ivism and doct rine of petites
peT'feprioll5 , 272-3, 298-9, 306; his
alternative views of the reali ty of the
mate rial world , 298-9: con tinuing
influence of h is rat ionalism on Kant,
394-5, 398-9, 418 f f.; his view of the
possible as wider than the actua l,
401 - 2; antinomies formulated by Kant
from th e standpoint o f the Lcibnizian
rationa lism, 48 1 ff. ; Kant's formulat ion
of the on tological argument
Letbntzlan . 522 f f., 556; contrast
bet ween Locke and, 146-7, 421, 582;
on mat hematical me thod, 592; the
ph ilosophical teach ing of, 60 1-6; on
the nature of sen se-exper ience, 604- 5;
influence on Kant , 605-6

Limiti ng con cepts , Ideas as, 408, 413-1 7,
436 ff. See Ideas of Reason

Locke, xxiii, 11. 12, xxxtx, xlvi, u. 15;
Kan t's cr iticism of his view of
appearance, 146-7; Kant 's restatement
o f h is dist inct ion between prima ry an d
secondary qualiti es, 120-2, 146, 149 rr.,
306 ; subjectivi sm of. 272, 306; on
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inner sense, 148, 292- 3; contrast
between Leibntz and , 146-7, 421, 582;
his use of te rm idea re jected by Kant ,
449; on primary and secondary
qualities, 586 ,1. ; rationalism of, 591-2;
brs proof of causal axiom , 594; on the
causal relation. 596, 598
Lo gic, Kant 's contr ibution to the science
of, xtttl-xlv: Kant's view of the
traditional. 10, 21, 33--6,1 00, 181, 183,
184--0, 259, 332; the various kinds of,
167 if.; distinct ion between gene ral
and t ranscendental, xlv-xlvl, 170ft .,
176ff., 1781Z" 181, \83, 184- 5, 194-5,
196, 335

LiJgic, Kant 's, lIO, 170 tt., 180-1 , 576/1.,
577 11., 580 11., 58 1 n., 582

Lo.w Bliitter 'WI Kents Nacllhls.I, xxix , l 12
n., 202-3, 209, 211 n., 232-4, 261

Lot ze, lv, n., 36, 181

Mach, E., 596
M atran, J.J. Dortous de, 496
Matebranche , xxxvtu, xxxix, xlvlli 11., 15,
28, 47; Kant 's phenomenalism
anticipated by, 21- 2; rati onali sm of,
590-1; on the causal relat ion , 596-8

Man ifolds, of appearance, 84-5;
empirical, 267, 274 ft. ; pure a priori,
88-90,92 n.. 95, 96-7, 134, 142 II .,

148 11., 171. 194- 5, 226, 228-9, 267,
269-70,289, 33 7,344 ,375,385 II.

Math ematics, methods of, 17- 18;
judgments in , not all synthe tic, 64;
principle of contradictio n in mathe
matical reasoning, 60, 64-5, 344;
Kant 's int uitional view of, 40-1, 65-6;
d istinction between mathematical and
philosophical knowledge, IS, 563 fr.;
pure and ap plied, 68. 111-1 2, 114- 15,
140, 166, 566 ; use of schemata in,
337-9. SrI' Arithmetic, Geometry

Mat ter , Kant's dynamical theory of, 354-5;
principle of conservation of, 36 1-2

McDowell, John, xxut, II. 9
McTaggart,). M ., xiil, xiv
Meier, 44 1
Mendelssohn , Moses, xxvtn-xxxu . 6 II. ,
58, 138 n., 139 II., I SO, 153, 160--1,
458-9 /1 ., 46 7, 470-1

Met"pllysicalFirst Prindptes o{Nfltllral
SCience,Kant's, 56 n., 66, 97, 12 7- 8,
164- 5rl., 31211., 354 II., 36 111., 380-1,
384 n., 49 1, 579 " .
Metaphysics, d ist inction between
immanen t and transcenden t , lviti-Iix,
15, 19 , 22, 26-7, 33, 50, 52, 53, 55--6,
58-9,66-70,244-5,257-8, 545,580-1;

in dis repute, 8-9; Kant professes to
establish a qui te final, 10, 35, 543 ft .;
"Copernican hypothesis" and, 18 ff .; as
natura l d isposition, 12- 13, 68 ff.; as
science, 68 n .; hypotheses no t valid in ,
543 ff.: th e problems of, 569- 76 ,
579-81

Meth od, the sceptical, 545--6; mathem ati 
cal, 563- 7. SeeAnalyt ic and Synt he t ic
Methods
Micheli, Guiseppe, xxil, n. 2
Mill, J. S., 86, 364-5, 3 77, 596
Mind, Kant 's use of term, 8 1
Mistakt'llSubtlety oftllr Four Syllogistic

Figures. Kant's, 18 1-2
Moda lity, 39 1 ff.
MtJrladtJlQgi" pnvsica, Kan t's, 354
Moore, G. f.. xv
Moral att itude, the, xlii, I, lv ff., 515- 16,
571 ft.
Mora l belief IVi ff., 577
Moral law, consciousness of the, dt' facto,
xlii, I, 572- 3

Motion, doctrine of, 127~9 , 133; Galileo 's
revolutionary doct rine of, 583--4

Miiller, Max, 75

Natural Science, pure, 66-8; and
immanent metaphysics, 70. Set
Metaphysics

naturalism, xv, xvt-xvt t
Nature, means "all that is," 16
Necessuy, and universality, 56--7;
defin ition of, 391 n.; of th ough t and of
existe nce, 402-3, 52 7, 53:~, 536; limit ed
being ma y exist by uncon d tuoned,
527, 533, 536 ; absolute necessity not
purely logical, 528; uncondition ed,
Idea of, 527 n, 5.33-7, 54 1-2, 555,
558-61; and contingency, concepts of,
not applicab le to things in themselves,
535; relative, 54 l, 555, 571 n.

Nt'gatil'r Qualltity, Kant 's essay on, 381,
403 n.

New ()octrine' ofMorioll mill ReIt, «ant 's,
35 4, 38 1 II .

Newton, his influence on Kant, Hx-Ix.
9611., 140-3, 16 1 ft., 354 11.; Kant
modifies Newton's cosmology, 539

Noumenon, positive and negat ive
conceptio n of, 408 ff., 413. see
Appea rance

Number, schema of, 347-8. See
Arithmetic

Ob ject, Kant 's use ot term, 79--81, 167 II.,
174; t ransce ndental, 203 ft.; empirical,
206 ff., 223, 270 n., 308 rr,
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Ob jective, not the oppos ite of the
subjecti ve, 279 ff., 313 -14; va lid ity of
Ideas, 558--61

Occas tonalism, 465, 596-7, 598
0 11 tilt Ra,fj((ll Eyil ill Human Nature,
Kant 's treat ise, Ix\, Ixii

Onto logica l argument, 527 ff.
Opinion, Kan t 's use of term, 543, 576-7
Organon, 71-2, 169-70, 174
Oswald , xxxv /I .

Oute r Sense, 147, 276, 293 ff., 360

Paralogisms. 455 ff.; na tu re of fallacy of
the, 466, 470

'patchwork theory' , Kemp Smith 's
xxt-xxn

Paton, H . J. xlli, xxt
Paulsen, 46-7, 64 , 373, 601 /I .

Pearson, K., 596
Pt rpetl/al PellCt , Kant's t reatise on II .

Phenomenalism and subject ivism,
xvtt-xx. xxxix ff., r-ru. 82-4, 120-2,
136-8, 138-9, 140, 150-4, 155-9, 223,
227, 270 ff ., 312 ff., 349- 51, 357-8,
373-4,407/1., 414-1 7, Appendix C

Phenomenon, d istinction between
appea rance and, 83. See Appearance

Philosophy, causes of failure of, 59 ; Kant
rein terpret s it s function and aims,
Hx-Ix. 571-6, 577-8; the domains of,
579-81; Kant's view of history of, 5S2

Physico -theological argument , 538 ff.
Physics, method of, 17-1 8; Kant 's views
rega rd ing, 354-5, 361- 2, 379-81

Pisto rius, 305, 307-8, 323 , 467
Plato , L 47, 158 , so r. 390, 436 , 496, 582
Pope, 156
r'osstbnny, Kant 's definition of, 39 1 ff.
Postu lates. see Hypo theses
Pract ical employment of Reason, lx-l xiii,
569 ft.

Pragma tic be lief, lix-Ix , 577
Pran tl , 73
Pre-estab lished harmony, 28, 47, 114,
141- 2,267-8, 290,465,590

Priest ley, J., xxxv n., 11, 567 II.

Primary and secondary qualities, 82 ,
120-2, 146, 149 n.. 306 , Append ix C

Principles never self-evident ,
xxxi ii-xxxv,xlii-xlv, 36 ft., 53, 185-6,
340. See A priori

Pringle-Pa tt ison , A. 5., xxii i, II. 4
Probabilit ies, in ference from . see
Hypo theses

Proltgolnl',1Il to Everv Future Mttilplwsics,
Kant's, xxxiii, xxxv, xxxvii, II., 12, 13,
46, 47, 49, 59-60, 6 1-4 , 65, 66-7, 68
ff., 80 , 84, 91, 106, 109-1 1, 116, 121,

129, 146, 149, 152, 153, 155,156, 158,
159, 161, 163, 165, 178--9, 184 ,188,
234,288-9, 299 , 300-1, 305-8, 346,
361 II. , 376-7

Psychology, Kant' s views regarding, xlviii,
50- 1, 235 ft " 263 ft, 269- 270 , 31 1 n. ,
31211.,384- 5,455 ft .. 473- 7. 580-1

Pure, Kant' s use of term, 1-2, 54--6, 64

Quali ty, and intensive magnitude, 352 .
See Primary and secondary quali ties

Rationalis m, Kant's type of, xli-xliii,
257-8; relation to the rationalism of
Lelbnfz, 418 ff. See A priori

Reason, meanings of the te rm, lvii-Ivl ii ,
lx, 2-3, 71, 426 ff., 520-1, 558-61;
ineradicably metaphysical, Ivtt-nx, lx,
8; concmon of free act ions , 5 15- 16; as
pract ica l, lvt ff., 515- 17; as causing
antinomy, lvii, 519 ff.; hypo thet ica l
em ployment of, 549-50; Ideal o f, 556
ff. See Idealist and sceptical views of
Reason, Ideas of Reason

Recntstehre, Kant 's, 19Q
Reciproc ity, category of , 197, 381 f f.,
434-5.439-40,451-4

Refltxiollt'n X/lTIt'SzurKritik dcr reinen
Venum(t , xxtx, xxxl n., lill, nx, 85, 86,
106 , 127,182, 188 u, 196, 197, 198,
200-1 ,202- 3, 208 , 2:U-9, 26 1. 3:i4 n.,
399, 433-40, 44B-9, 543

Regulat ive. See Ideas of Reason
Reicke, xxtx. See Lose Blatter
Relmar us. 193
Rep resentation, Kant's use of term, 81,
104; d istin ction between rep resen ta 
t ion and its object, 135, 136-7, 272 tf.,
308 ft ., 317- 18, 365. Set
Phe nomenalism and sub jectivism

Representative perception, doc tr ine of,
xlv-xhx, n,272 ff., 298 ff ., 585-8

Riehl, A., xlix II., 46, 5 1, 88,10211.,195,
303- 4,317- 18,340-1,342,357-8,
372 n., 373, 601 11.,605

Robbins , Peter, xxii II. I
Rousseau , lx, lxi- lxii, 436, 567 n., 578
Royce, Josiah , xiii
Rule, two kinds of, 372
Russell, Bertrand, xv, 491- 2, 568 II.

Sacks, M., xx iv 11. 14
Sche lling, F. W.J., xtv
Schemat tsm, 195-6, 265-7, 289, 31 1, 333 .
334 ff., 467 II.; and image s, 337-9

Schopenhauer, 75, 197,3 15- 16,365-7,
377-9,387-9, 407 II., 482-3 II ., 493 n.,
495 II.
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Schulze, Joh ann, 129- 31, 138 , 198- 9,
480 II.

Schultz, 153
Segner, 66
Self, Kant 's semi-Crit ical, spiritualist view
of the, liv-lv, 207-9, 212. 24 3, 260-3,
327 -8, 473-7,515; m ay not be an
ultimate fo rm of existence, liv-Iv,
260--3, 277-9,327. 459-62, 473-7; Idea
o f t he, 439-40, 455-62, 471, 472- 7.
554; Kan t's View of nat ure and desti ny
o f, 472- 7. SlYAppe rcept ion , Sou l
sert-conscrocsness. See Apperception,
Consciousness

Self-evide nce, Kan t's rejection of,
xxx ui-xxxv, xli-xliv, 36 . 53, Jl S, 142,
185-6, 563-4, 565-6. See A priori

Sensa tion, Ka nt' s views of, 81-2, 84-8,
274-7, 349-52; non-s pa t ia l, 85-8,
100-1 , 105; req uired fo r determi n ing
actua lity, 39 1 ff.: sensa t ions, feelings,
etc., subject to Jaw of causa lity, Ii i /I. ,

275,379-83. 311-13, 3 13~ 1 4, 384-5
Sens ibility, may have a co mmon root
with understand ing, 77; defin ition of,
81, 167-8; as a limitation , 116;
criticism of Leibniz's view of, 143-0;
Kant's view of, 274-7

Sevm SlI1all Papers, Kant's, 298
Sidgwick, H., 314
Sigsbee, R. A., I I
Sigwart, 36, 181, 197
Simultaneity. Ser Time
Skept ica l method , Kant 's, 48 1, S45-6
Skeptica l view of Reason, 48 1, 500--3,
511-12, 519- 2 1. 528-9, 533-7, 541-2,
547 n. 558-61, Appe nd ix C

skept icism, xvl-xvii, 9, 13-15,5-15-6,567
Soul, and body, Kant's view of th eir
relat ion , 275-0, 279-84, 312 ft., 384- 5,
464--{;, 467, 471, 476, Appendix C. Sre
Appe rception , Self

Space, Kant 's Views o f, xlt-xtu, lvt-Ivti, 85
ff., H18; involves an Idea of Reason ,
Ivii- lviii, 96-8, 102 11., 165-0, 390-1;
metaphysical exposi tio n of , 99 ff .,
109- 10,1 12 ff., 134 ft .; t ranscenden tal
exposit ion o f, 109 ff ., 344-5; not a
property of th ings in themselves, 112
ff. is the fo rm of ou te r sense, 114- 16
t ranscenden tal ideality o f, 76 , 116- 17
uniform for all human be ings, 116-18,
120, 341- 2, 357; possibility of o the r
spaces, 117 n .; criticism of Newton ian
and Lejb ntztan views of. 140-2; me rely
deteao charac ter of, 57, 118, 143,
185- 6, 257; as Urrdi llg, 154; in relat ion
to Divine Existence, 159-61; and

Incongruous counterparts, 161 ft .;
involved in consciousness of time,
309 ff., 384--0, 390-1; igno red by Kant
in doctrine o f schemans m, 34 1, 348,
360; invo lves catego ry of reciproc ity,
Illl-Ilv, 385- 7, 390-1; and anti nomy,
480 If. SeeGeomet ry

Spec ification , transcendental prin ciple of,
50 1-2

Spence r, Herbert , 87, 584 II. , S96
Spinoza, 74, 273 II ., 440, 587, 60 1-2
Stad ler, 197, 378-9. 389 I'.
Stir ling. James, xiv
Stirling, j. Hutchi son , 23, 75, 366 /1" 377
Stout , G . F. , 87 II ., 367 II., 387
St rawson, P. F. , xxl
Subconscious, the, Kant 's view of , 263 ff.,
273- 4

Subjectivism, in Kant 's doctrine of the
transcenden tal ob ject , xxxix ff.,
xn-xuu. 206 ff., 217- 18. See
Phenomen alism and subjectiv ism,
Idealism

Subs tance and attr ibute, catego ry of,
362-3

Sulzer, xxxv II.

Suramum Bonum , 575, 577, Appendtx C
Swedenborg, 155 II., 158 I,., 299
Swift, Jonathan , 74
Synt he t ic proce sses, xix, p roblem of
knowledge a priori an d, xxv ff., xu,
xliii, xliv, 28 n. 37 ff., 59 ff.;
knowled ge from mere conce pts, 64;
decompostng synthesis, 9S; ambigu ities
in Kant 's fo rmula t ion of prob lem of a
priori synthe tic judgmen ts, 43 ff.:
processes, xfvtn-xttx, uv-tvr. 245--8,
261- 2,263 ff., 277--8, 293 , 295 u. 322 ,
327 ft . see Ana lytic and synthe tic
judgments, and met hods

System of pure reason , 71-3, S79--60

Teleo logica l argument , S36-7, S38-42,
556-8
Terrasson. Jean, 15
Tetens, 82, 148, 294 II. , 475
rnaes. 18
Theist, as co nt rasted with de ist , 541
Thi ngs in themselves, Kan t 's first use of
phrase, 112 II.; tra nscendental object
equiva len t to thing in itself, 204 ft. See
Appea rance

Thinking, discur sive and creative. See
Unde rstand ing

Thomasius, 193
Time, consciousn ess o f, Kant' s da tum,
XXi, xu, 120 , 2·11- 2; meta physical
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expos itio n of, 123 f f.: as infin ite , 125;
transcendental expos ition of, 126 ff .,
344....5; as form of inner sense , 134- 5,
293 n.; axiom s of, 127; not a determi
nat ion 01outer appearance, 134 ff .;
mere ly de teao cha racter of , xu-xun
tvr-rvn. 142, 565-7; simultaneity not a
mode of, 135 ff., 356, 358-9; and
simultaneous apprehens ion, 135--ii,
348,358-9,367-8,371-2, 381- 2; and
reality of inne r chan ges, 138-40; t ran 
scenden ta l idealit y of, 76, 138; Kant 's
view of, not a mere hypo thesis, 147;
space involved in consciousne ss of,
134-6, .~09ff., 341. 347-8; sub jective
and ob jective ord er o f, 358 ff., 365 tt.,
381 fl.; time retattons de te rmined by
the given, 34-5, 267-8, 367 , 370,
371- 2, 377; does no t itself change, 142,
359 -60 ; categor y o f causality invo lved
in consc iousness of, lvii- lviii, 365 fl.,
377 ff., 387; cannot be experienced in
and by itself, 375--ii;catego ry of
reciprocity invo lved in consciousness
of, 381-9 1; Idea of Reason invo lved in
consciousness of , lvu-lvitt, 96--8,
390--1; infi ni tude and infin ite dlvlsfbll
ny o r. 390-1, 481, 483 ff.

Tota lity. SeeUnconditioned
Transcendent. 5t'eTran scenden ta l and

Metaph ysjcs
Transcenden tal, meaning of te rm, 73-6,
116-17,302; illusion, 13, 427-9 , 552,
555; method of proof, xx-xtx, xl t,
xhtt-xtv, 45, 238-9, 24 1-3, 259-60,
344,568 ,572 tt.: ideality of space an d
nme. 76, 116-17, 138; exposit ion of
space and t tme , 109 ff ., 126 If., 344- 5;
object, Kant 's doct rine of, li II., 203,
204 n, 322 , 328, 37 1-3, 406-7, 412,
414, 415. 512 11., 5 13- 14. 518; unity of
appercep tion , Kan t 's pre-Crit ica l view
of, 207 ff., 213; unity of appe rception,
Kant's.doct rine of, llv- Ivt, 250--3,
260--3,270, 277-9, 322 n. 455 ff.,
473- 7; psycho logy, xlvlii-Ili, Iiv-I vi,
50--1, 235 ff., 253, 263 ff.; Ideal. 522 ff.;
principles o f Reason, 550--1; illu sion,
13,427- 9,437,456 rr.. 480, 552, 555.
SeeDeduction of Categories and of
Ideas
IhmsitiOlI {rum ti le Mrt (lp l /ysical First

Principles of Natu ral Sti ffler to Phrsics,
Kant 's treat ise, 275 1/., 283 IZ., 482 II.,
514 n.;Appendix C

Trendelenburg, 113- 14, 140
Truth . SeeCohe rence theo ry of tru th

Ueber das Organ tierSeete, Kant 's, 8 1 n.,
275 n.

Ueber eine Emdedlll1lS, etc., Kant's reply to
Eberhard , 90 ff., 143 n.

Ul'm-r I ' lzilosoplzie jibffhlwpt , Kant 's, 83 n.
12"

Ulrichs, 467, 471
Uncond itioned, Idea of the, it s rela tion to
category of tota lity, 199-200 , 433-4,
451, 480 , 529, 559-60; ou r awareness
of the cond it ioned presupposes the,
416-1 7, 429 ff.: in connec tion with
Kant's view of the self, 473- 7; Kant 's
crit icism of the Idea of the, 498 , 527 ff.,
533-7.541- 2,555,558-61. See Idealist
an d Sceptical views of Reason

Understanding, and Reason, lvi - Iix, a, 52;
defined, 81; may have common roo t
with sen sibility, 77; di stinc tion
between its discur sive and its
o riginative act ivities, 172, 176 fl. ,
182- 3, 263 ff., 277-fJ;, 334-5. 370, 377;
viewed by Kant as a uni ty, 174 ff.,
185- 6; its primary funct ion, xu-xui,
xllv, xlvii- xlix, 93-4, 133, 18 1-2,
288-9, 332,370,377; as intuitive, 160,
29 1, 408 n, 468 II. , 542. seeConcept

Un iversal Natural History and Theory of tile
Heavens, Kant's, 539

Untl'rs ll(/umg iibl'r die Dfl/tl ichkeit tl l'r
Gnmasntz e, Kant 's, 110 n., 131

Vaihinge r, Hans, xx, xxt. xxv, xxlx, xxxiii,
xxxvt, xllx, xlfv n., 2, 13, 23, 43, 45 n.
52,53,59, 60, 64, 65,66, 81, 87, 104,
105, 109 , 112,1 13, 117,127,130.139,
140, 143, 147,148,156, 161,162, 202
ff., 26 1, 268-9, 398-9 , 30 1, 3 14-3 15,
579 n., 60 1 11 .

Value, prob lems of, Hx- Ix, Ixut-Ixtv
Void, Kant 's doctrine of the, 354-5
Vol taire, xxxviii, 436, 539
Von Item ersteu Gnmde drs U1Itl'rscili edl's der

Gegenden im gaume, Kant 's, 40, 86 II.,
140, 162

Wallace, William xxiii II.

Watson, John, xiv, xx, 1 n., 23 II., 75,
102 n., 117, 183, 195, 196, 198, 262,
328, 462 ,468 n., 564

w ellek, Rene xxii-xxiii II. 2
Whitehead , A. N. xv
Windelband , 46
Wolff, 192- 3, 272, 436, 440, 522, 579,
587, 601--6
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